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FOREWORD

This publication is a Isult of the recognition by the Queensland Board of Secondary
. ,

. k . .

School Studies and the lioard of Teacher Education of the close interrelationship
between developments in the schools and developments in teacher educition.

In view of the increaSing emphasis on schooling and work, the Boards felt, that it was
timely fo review developments and possible future trends irk secondary, education and
to consider the implications of these trends for the pre-service preparation and
in-service prciofessional development of secondary teachers.

.,, .. .

Numerous suggestions for desirable developments in the curriculum and organisation df
secondary schools are contained in the report, together with some implications for
teacher education. These are set against a background of research into the charac-
teriistics and attitudes of secondary teachers and 'a review of recent AUstralian
literature relating schooling and work. /
We commend the 'report to those who have' an interest in "or a responsibility for
secondary schools and teacher education. We hope that it will stimulate further.,con-
sideration of the relationship between secondary schools and the world of work and of
the implications of this relationship for teacher education so that our secondaryr)students may be be ter prepared to take up their role in adult life and our teachers
better prepare t assist them in this process.

J.A. Golding A.R. MaaKee,

Chairman, Chairman;
Board of Seconda4 School Studies Board of Teacher Education
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?REFACE

Towards the end of 1980, the Board of Teacher Education undertook a survey of
teachers In Queensland secondary schools to ascertain the extent of their contact with
the world of work outside the sphool and to gather their opinions about the sthool's
role in preparing students for the world of work. Follo*ng the publication of the
results, reactions were sought from many individuals and groups. The Board of Teacher
Education and the Board of Secondary School Studies then met to discuss the report
together with 9ther xecent reports dealing with the school-work relationship, in par-
ticular the ueensland Review of School-Based Assessment and the Comonwealth
Schools ConuhissLon publication Schooling for 15 and 16 Year Olds.

As a result of these discussions, the two Boards agreed to holl' a joint conferencq at
which those from the schools, the teacher education institutions and the cordmunity
could meet to consider the role of schools in preparing students for work and adult
life and the implications ctf developments in secondary schools for teacher education.
The conference was held at .the Bardon ProfessicTal Development Centre on 29 May
1982.

...s..,The first section of this report presents the results of the survey of Queensland
secondary school teachers. The second section is a summary of some recent Australian
literature on the,relationship between school and work which was prepared es
pre-reading fir conference participants. The third section is ai account of the
conference proceedings, including coment on the area.4 of mai r., agreement and
suggestionsror 'further action. In the final section, the main theme of the previous
sectibns are briefly discussed.
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SECTION I

RESEARCH REPUT

Secondary Schools`and The World'of Work:

The Opinions and Experiences of .Queensland Teachers



I

INTRODUaTON

Purpose

After a person leaves school, he is likely to spend a substantial par of the
remainder of his life in the working work It is often considered; theref re, that
schools have an important role to play in preparing their students to ent r and to
participate in this world of work outside, the schoOl.

In recent years, this aspect of a school's function has been given attent on by the
media, by certain sections of the community including employers, by gove nrnent and
by educationists. As a result, reports such as those prepared by :th Common-

. wealth/State Working, Party on the Transition from School to Worksor Fu ther Study
have appeared. Similarly, the 1980 conference of the AustraliaT As ciation. or
Research in Education had as its theme Youth, Sdhoolineand Unemploym nt.

In broad terms, the purpose of the Tesearch project described in this' report is to
examine certain Aspects of the relationship between secondary schools nd the wortd
of work. There are -many aspects of this relationship which cotil have .been
examined. For example, school to work transition prpgrams, career eucation pro-
grams, work experience foestudents, employers' expectations of school leavers.

This.study focussed on the individual secondary school teacher and is b ckground,
experiences and opinions. It sought answers to questions such as: Wha are the char-

, acteristics of_ secondary .teachers in Queensland in terms of sex, age, teaching
experience, qualifications and family background? What work expe ienc s outside
teaching have they had? How often do they arrange for representati es of the world
of work to talk to students in their classes, and how often do teac ers vi it places
of employment with their students? To what extent do they co ider secondary
schools should prepare students for the world of work? What ar their attitudes
towards work? What are their opinions about 'alternative pr grams of work
experience for teachers?

`,', The answers to qtlestions such as these may have 'Inplications for both pre-service
and in-service teacher-.education.

Methodology

'In'the early plaiining stages of the peoject, dkeussions were held between the Board
of TeacIhr Edtcation's'NJeacher Education''Review Committee and a number of
secolitdar teefers and m mbers of busirress and industry and trade unions. The
purpose of ths discussions was to tryrto identify some of the important issues in
the relationship 'between jecOndary schools and the world of work about which it
would be ,useful t'y collect information.

A questiOnnaire for 'completion by individual secondary, sclaool teachers was sub-
seqyently developed. Comments on the various drafts of the questionnaire were
sought from teacher union and employer groups. Before the final form of, the
questionnaire was established, it was trialled in a large Brisbane secondary scpool.

1
Thebroad categories of inforkation sought in the qyestionnaire were outlined above.
A more detailed description of the data sought is given below:

7

Sex

Age

Type and location of school

Subjects taught

Position in school

Teaching experience

Qualifications

Type of secondary school attended

Parents' kucation and occupation

Full-time and part--lime ,work experience, other, than teaching

\ 8
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Extent of contactibetween students and the world of work, as arranged by in-
dividual teachers
Constraints to organising more of these visits
The adequacy of the curriculum in preparing 'students for the world of work

Teacfiers' attitudes towards work

Xhe aims of secondary education
-7Teachers' opinions about programs of ,..2yernative work experience for
'XiNechers.

A random sample of 1 in, 15 teachers who 'were teaching in both government and
non-government secondary schools in Queensland was selected for inclusion in the
study. Teachers were chosen from the alphabetical list of registered teachers held
by the Board of Teacher Education using an equal interval random start method. In,
this manner, 613 teachers were selected.

In October 1980, questiorpaires were forwarded, through the principal, -tb those.
teachers chosen in the sample. After a follow-up letter, 483 questionnaires were
returned, reprqsenting a satisfactory response rate of 79 peR cent.

r,



BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS r

Some general background characteristics of teachers in Queensland secondary
schools are presented in this section. They include type and location of sc600l, sex,
age, teaching experience, subjects taught, qualifications, secondary school attended
and family background. This information was collected firstly, because it is of
interest in its own right and secondly, so thaeresponsetto later questionnaire items
could be analysed in terms of certain of these backgrouftd characteristics.

Type and location of school

The type and locatien of the schools in which the respondents to the questionnaire
were currently teaching is shown in Table L

1
Table 1: Type and location of current schOol

; 1424e_

Government 69

Catholic .20
.

Non-government non-Catholic 11

Location

Metropolitan

Provincial city 26

CouhtrY 21

Tabl 1 shows that over tWo-thirds of the respondents were leaching 1n government
schools and slightly more than half were in metropolitan schOols. For the purposes of
this study, Ipswich; Gold Coast and Redcliffe were regarded as metropolitan areas.

. .1 , . ,. ,
O Statistics available from the register of teachers, obtained in November 1980, (Board, ,,.

of Teacher Education, 1981) indicate that the proportion of respondents in govern-
ment and non-government schools, closely% approximates- that for all secondary
teachers teaching in Queensland. These population figures show that 69 per tent of
registered teachers teachingsln secondary sChopls were in government' schools and 31
per cent were teaching in non-government schools. .

Age and Sex
,. 00.

,

There was a slight majority of men in the sample (53 per cent). The population
statistics which show that 52 per cent of Queensland secondary teachers are men
(Board of Teacher Education, 1981), indicate the representativeness of the sample, in

ms of sex. Dat,a collected by Bassett. (1980).shewed that the average proportion
male teachers in Australian secondary schools was-58 per cent.

,

There was a4higher proportion of male telchers in government schools than in
.hon-government schools. The-proportion of male teachers in government schools was
55 per cent, in Catholic schools, 44 perhcent and in non-government non-Catholic
schools, 48 per cent. , 6400

, .. , ..

The age diStribution of the respondents, tabulated ag zdhst type of secondary sqool
in which teaching, is given below in Table 2. -/The data in Table 2 indicate that teachers secondry schools are relatively young,
with nearly half the teachers being 304y rs old or les4st and only 21 per cent o er
40 years old. Again, these figures close y approximate the age distribution of II
registered secondary teachers in Qeensla (Board qf Teactier Education, 1981). The
Queensland results with respect fo age are similar the Australian results found y
Bassett- in is 1979, survey. For, example, BasstrT6und that 52 per cent of cond ry
teachers we 30 years or less, and that 22 per tent were more than 40 year old.

,
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Table 2: Age of respondents by type of secondary school

Typeof secondary school

Age Group*

Less than 25 years

25-30 years

31-40 years

41-50 years

51-60 years

Over 60 years

1e3overnment Catholic Non-govt., Total
non-Catholic

(N = 332) (N = 96) (N = 52)

18

' 32
32

10

7

16

26

35

161

4

N.3

s

6

'23

11

21-
15

3

16

30

33

* Age gryp unspocified b throe rAspdhdents

From Table 2, it can be seen that teachers in non-government schools, and especial-.
ly '-ron-government pon-Catholic schools were older than teachers in government

' schools. To illustrate, 39 per cent of teachers in non-government non-Catholic
I, schools were over 40 years, whereas 18 per cent of teachers in government second-;

ary schools were over 40.

Another' findingiof interest with regard to sex and age of teachers was that, on
average, male teacherS were older than female teactvets. Table 3 shows these results.

Table 3: Age by tex 'If respondents

Sex

Age Group Male )/

(N = 249)

Female

(N = 231)

Total

le

Less than 25 years 9. 23 16%

25-30 years 30 30 30

31-40 years 39 26 33

41-50-years 12 12 12

51-60 years 7 .8 7

Over 60 years 2"' ,. 1 $11''

_

Table 3 indicates that, while the proportion of tekh der-than` 1 was
about the same for both men and wome larger portion', omen te chers
were in the youngest group of less than 2 years.

Teaching Experience

Consistent with the data on age, the resu for tea* xperience, as shown in
Table 4, indicate a relatively inexperienced teaching pirolession in terms of length of
secondary school teaching experience.

The relative inexpikence is illustrated by the finding that one-third of the teaclie s
had less than six years' secondary teaChing eicperience while almost two-thirds h
less- than eleven years' experienCe teaching" in secondarY schools. The pattern o
secondary teaching experience of Queensland teachers is very sinilar to the Aus-
iralian pattern (Bassett,,1980).



Table 4: Secondary teaching experience

Less than one year

. 1-5 iears
6-10 years

11-20 ,years

More tharf20 years

Non-reponse

tat

.4

%

8

25

29

26

8

4

Teachers were also asked to indttate their extent of teaching experience in
pre-school, primary, trade or TAFE, tertiary and special education. It was found that
about one-quarter of secondary teachers had some primary teaching experience. Very
few, however, had taught 'students in any of the other groups. These results are
summarised In Table 5. ,

Table 5: Proportion of secondary teachers 'with experiencett levels other tharr secondary

0

Pre-school

Pilmary

TAFE/Trade

Tertiary P

Special

Other ,

Current Tea hin Situat

Nearly all of the respondents (96 W. cent) had regular a c hip) g duties in their
school. Nonetheless, there was a substantial number of teachers ,who 'were also
administrators (7 per cent), subject masters or co-ordinators (20 per cent) or clas-
sified themselves in an 'other' category (6 per cent)..

,The teachers in the sample taught a wide range of subjects. The major curriculum
areas of the respondents are shown in Table 6. Respondents were asked to indicate
only one rrijor curriculum area.

Tabler 6: Major curriculum aiea of secondary School teachers

English

Mathematics

Sciences (including Chern(stry)Physics
Biological Sciences)

History

Geography

Foreign langua es 4

Home Ecosi5mics

Commercial Studies

Manual Arts

Art

Physical Education or Health and.
Physical Education '

14

13

16

4
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-
Educational Background

Teach-e-rs olltained their initial teaching qualifications in a diverse number of ways.
Table 7 shows the type of course, the type of institution and the location of the in-,
stitution at which they obtained their initial qualification.

Table 7 Initial qualification of secondary teachers

- Type of Qualification
a

One-year course 11

Two-year course 23

Diploma of Tea Ching 21

Pre-service Bachelor of Education 3

Degree only (e.g. Bachelor of Arts) 4

Degree plus Diploma of Education 27

. Other ' 10

Tyke of institutions at which obtained %

University only .29

College of advanced education or teachers
college only

49

Both university and college of advanced
- education . 14

Other 7

Location

Queensland 79

Interstate 12

Overseas 9

'The predominant methods of- obtaining' initial pre-service teaching qualifications
were by a two-year course, a Diploma of Teaching br a degree plus a Diploma of
Education or Graduate Diploma of Teaghing.

More of the teachers were educated in a teachers college or college of advanced
education only, than in a university onty Or in a combination of the two. Most, res-
pondents undertook the majority of their pre-service preparation, Jon Queensland,
although a sizeable number undertook-it interstate or overseas.

It is of interest to noie that a higher proportion of teachers in non-government
non-Catholic schools than teachers in government or Catholic schefols had attended a
university at part of gaining their pre-service qualification - the proportions being
60 per cent, 42 per cent and 41 per cent for non-government non-Catholic, govern-. ment and Catholic schools respectively.

Also of interest is the finding that a greater proportion af teachers in government
schools than in non-government schools received the majority of their pre-service
preparation in Queensland. Eighty-seven per cent of teachers in government schools,
57 per cent of teachers in Catholic , schools and 73 per cent of teachers in
non-government non-Catholic schools undertook the majority of their pre-service
preparation in Queeniland. The major difference with respect to location of
pre-service education among various types of schools was that a large proportion of
Catholic and non-government non-Catholic teachers gained their initial qualification
interstate. There was little difference in the proportion of each group of teachers
educated overseas.

1 3
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e Teachers re asked to indicate the nature of any qualifications, apart from their
pre-servic teaching qualification, which they had obtained. The most common
amongst these were: a Bachelor's degree (other than Education). obtained by 92
teachers, Bachelor of Education or Educational Studios by 48 teachers, a Trade
QualifiCation by 35 teachers, a Diploma or Graduate Diploma by 34 teacffers,
(including:11 who had completed an upgrading Diploma of Teaching), and a masters
degree by 11 teachers.

Table 8 shows details of the secondary,4chool attended by respondents for the
Tajority-of their secondary edueation.

Table 8: Secondary school attended

65

21

Government

Catholic

Non-governMent non:Catholic 14

Location

(I) Queensland 77

Interstate 13

Overseas 10

00 Metropolitan 54

Provincial city 22

CountO town w 24

Mode of attendance:A

As a day student 88

As a blYarder 12

As an evening stddent

Stts a correspondence student

It can be seen from the table that the majority of teachers had What might be
regarded as a conventionalled4cation. Most attended a government secondary school,
were educated in Queensland and were day students. It should be noted, nonetheless,
that a sizeable proportion undertook the majority of their secondary edimation
either interstate (13 Oer cent) or overseas (10 per cent).

A crosstabulation of the type of secondary school attended with the type of second-
ary school in which presently teaching produced the interesting result shown below
in Table 9.

Table 9: Current school by seCondary school attended

Current School

Government Catholic Non-govt
non-Catholic

%

(N = 330) (N = 95) (N = 51)

Government
Secondary*

Ca.tholicschool
attended Non-government

non-Catholic

75 35 53

* Non-respondents 7

15 52 6

10 , 14 41.

7 14



Table 9 shows the tendency for a large number of teachers to return' to teach in the
same type of secondary school which they attended as a student. Thus, 75 per cent
of teacters currently teaching in government schools attended a government second-
ary school, 52 per cent of teachers in Catholic secondary schools attended a t
Catholic secondary school as students, and 41 per cent of non-government
non-Catholic teachers attended a similar type of secondary school. These figures can
be compared with the overall proportion of respondents who attended government,
Catholic and non-government non-Catholic secondary schools - 65 per cent, 21 per
cent andt114 per cent resifectively.

Family Background

It is sometimes said that a large proportion of teachers come from homes in which
one or more parents are also teachers. The results of this study indicate, however,
that this is not true of in Queensland secondary schools. Only a small pro-,
portion of teachers had eit a mottier (7 per cent) or a father (6 per cent) who
had ever been a teacher.

Indeed, the results indicate that teachers have come from a wide variety of family
backgrounds. The major occupations in which teachers' fathers were, engaged while I
the teachers were at school are shown in Table 10 below. The occupations were
coded using the scheme developed by Broom, Jones and Zebrzycki (1965) with the
exception that graziers and other farmers have been combined. Using statistics from
the 1966 Census as. a reference point, the propoftion of the total male Australian
workforce is also shown for comparison purposes. These statistic/Mare reported by
Broom and Jones (1976). ,Between 1961 and 1971, this distribution did not change
markedly, although a drop in the proportioittf farmers and farm workers is, noted.

Table 10; Occupations of respondents' fathers and occupational distribution of Australian

male workforce - 1966.

Secondary Australian
teachers' male
fathers* workforce

Occupational Group 1966

Professional

Managerial

Clerical

Skilled manual

Semi-skilled manual

Unskilled manual

Graziers and farmers

Farm and rural workers

17 8

15 9

18 lLe

19 21

8 21

6 16

15 .

A reasonably high proportion of teachers
18 per cent) either did not respond to question or

gave on uncodeable response.
Percentages given are proportion of codeable responses.

Table 10 shows that 17 per cent of secondary tekchers were the sons and daughters
of professional fathers; 15 per cent of managerig fathers; '18 per cent of clerical

fathers; 19 per cent of fathers who were skilled manual workers; and.15 per cent of
fathers who were farmers. In terms of the occupational`distribution of the Australian

male 'workforce, there was an over-representation of teachers from professional,
managerial, and farm homes, and an under-representation `from homes in which the

father was a semi-skilled or unskilled manual worker.

The mothers' of 83 per cent of the teachers .were engaged in full-time home duties
for the majority of time the teachers were attending school as pupils and students.

Lwt Witt respect to educational level obtained by teachers' parents, 47 per cent of the
fathers had attended secondary school and a further 15 per cent had a tertiary
education. Fifty-six per cent _of the mothers had a secondary education, and an
additional 7 gpr cent were tertiary educated.

8 1 5



WORK EXPERIENCE OTHER HAN TEACHING

It has recentl recommended by certain educational inquiries°that teachers
should spend some me in work other than teaching. For example, the Williams
report (Committee of riquiry into Education and Training, Vol. 3, 1979, p.8) recom-
mended that there shc4ild be "opportunities for the short-period release or second-
ment of teachers to othee fields of work". The Select Committee on Education in
Queenslancl (Final Report, p.12) considered that "necessary liaison should be
estkblished with the private sector andother Public Service Departments to allow
te.herrs to spend some timf working in one of these areas as a dorma4part of their
service". Recommendations of this type are strengthened by the view that teachers
have little experience in work other than teaching. To illustrate, the Queensland
Economics Teachers Association submission to the Select Committee on Educatibn in
Queensland (see Hook, 1980, p.69) claimed that "the majority of teachers have
limited or no practical experience outside of educational institutions". By giving
teachers alternative work experience, the argument runs, they will be better
equipped to teach their students about the types of jobs they may enter after
leaving school. Thus, in a submission to a South Australian Working Party employers
claimed that -

teachers should spend some of their time in commerce and industry so that
they would be better prepared to advise their students, and would then try to
introduce into the,curriculum*more subjects reining directly to working life.
(Report of Workina Party on 'the Transition from Secondary Education to
Employment, 1976, p.64).

In the light of the above,it is important to consider firstly the extent of teacher
partiCipation in work other than teaching and the types of otcupations in which they
have been engaged. It is also important to consider teachers' views on alternative
programs of work experience for teachers - would they be interested In participating
and in what types of occupations would they be interested A' gaining experience?
This report attempts to answer these two questions. In doing so, if provides inform-
ation which might be used in planning programs of work experience for teachers or
students in teacher education institutions.

An issue which also needs to be carefully considered is not dealt with by this
survey. That is, does invoking teachers in programs of work experience for teachers
make any difference to the way ;in which they teach their students, and, in par-
ticular tfie way they help their students learn about the world of work outside the
school?

Previous Full-time Work Experience

Teachers were asked to indicate the full-time occupations (other than teaching) in'
which they had been engaged, and the length of time in which they had been
involved in each occupation. They were also asked to indicate how long they had
spent in each occupation during four different 9-ages of their education , before
completing secondary studies after secondary studies ind before teacher training,
during teacher training and alter completing teacher training.

In all, slightly more than half of the 83 teachers had.some previous full-time work
experience. The amount of time spent by teachers in other types of work and the
period of their careers in .which it was spent isgiven'in Table 11 below. Teachers
were asked to include vacation employment.

If the "Total" figures in the top rcAv are considered, it can be seen that a large pro-
portion of those who have full-time work experience other than teaching have
worked in other occupations for short periods of time. Moreover, including those who
have no other work experience, abo.ut two-thirds of teachers in Queensland second-
ary schools have one year or less of full-time work experience in an occupation
other than teaching. On the other hand, at least 87 teachers or 18 per,cent of total
respondents have engaged in other full-time work for a period ol more than two
years. Of these, most undertook this employment before completing their teacher
preparation. Five per cent of Queensland secondary teachers have been engaged in
another occupation, full-time, for more than five years.

9



7)
Table,11: Number of teachers will full-time work eXperlence at various stages oi their

career

DURATION
'40

3 months 4-12 1-2 2-5 More than Unspect-

or less months years years 5 years fi2d Total

TOTAL* 24 65 26 64 23 43 245

Before completing
secondary s'chool

Before commencing
teacher training

During teacher
training

After teacher'
training

29 13 3 10 3 13 71

i
33 26 7 .34 15 21 136

26 26 6 1 21 84

15 24 14 21 3 15 92

Number without full-tirriemork experience = 238

* Figures in this row are number of teacNers who have had total work experience, of wariops
'lengths af tithe. The individual column entries do therefore not sum to the total.

In Bassett's survey of teachers, it was found that 24 per cent of Queensland second-
ary teachers had at least two years' experience in an occupation other than
teaching. k is not possible to directly compare Bassett's results and the findings of
the present report for periods of less than two years, as Bassett's report excluded
vacation employment while this survey included it. Bearing this in mind, it is sig-
nificant to note that Bassett found that, 66 per cent of Queensland secondary
teachers had had no work experience other than4eaching (when "nil" and "nil
response" are summed). The difference between Bassett's find,ings and the findings of
this report (which show 49 per cent without any full-timel work experience) can
probably be largely explained in terms of vacation employment. For Australia as a
Nhole, Bassett's results showed 61 per cent of secondary teachers without Work
experience other than teaching and 27 per cent with more than two years'
experience.

It is also of interest to note that 82 teachers were in full-time occupations for more
than three months after completing secondary school and before corkleting teacher
training. These might be seen as a group of teachers who did not undertake teacher
education in the semester immediately after their secondary.education but engaged
in some other occupation between the two.

The majority of teachers who were involved in other occupations were employed as:

clerical and office workers (85 teachers)
shop assistants (49)
tradesmen or apprentices (46)
labourers (28)
waiters, bar tenders (27)
farm or rural workers (20)
members of armed servicts (18)
factory workers (15)
drivers, railway workers (14)
storernen and packers (11).-

Of the above occupations, the only ones which were engaged in by .\a majority of
respondents for more than one year were tradeswork gr apprenticeships or military
service, These data suggest" that the only major groups who switched to teaching
after embarking initially on another career were those who were formerly tradesmen
or appxentices. For most of the other positions, it appears that many teachers sought
positions only on a temporary basis.

Further analysis of the results indicates that the former tradesmen were now mainly
manual arts t chers who entered teaching via a special trades entry teacher edu-
cation course. Wen Vie 35 manual arts teachers are removed from the analysis, the
number of teach rs who have had some full-time work experience 'falls dlr. 245 to

10
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214. Moreesignificantly, .the proportion with .wore than ,two yearsr full-time work
experience drops from 18 per cent to 13 per cent when the manual' arts teachers are
excluded.

A breakdowri of the major,occupations by stage of education at Which teachers were
involved in them is given in Table 12.

Table 12: Major occupations In which teachers involved

WHEN INVOLVED
. .

Before Before
A Oomplaing commencing

secondary teocher
a school" training

Clerical and office Workers

Shop assistants

Tradesmen or apprentices

Labourers

Walters, bar tenders

Farm or rural workers,

Members of armed services

Factory, workers

Drivers,failway workers

Stokmen and packers

16 4.3'.

.30 16

5 24

13

- / 8

7 r 7

..., 3

4 e
2 5

6

During
teache4
.training

After
teacher
trainidg

18 32

16 5

3 5

9. 6

15 6

8 5

5 13

5 3

6 3

1

The occupation in which teachers were most often involved before secondary school
was as shop asSistants; befgre commencing teacher training the most common occu-
pations were clerical and office work, trades or aRprenticeships, labouring and as N.

shop assistants; during' teacher training they were clkical and.office workers, shop
asSistants and waiters or bar tenders, and after teacher training they were clerical
and office workers and members of .the arrized services.

Comparing length of full-time experience in- other occupations among the types of
school reveals that a higher proportion of teachers in government and Catholic
schools than in non-government non-Catholic schools have had no outside work
experience - the proportions being 49 per cent, 55 per cent and 38 per cent respect-
ively. This difference is most marked in the older teachers. Of teachers over 30
years, the proportions with no full-time work experience dutside teaching are 43 per
cent for government schools, 62 per cent for Catholic schools, arid 29 persicent for
non-government non-Catholic schools.

Previous Part-time Work Experience

Teachers were asked to indicke the nature of th r previous part-tirne work
experience outside teaching in the same manner as tIey indicated full-time work
experience. The results are shown in Table 13.

Table 13 indicates that 65 ,per cent of Queensland secondary teachers have had some
part-time work experience other than teaching. As with involvement of achers in
full-time occupations, the majority of this work experience was u ertaken$ by
teachers for short periods (II time. Nonetheless, 13 per cent of teac rs had been
engaged in part-time occupations for more than two years.

Table 13 also shows that a large propo rtion of future teachers undertook part-time
employment during secondary and tertiary studies. A smaller'bumber have undertaken
part-time employment after completing their teacher preparation.

4f-
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Table 13: Number of teachers with part-time work eicperience at yarious stages of their
career

_

' DURATION

3 months 4-12 1-2

or less- months years

2-5
years

More than Unspeoi-
5 years fled Total

'
TOTAL 29 69 37 '75 14 90 314

Before com. pleting 43 31
secondary s,chool. 1

Before'commencing 52 '11
teacher tra ing

During tea her 24 53
training

1After teacher 23 19 .
training o

20

12

17

4.5,

24

12

30

19

3

-

1

5

57

43

N
48

23

178
"k

130

173

94

Number without part-time work/experience = 169.

The major part-time occupations in which teachers were involved were:

-ttfrop assistants (126 teachers)
, waiters, bar tenders (62.)

`k clerical and office worke (52)
labourers (48)
farm and rural workers ( )
factory workers (30)
postal workers (23)
tutors, workers in education (22).

Opinions conceming Involvement In alternative work experience! prpgrams for teachers

A large majority of teachers (81 per cent pf respondents) were in favour of the pro.-
position that teachers should spend soni time im work experience, other than
teaching, as part of their normal career p ttern. A similar majority (76 per cent of

.respondents) indicated that they would be prepared to participate rn a program of
alternative work experience for teachers in an out of school situation for' an
extensied period of several months.

The concept of programs of alternative work experience was equally highly endorsed
by teachers in different types of schools, Qf different ages and teaching various

;subject areas. The proportion of manual arts and commercial teachers indicating that
work expOence should be part of a teacher's normal career pattern was, however,
somewhat higher -than the average - in each case more than 90 per cent endorsed
the idea.

Similarly, there was equal willingness, on the part of teachers from the different
types of schools to participate in a work experience fot teachers ptogram. Younger
teachers expressed slightly greater readiness to participate in such a program thai
did older teachers. A very high proportion of manual arts teachers (94 per cent)
indicated that they would be willing to be,involved in the program.

The major types of occupations in which the teachers indicated that they would be
interested in participating were:

clerical and office work (73 teachers)
trades (45)
managerial (42)
computer programming (i2)
social work/child guidanee (25)
public relations/advertising (22)
catering (22)
farming (18)
archircture, engineering, surveying (17)
nursing, professional meslical work (17).

12
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It is interesting to -compare the above list of occupations with those in which
teachers, had previously participated. While clerical and office work was rated highly
In all,lists, there was nonetheless ,a tendency for the occupations in whicb teachers
would be interested In participating to include more professional and skilled
pccupations.

6



TEACHER AND CLASS CONTACT WITH WORLD OF WORK
*e.

In this section, the-number of times which individual teachers organised visits from
business firms, Industry associations and employee associations to talk to students in
their classes, the types f organisations which spoke to children in class, and
reasons why more visits ere not organised are examined. In addition, the number
and nature of visits by t e teacher with his classes to places of employment and
reasons constraining more of these visits -are explored.

In considering the results, it must be recognised that tbey reflect the amount of
contact that the individual teacher with his classes has had with the world of work.
The results do not give an account of the amount of student involvement, as part of
the school program, with the world of work. A large number of teachers (75 per
cent) were in schools in which there was a careers or gqidance officer who was res-
ponsible for organising visits. In some schools, therefore, it might have been more
appropriate for the careers or guidance officer, rather than the individdal teacher,
to.arrange visits to or from organisations outside the school.

Further, the results de not generally show initiatives that have _been organised at a
school level-to pi-ornoj.e greater contact between students.and the working world. A
useful outline of thekypes of school initiatives implemented in Queensland to help
student's to enter the world of work can be found in the Report to Schools from the
Director's Cornolittee on Seconttary Education (Departmentpf Education, 1979). The
following programs illusrate the kinds of initiatives whicli secondary sdhools have
developed to increaie Otident contact, with and awareness of the world of work:
Work Experience programs, Link courses with TAFE, Career Awareness programs,
Youth Employment Training, qb Readiness courses. Interested readers are referred
to the Director's Committee Re or,t menNoned above for more detailed information.

Teacher-Initiated Vits froni Worl of,Work to Teacher's Craves .

rt
The number of times individu l teachers were responsible, either directly or through
the guidance officer, for organising business firms, industry associations, employee
associations or 'othet gr6ups in the workplace to talk to their students wo not
great. Seventy per cent of teachers had not had any suck visits oc(cur, 9 per cent
had had one, 8 per cent - two and 6 per cent - three. As pointed out previously, the
fact that three-quarters 'of the teachers were in schools in which there was a
careers.or guidance officer responsible for organising contact betvreen the school
and the working world should be borne in mind when interpreting the results.

There was not a great deal of variation among the d.ifferent kinds of schools with
respect to the number of visits arranged by teachers. Notwithstanding this comment,
teachers in Catholic schools tended to arrange slightly more visits than teachers in
other schools - 11 per cent of teachers in Catholic schools had arranged for four or
more visits compared with 6 per cent of

0
teachers in the other schools.

A comparison of the number of visits for teachers who sizecified the various curri-
culum areas as their major teaching,field is also of interest. Because the number of
teachers indicating any given teaching area is reasonably small, these results must
be taken as tentatiye. The findings are further doude4 by the fact that the visits
teachers arranged were not necessarily concerned with their major curriculum area,
but might have been for classes taken in their second teaching subject. Bearing this
in mind, the results tend to indicate that Physical Education (25 teachers total), Art
(16), Mathematics (61.) and Foreign Language (17) teathers had fewer than average
visits, while History (19), Geography (17) and Commercial (41) teachers had more
than the average number of visits.

While teachers arranged for' a wide variety of organisations to visit thefr classes,
the m?jor ones were:

government or semi-government organisations (33)
post-secondm:Y educational institutions (28)
banks/finance companies (28)
local businesses/retail sales establishments (25)
Commonwealth Employment Service (24)
industrial plants, factories (24)
insurance companies (20)
armed services (15).
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Teachers were asked to indicate whether they would prefer more of this kind of
visit and to indicate the extent t, which eight listed reasons constrained more visits
taking place. The non-response rate to these questions was rather, high, ranging -from
9 per cent to 13 per Cent. This was largely beCause some teachers who had not had
any visits ignored these questions. In reporting results, the percentaggiven are the
proportion of respondents to the question realer than the total number of teachers
who returned questionnaires.

A large majority o teachers (84 per cent) claimthat , they would like more
members of thei worR of work to visit students in /Mir classeS. While this study
cannot provide direct evidence which shows that having these visits is qf use to
students, the fact that most teachers wanted more giVes an indirect indication of
their value.

The extent 4. which teathers saw each of eight llsted reasons as a constraint to
organising more visits is shown below in Table 14.

Table 14: Reasons Constraining more visits from members of working world to classroom

Nory
Important

Madoratoly
Important

Sli6htly
Important

Un-
important

School polio

Finance

Teacher's lack of time

Tfrnetabling difficulties -

ir
Unwillingness of suitable representatlyes
to participate

Unavailabillly of suitable representatives

Lack of interest shown by students
,I

Lack of Interest shown by colleagues

20

11

40

34

10

18

.10

'8

s

'

22

20

. 32

37

.29

28

24

22

'

.

:.

23

23

17

18

32....
.

30

33

33

35

46

11

. 11'

30-

24

32

38

It is clear from Table 14 that teachers consider that the major constraints agains/
arranging more visits are the teacher's lack of time and the difficulty of fitting the
visits in to the school timetable. All of the other listed reasons were rated as
sligtrtly important orunimportant by the majority of respondents.

The answers to this question were analysed by tyPe . and location of school.
Differences in the responses among government, Catholic and non-government
nr-Catholic schools were not great. The following differences are, however, hie.-
lighted:

Teachers in Catholic sc ols reported- school policy- tp be less .of a
nstraint than did teachers in government or other non-government

chools -.the oportions considering school riolicy as a very important
or moderatel important constraint were 31 per cent for Catholic
schools, 45 pe cent for .government schools and 53 per cent for
non-government non-Catholic schools.

Lack of interest shoWn 1y students was rated as more important by
teachers in government schools than in other schools - the proportions
considering this very important or moderately important being 39 per
cent for governmeilLschools, 26., per, cent for Catholic 'schools and 22
per cent for non-gMrnment non-Catholic schools.

Unavailability of sUitable representaiives was more important for
country teachers (59 per cent rating it as a great or moderate
constraint) than provincial city. teachers (48 per cent) or metropofitan
teachers (39 per cent).

15 22
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Class Excursions with Teacher to Places of Employment
el

The level of involvement of teachers in visiting places of employment with their
Students Was similar to that r members of the world of work coming into the
classroom. Seventy-one per cen of t chers had not taken their students to any
places of employment; 13 per cen d taken them to one; 7 per cent had taken
them to ,two; and 8 per cent of teachers had taken their students to thred or more
places of employment.

The number of visits was very similar in government, Catholic and non-government
non-Catholic schools.

Bearing in mind the caveat issued before, teachers who specified Geography, Home
Economics or Commercial studies as their major curriculum area tended to take their
students op greater than average number of visits, and teachers of Foreign
1-anguage5 and Physical Education tended tot take their students on fewer than

,average visits.

The main places visited were:
industrial plants, factories (71)
government and semi-government organisations (p9)
local businesses, retail sales establishments (27)
post-secondary educational institutions (20)
farms (16).

There waS a great, deal of support among teachers for more of these visits - Well
over half of the teachers indicated that they would like to have more Visits to the
"world of work".

An analysis of visits to the d of work by geographical location df schools
revealed that fewer teachers ii opolitan schools than in provincial city schobls
and fewer teachers in provincial city schools than country sqhools took their

, students on such excursions. Sevdnty per cent of rQtropolitan teachers, 67 per cent
of provincial city teachers and 55 per cent of countiy teachers made no such visits.
It Is also interesting to find that a higher proportion of teachers in country schools
wanted more excursions to the workplace than did teachers in metropolitan or prp-
vincial city sctools .

The importance given by teachers to eight listed reasons for not taking their
students to more places of employment is shown in table 15. .

Table 15: Reasons constraining more visits to places of employment,

Very Moderately Slightly Un-

Important Important Important important

Schdol policy 27 27 ' 21 25

Finance 27 -27 24. ''' 22

Teacher's lack of time 1i3 30 17 1p

Timetabling difficulties ii3 3ii 17 6

Unwillingtibs,s of suitable organisations 9 26 36
to participate l

Unavailability of suitable organisations 18 28 28 26
,

Lack of interest shown by students 8 2ii 29 39
1

Lack of interest shjawn by colleagues 7 23 32 38

29

The non-response rate to this question was quite high - about 18 per cent. There
appear to be tw'o reasons for this. As before, some teachers who had not arranged
any excursions ignored the question. The number of non-responses was also probably
increased because the reasons listed were the same as those 'listed for not inviting
.:110-te representatives of the world of work into the classroom. Some teachers may
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have felt ;that they would be du licating their pr vious Iesponse by answering the
question, and so left it unanswer d. The percentag s 'repo4ted are of the number of
responses to the question.

The 'teacher's lack of time and tim tabling difficulti s.are.t e main reasons given by
teachers for not organising more vi its to. places of ;rpploynjent. In addition, slightly
rnore than half of the respondents hought that scho 1 polic and finance were very
important or moderately important constraints to"ir anging ,more excursions. In all
ther cases, a majority of responden s rated the rea ns as sliihtly important or un- ---
portant.

,

V
esponses to, this question were alysed by type d geographical location of
hool. The most striking diffefence 'found was tNit teachers in cou try schools

ra ed unavailability'- of suitable ors isations as m ch more import t for not
or anising more visits than did their ifieteopolitan or roviricial city counterparts.
Six y-five per cent of teachers in untry schoOls Sidered unavailability of
sui organisation§ to be a very or moderately i portant reason why more

rsiOs to plicesuaf employment w re net'undertak , and Ognificantly, 37 per
cent of country teachers considered t is f ctor very important. The proportion of
teac ers in metropolitan and provinci schools who rated, unavailability of
suita e organisations as a very or oderately important constraint was much
lower - 42 per cent *and 38 per cent re ectiv ly.

The ot er differencek of interest were:

School policy as' a constr 'nt o more visits was considered less
important by teaChers in Catholic schools z-40 per cent considering Vt,

. was of great or moderate import ce compared with 58 per cent in
other schools.

Lack of interest hown by students was ratAd more important by
40 teachers in government schools - 36 per cent of tilese teachers con-

- sidered that it waa very or moderately important compared kith 23 per
cent of teachers in-other schools.
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ROLE OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN REPARING STUDENTS FOR THE WORLD OF ..

This section deals witil seCondary teachers' opinions concerning the aims of s cond-
ary ducation and the adequacy of the curriculurri in the various subject ar as in
prep ring students fOr the wRrld of work.

Alms f Seconda Edueation

'Teach rs were asked io rate their level of agreement on a five point scale (strongly
agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree) that each of 19items should be
a maj r aim of secon a ry education. They were also asked to indic te whether the
presen emphasis o ach aim in secondary education in Queensland should be .
increas d, decreased or remain the same.

,

i the included those that were rel:ted to the secondary school's
role in reparing stude s Vor the world of work. To .rovide a balance, end to gain
some id a of priorities, a second group of items, cincerned with what might be

ribgar ed as personal d elopment of students was al- included. Some items were,
taken fro Henderson's udy (1980) on aims of alterna ve general education cours4
in We ter Australia an from Campbell and Robinson study' (1979) on community
beliefs abut schooling. itt1ers were written espedally this study.

\ In orde to proVide a c eck that the items were in fac lasuring two clusters of
\ aims, a faCtor analysis was carried out on the respnses. Factor, analysis is a,

statistic technique wh* h may be used to explore the ay in -which items cluster
together to form a mean ngful set (see Nie et al, 1975, f r 'a detailed ex lanation of
factor alysis). The f ctor analysis revealed that tho itedis which had been
wreviously designated a reflecting aims of secondary ducation conce ned with
personal velopment di form a factor or meaningful grou of items. Tho designed

to measur aims related more directly to preparing studen s for the work g world
(trhded to lit into two clusters. The first of these might b seen as prepar tion for

, the World work in a eneral way, while the second was ore concerned w th pie-
' paring stu nts for spe ific types of occupations. One aim (to prepare stu.,nts to

enter tertiar education did not fall readily into auy of the three groups.

Thus, the ai s of seco dary education reflected in these items would be cons! ered
to fall iNto, hree cl tett - those concerne<with 'Persona development o the
student, thiire conce ed with preparing studenis generally f r the working ld,
and those conc med w th preparing students for certain types f occipations.

The P`roportion of re ondents agreeing with each aim of seco ry education .e.
agreeing or str gly greeing) and the proportion favouring an, ic ease are given in
Table 16.IV

Table 16: Proporti n
proportio
schooling

cdresp ncrents agreeing with eaa'afm of second* education, a d
favourin an Increase In r-r/-n asis in Queen land sec nda

.item
No.

*-1

13:Developing in each child a sens of personal worth
and ,esteem

14. Teaching students how.tq co-ope te with other
people

3. Teaching basic literacy and numera y skills

4. Making students aware of different t es of jobs/
careers available and what is involve in each one

17. HelPing students appreciate cultural actIvitlei

/18. Assisting stUdents in forming positive attitltdes
towards work

Ite

Paro odn. Proportlen
favourin
increase

10

99

98

97

97

h7

82

80

69

73

72 .

.4 79



Item
No. tem

1. Teaching basic problem-SoMng skillp so students
' are competent to soh)e problems In a Job sltuatIdn

11. Helping students.to gain an understanding of the F
training and educational background required to
inter specific occupations .

16. Assisting students to profitably enjoy theirtistile
activities

4.,2. Teaching students how to go abbut gettirip jdb
(e.g. interview,personal appearance) ."`-

,

5. Helping students to understand their future role
as members of the workforce

19. Preparing students for the possi

6. Helping students understand th
employers

-unelpfdyMenk ,

1164ef

')

8. Helping students understand how a business
operates

. Preparing students to.enter tertiary Aicatn,'
v", .

Helping students to gain an understanding orrothe
type of job they are likelY to be doing

10. Teaching students 'about safetyr industrr,

9. &ping students tq understand the role omanagers
i business

7. Teeching students.skills that will be used directly
in their Jobs

a

ProporAon Proportion
agreeing* fayouring

increate

96 80

95 69

69

93 74

-

93 74

91 '72

91 73

50

79 26

Examination of Table 1,6 indicates that tchets stro
secondary edtication concerned with persorQ!deiieloprri
19) and woUld also support ap increase in emphaSisron

eed
cent of respondents thought that each oft;:iese six ai
'secondary educalion, and over two-thirds n an in
Queensland _secondary schools on each eirtil;

Teachers also agreed that Secondary schools should aiM
for employment and theeworld 'of work in a genet* wa
4, 5, 6 aend 11) by, for example "teaching stUdents hp_
and "helping students understand their futUrel_role as
There Was also a. consensus that the empha.Sis on the

'with more than two-thirds of respondents ipdiceting:th
in present emphasis. '

44E

gly endorswl those aims of.
n:t (Items 17, 14, 16, 17, 18,
hese aims. More than 90 per
%should be a major aim of
rease in current practice in

to helP students to prepare'
(particularly Items '1, 2, 3,
to go about getting a job"

members of the workforce".
aims Should be increased,

there should be an increase.

The remainder of the aims, while still endorsed by a m jority of teachers, were not
rated nearly as highly. These items, with the exceriti n of Item 12, might be con-
sidered to be related more ,to 1-.)reparing studentdr pecific types of employment
rather than to the world of work in general.' For e ample, Items 8 and , 9 refer
specifiCally tO "a business" and Item 10 to "S'4, min ,industry". In patticular,
teachers could not agree that teaching students Aingithat will be used directly in
their job should be a major aim of secondiry,educktilorti. 'Moreover, there, was a lack
of consensus among teachers that emphasis on these 4ims should be inc'reased, the
proportion favouring an increase generallyftbeing in ttie',40-50 per cent range,

In general, a reasonably high proporpon (79 per cent) f teachers felt that a major
aim of secondary education should be to prepare stude ts to enter tertiary education
(although this item was'not endorsed as highly' as item related to personal develop-
ment or general preparation for the world of work . However, teachers did not
consider that there should be any increase in enirlih sis of 'this aim of secondary
education - only about one-quarter favoured an increa4e.
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It should be noted that, with the exception of Item 12, a very small proportion of
teachers thought that the emphasis in current practice on each aim should be
decreased. In each Case, the proportibn of respondents favouring a decrease in
emphasis was less than 4 per cent. A, slightly higher proportion of teachers (11 per
cent) considered that there should be a decrease in emphasis on preparing students
for tertiary education.

Further analysis of these results in terms of sex and age of teachers, type of schoel
in which employed (government, Catholic, non-government non-Catholic) and amouat
of full-time work experience (none, one year or less, more than one year) was under-
taken. In all, 152 main effect comparisons were considered. A main effect corn-
parison consists, for example, of comparing the extent of agreement on a particular
item for teachers in the various types of school. Of the 152 main effect com-
parisons, 17 were "significant" in a. statistical sense (at the .05 level). In absolute
terms, however, most of these differences were quite small. These results therefore
generally support a high degree of consistency across the groups of teacher& That
is, male and female teachers of all ages, employe& in various types of schOols and
with varying degrees of work experience consider the same aims important for
secondary education, and would support any increases on each aim to a similar
extent.

Notwithstanding ihe above, appreciable differences did occur for a smalljumber of
items. These concerned varying emphases given tOsome items by teachers under 23
years and by teachers 25 years or older. In particular, a higher proportion of
younger teachers than older teachers agreed that each of the following should be a
major aim of secondary education:

teaching students skills that will be used directly in their jpbs (75 per
cent under 25 agreeing; 54 per cent 25 or over agreeing)
Helping students understand how a business operates (91 per cent under
25 agreeing; 78 per cent 25 or over agreeing).

In addition a higher proportion of younger teachers than older teachers thought that
there should be an increase in emphasis on the following aims:

Helping students understand the expectations of employers (85 per cent
under 25 endorsing,increased emphasis, 71 per cent 25 years or more
endorsing increased emphasis)

Teaching students about safety in industry (57 per cent vs 46 per cent)

Assisting students in forming positive attitudes towards work (87 per
cent vs 77 per cent).

In stimrnary, the impression gained from these results is that the teaching force
strongly supports the idea that secondary schools should promote the personal
development of students and should help prepare students for the "world of work" in
general. They also endorse an increase in emphasis on these aims. Teachers in
general Ware less enthusiastic about the secondary school helping to prepare students
for specific types of jobs, and would not agree that there should be an increase in
emphasis on these aims.

These results are generally 'Consistent with those found by Campbell and Robinson
(1979) in their survey of teachers, students, parents, business people and unionists.
They found that, overall, a higher proportion of respondents agreed that a primary
function of schools should be "to develop in each child a sense of personal worth
and esteem" than agreed that-a primary function of schools should be "to prepare
children to enter the workforce". Further, a higher proportion congidered that the
present emphasis in school practice on the former aim should be increased than did
for the latter aim. Campbell and Robinson's study also showed that a higher pro-
portion of students, parents, business people and unionists considered that a primary
aim of schools should be to prepare students-to enter the workforce. Teachers were
also the group who least supported an increase in this aim, while business people
were most supportive of an increase.

Reviewing Ate Australian literature, Sturman (1979) concluded that students them-
selves considered that they had been given inadequate preparation for the world of
work. In particular, students considered that the career education and guidance they
hid received at school had been of little help in preparing them for the world of
work.
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Plies of Different'Curriculum Areas in Praoatino,Students for the World of Work

Moving from the level of the overall aims of secondary education to speLfic
'subjects within the secondary school, teachers were asked whether, for their major
subject area they considered that the curriculum adequately prepared students for
the world of work. The results overall, and for the major curriculum areas, are given
in Table 17.

Table 17' Proportion of teachers overall and in major curriculum areas who considered that
the curriculum adequately prepared students for the world of work

SUBJECT

Year Level
Overall English Maths Natural Nome Commercial Manual

Sciences Econcmics. Arts

%

Year 8 ;

Year 9/10 (
Year 11/12

44 56 (46) 59 (42) 43 (47) 38 (3i) - 35 (34)

57 75 (59) 60 (50) 46 (52) ; 57 (37) 68 (38) 56 (34)

57 53 (51) 63 (43) 37 (53) 72 (25) 57 (30) 19 (24)

(Numbers in brOckets represent total number of respondents, for 'each subject within Year level

.to the question.)

. In general, and within subject areas, teachers considered that the Yebr 8 curriculum
.. less adequately prepared students for the world of work than did the curriculum at

other Year leyels. In reading teachers' comments, however, a large number of
teaQhers considered that Year, 8 should not be expected to prePare students' for the
world ;of work. Mani teachers felt Year 8 should be a consolidation of the work of
primary school or a general preparation for the later years of secondary school.

At both Year -levels 9/10 and L1/12, all major subject areas, except the sciences,
were seen by rhore than 50 per cent of teachers as adequately preparing students
for the world of work. In particular, English and Commercial subjgcts at the lower
secondary level, and Manual Arts and Home Economics at the upper secondary level

. were considered to be preparing students adequately by a substantial majority of
teachers.

;Those teachers who said that the curriculum was adequately preparing students for
the world of work were asked to indicate in which ways in particular it was doing
this. Those who claimed that the curriculum was inadequately preparing students for
the world of work were asked to.inclicate what might be included in the curriculum
to more adequately prepare students fOr the world of work. The results of these
open-ended comments for the major curriculum areas are reported briefly below.

English

At the lower secondary level, teachers pointed to the skills of reading, writing,
speaking and listening and more specific employment-related skills, such as
form-filling, letter-writing and interview techniques as being hripertant ways in
which the English curriculum helped students enter the world of work. Some teachers
also mentioned that a careers unit was incorporated into their program. In the upper
secondary school, while basic literacy was still seen as iniportant, there was a
tendency for teachers to see the affective aspects of ,a student's development as
related to preparation for the working world. Examples cited included values
formation, heightened sensitivity to world around them, emphasis on world issues,
self-confidence and understanding of human experience through literature.

Although there was only a weak desire by teadhers to have the English curriculum
at lower secondary level changed to make it more relevant to the world of work,
suggestions for -thange included introduction of public speaking, values education and
literature more closely related to life experiences of the students. It was also
suggested. that work experience for students could be introduced. In Years 11/12, a
number of teachers felt that there was foo much emphasis on literature in the
English curriculum.. It was suggested that the English curriculum might include
simulation of employment-related activities, job ,iOterview role plays, Public
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speaking, woik experience for students and greater emphasis on material from
magazines, newspapers and government reports. Some teachers felt that the intro..
duction of these types of components into the English curriculum could be
facilitated by the introduction of a second English course, for examPle, Business
English. "
Mathematics

In the lower secondary school, helping student& with "basic" numeracy skills was
considered by teachers to be an important way-mathematics prepared students for
the world of work. More specific examples such as taxation, insurance, hire
purchase,, use of computers and calculators, -measurements,' estimates and approxi-
matioiis Were also mentioned. At Year levels 11 and 12, ttle content.of the Social
Mathematics course was considered to be most relevant to the world outside the
school. In particular, Social Mathematics deyekiped an awareness of the use of com-
puters, finance, probability and statistics, and social implications of mathematics.
The course was considered useful by teachers becaUse of its essentially practical
orientation. On the other hand, Mathematics I and Mathematics Il were seen as being
related to the world of tertiary education. -

Teachers considered that one way of making the matheratics loirriculum more
relevant to the world of work would be to introduce more applied mathematics and
to relate it more closely to real-life situations. Students might then be able to. see
how mathematics is useful in realistic and practical situations. A. number of teachers
questioned whether, the aim of mathematics should be to prepare students for the
world of work.

Sciences

At the lower secondary level, science was seen to provide a "broad overview".of
scientific principlesi it -.was not necessarily related directly to the world of work. A
comment from a lower secondary science teacher typifies this type of response: "the
science curriculum probably has no direct relevance to work, but it gives students a
basic idea of the laws of the world as well as basic ideas of biological phenomena".
Other teachers reported that learning how to read scales, record data, write reports
and work in a laboratory wese aspects of the science- course in Years 8, 9 and 10
which had direct Application to employment.

In the upper' secondary school, the following aspects were mentioned as ways in
which science helped students as future participants in the world of work: pre-
paration for further study, helps students work independently, aevelops abstract
thought processes ij students, encourages objective decision-making, helps students
understand their own bodies.

To make science more relevant, teachers of lower secondary school students
suggested that the practical application of scientific principles should be given
greater emphasis in the curriculum. One teacher aptly summed up these feelings
when he reported that there should be a -

more balanced blend of theory and application necessary to establishing
relevance for the student. There 'is too great an emphasis on theory - many
students fail to see any relation between what they are taught and the world
of work.

One way of obtaining this, some teachers suggested, would be to have more. work
experience as part of the curriculurt in the sciences. For Years 11 and 12, some
teachers also echoed these Sentiments, although a number said that the aim of
secondary science in Years II and 12 was to prepare students for tertiary educatiob.

Home Economics

Teachers reported 'that Home Economics helped prepare students, for the working
world by: developing human relationships skills, consumer education, use of
leisure-time activities, budgetary managenient, and by providing courses on and
experience in sewing and clothing design, cooking and interior decorationo.

Those teachers who felt that Home EConorpics was not adequately-helping, students
to enter the world of work considered that the course could be made more Vractical
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by, for example, studying industrial and business methods of food and textile pro-
duction, showing how skills are used directly in specific occupations, and providing
opportunities for simulated interviews and work experiences. Lack of time allocated
to Home Economics was also cited as a reason why the Home Economics course was
unable to be of more lienefit to students.

Ccarnercial Subjects

Teachers of commercial subjects pointed to typing, shorthand and office ,procedures
(e.g. Retty cash book, telephone use, postage book) as being of direct relevance to
employment. Several teachers made comments such as "Typing and General Com-
mercial Studies courses are based on what the students will have to know and Llse in
the office situation". In the Shorthand-and Typing classes taken by one teacher "as
near-office conditions as possible were maintained".

There were, nonetheless, a small number of teachers who felt that commercial
subjects should be related more to a real life situation, for example, by using the
books of. a local business firm. Other teachers suggested that data -processing and_
the use of computers could be introduced into the courses. There was also a plea
from some teachers for more up-to-date business equipment (e.g. electric type-
writers) to be available to their students.

Manual Arts

Manual arts courses developed,students' manual skills and co-ordination and provided
them with experience of using, a wide range of tools and materials. It also taught
them about safety in industry. Especially in the upper school, a, small number of
teachers reported that their students participated in workshop courses closely
related to a real work situation in which they filled out time sheets and the like.
One respondent reported that students are set tasks similar to those in an
apprenticeship..

Of the few teachers who claimed that manual arts subjects did not adequately pre-
pare students for the wodd of work, the most common complaint at the lower
secondary level was, that the technical drawing course was out of date. A second
point was that some teachers considered that more modern materials and techniques
should be used. For example, a teacher of lower secondary school students reported'
that the curriculum used dovetailing joints -with woodwork, when industries used
particle board as a medium, thus making the study of dovetail joints of limited use.

a

Some General Comments

The impression gained in reading through the teachers' comments tends to reinforce
the results from the question oh overall aims of secondary education. It seems that
teachers are concerned with preparing students for the working world. However,
they would agree that preparation for the world of work is but one .aspect of a
school's role. Moreover, 'teachers do not think that the school should prepare
students for specific occupations in society (although sorne, teachers of commercial
subjects, and to a lesser extent manual arts and home economics teachers did con-
sideri that schools could prepare students for certain occupations). Perhaps the role
of the secondary school is best expressed in the commenfs of a history teacher, who
was expressing the views of many of his colleagues when he stNed:

On average, an ordinary citizen spends 35-40 hours a week at work, 56 hours
a week sleeping and the remaining 70+ hours a weelc in general living. I feel
very strongly that it is not necessary for every Subject to cater for work pre-
paration, and although history has some application in the field of work, I am
not prepared to justify it in these terms.... it is necessary to retain subjects
such as history for cultural enrichment and social awareness. '
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REPORTED TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARDS WORK
A .

This chapter. seeks to explore the reported attitudes of teachers towards work. To
measure attitudes towards work, teachers were asked to rate their extent of agree-
ment on a five point scale (strongly agree,agree, undecided, disagree, strongly dis-
agree) with each of 19 items. The items were designed .to investigate attitudes
towards: the value teachers placed on differ nt types of occupations, the influence

), Academic achievement and personal choice hould have in determining a student's
career choice and the place of student part- ime and voluntary work.

\ This information was collected with the expectation that a teacher's reported atti-
tude towards these areas might influence the manner in which he teaches about the

. world of work. For example, if teachers highly value tertiary education and pro-
fessional careers, but confider that manual occupations are Of little value, it is
possible that this will subtly influence the types of occupations to which their
students will aspire.

Table 1ft: Reported teacher attitudes towards work

Item ,

No. Item

Proportion
agreeing with

statement

15. If time permits, it is a good idea for students to.undertake
voluntary community service outside school hours

10. Teachers should emphasise that manual work makes a
positive contribution to society

13. It ikgood idea for students to undertake some form of
2 manual training

19. Students should not be discouraged from entering manual
occupations if they wish to do so

3. Students should choose the career in which they are most

Interested

14. If time permits, it N a good idea for students to undertake
paid part-time work outside school hours ,

8.. Academic achievement should be seen only as a general

guide to career choice

44. Students should not be-discouraged from entering unskilled
occupations if they wish to do so

12. Stu n who cannot cope with the academic school curri-
cul a pper secondary 'level should seek employment

17. Manu occupations should be regarded more highly than
at present

5. fttdademlcally talented s(udents should be discouraged froM
entering the workforce immediately after Year 10

2. The ;cademic achievement level of a student should be a
major factor in determining his choice of career

7. Students with a good academic record should be dis-
couraged from choosing unskilled occUpations

11. Students who cannot cope with the academic school curri-
culum at lower secondary le el sh uld seek employment

1. Unskilled occupations should be regarded more highly than
al present

8. A high level of academic achNvernent N a necessary pre-
requisite for getting a "high statui" Job



Item
No. Item

Proportion
agreeing with

statement

6. Academically talented students shoal be discouraged from
entering the workforce after Year 12

16. It is generally better fof students to commence tertiary
education after Year 12 than to enter the workforce

18. Students with a gokd academic record should be dis-
couraged from Choosing manual occupations

38

26

19

The picture of secondary teacher attitudes painted by the above items portrays
teachers as valuing maiival and unskilled work in general, but not to the extent that
academically talented students should choose unskilled occupations (Item 7).
Teachers, however, would not discourage students, academically talented or other-
wise, from choosing manual occupations. They consider that academically talented
students should continue their education until at least lear 12, when they should
not be discouraged from entering the workforce if they wish to. Teachers did not
see tertiary ed' cation as preferable to work after Year 12. There was less support
for the idea t t students who cannot cope with the school curriculum at lower
secondary level hopld seek employment than for the notion that they should' seN
employment if th carnot cope at the- upper secondary level. Teachers strongly
supported student's' undertaking part-time or voluntary work if time was available.

,

Report6d teacher attitudes were further analysed by sex, age, type of school and
amount of full-time work experience (none, one year or less, more than one. year).
bifferences were not startling. A number of differences are, however, noted below.

A larger proportion of teachers without full-time work experience
agreed that it was generally better fora student to commence tertiary
education after Yew' 12 than to enter the workforce.

e Those with more than twelve months' full-tirne work experience less
strongly supported the idea that academically talented students should
be discobraged from entering the workforce immediately after Year 10
than did teachers with one year or less of work experience or no-
full-time work experience at all.

Teachers in government secondary schools agreed less strongly than
teachers in non-government schools that - -
. if time permits,, it is a good idea for students to undertake

vo untary community service outside school hours

s udents should not be discouraged from entering manual occu-
ations if they wished to do so

it is generally better for a student to commence tertiary
education after Year 12 than to enter the workforce.

The last-mentioned item was least strongly supported by teachers in non-government
non-Catholic schools.

The above findings indicate that the reported teacher attitudes towards work varied
little with respect to the full-time work experience of the teachers, their sex and
age and the type of school in which they were teaching. It appears, then, that time,
spent in employment ot er than teaching has little impact on the kinds of attitudes
expressed in the items ëd in this study.

32
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CONCLUSIONS'

This study has examined the background characteristics, work experience, extent of
contact with the world of work and attitudes towards work of teachers in secondary
schools in Queensland and these teachers' views concerning the role and aims of
secondary education particularly as they relate to preparation for the world of work.
Where appropriate, comparisons were drawn between teachers having different
amounts of full-time work experience, in different typel of schools, of various ages
and of either sex, and teaching in different curriculum areas.

The study did not attempt to show the amount of student involvement with the.
werld of work, to describe, list or evaluate the many'school programs of student
.,:ark experience or to determine how a teacher's experience in otber, forms of work
fects the way in which he is able to prepare his students to enter the working

world. Rather, the intentibn was to provide some infOrmation on the individual
teacher in the areas outlined above, which, it is hoped, will be useful in further
considering the relationship between secondary schooling and work and its possible
implications for teacher education.

Summarv

On the one hand, it could be argued that there is .ffttle evidence to support the 'con-
tention that teachers lead an "ittory tower" existende, neither having nor wanting
any direct contact with the world of work through previous employment, or having
contact with other' occupations as children. The results show that over half of the
teachers had some full-time work experience outside teaching, while two-thirds had
some part-time work experience. Furthermore, a large majority of teachers would be
prepared to participate In a program of alternative work experience. Teachers had ,

come from a variety of family backgrounds ranging from homes in which the father
was an unskilled worker to professional homes.

On the other hand, the results also show that the work experience, other than
teaching, that teachers have 'participated in has been mainly for shopt periods of_
time. Only 18 per cent of teachers had been involved in another ocCupation,

, full-time, for more than two years.

A substantial majority of secondary teachers had pot organised representatives of
business and industry or employee associations to talk to students in their classes. A
similar .large proportion of teachers not taken their students to places of
employment. However, in many schoo he organisation of these visits was the
responsibility of the careers or guidantIVI- 'cer: Teachers might not havp seen it as
part of their role to organise such, yisits. Moreover, teachers Anted more
school-work contact of this t)ipe. The major factors 'breventing ;this were tho'se Over
which the teacher avid exert little individual influence, viz.,,lack pf time and time-
tabling difficultis.

Teachers value manual, if not unskilled work, highly and would not discourage
students from choosing martial occupations if they wished to. The results de not pro-
vide eyidence that teachers are pushing their students towards tertiary education.,
They indicate that teachers would accept that,students might legitimately choose
manual occupations as worthwhile alternatives to tertiary study.

While agreeing that secondary schools should prepare students for tertiary education,
teachers saw the school's role in the personal development of students and in.pre-,
paring students for the world of work in general as 'more important. Teachers did
not, however, consider that secondary schools should prepare students for specific
occupations. It was also felt by teachers that more emphasis snould be placed both
OP the personal development of students and general preparation for the world of
work,..but not on preparing students for tertiary education.

Teachers considered that one means of placing more emphasis on helping tudents to
jirepare for the world of work would be -to relate the curriculum to mol _practical
real-life situations encountered by students. Research by the Schools Commission
(1980) indicates that more students would also find greater usefulness in h curri-
culum, which was related directly to their oWn personal experiences. The-Schools
Commission report warns, however, that it is not desirable to have a curriculum
based purely on the practical needs and interests of the studehts. A balance between
academic and practical aspects should be maintained.



In summarif, the impression gained frorii the results is that teachers see secondary
schools as having a role to play in helping stkdents enter the working world.
Further, teachers cdnsider that more emphasis should be given to this aim. They
were willing to participate in programs of alternative work experience and were
keen'to have more employer or employee representatives visit their classes, and to
visit places of employment with their students. Nonetheless, teachers considered
helping students to prepare for the working world to be but one aim of secdndary
schools, and some teachers felt that students were prepared for the world of work
through a general -education. Perhaps the views of teachers are best ,rpressed by
Jochimsen who claimed at the -1979 conference of the Australian College of
Education that "one aim of education is preparation for work ... but preparation for
work can't--be allowed to datninate education" (Jochimsen, 1980, p.82).

Issues for Consideration

A number of is;ues for further consideration have emerged from the research. These
suggestions, listed below, are not meant to be an exhaustive list of ways in which
secondary schools and the world of work can co-operate more closely, bqt they
include several pertinent points arising from this project.

given that teachers consider prOgrams of alternative work xperience to be
valuable and that they would be willing to participate in them, emPloyers
might consider ways of providing opportunities for teachers to undertake
other fbrms of work.

11.

Any programs of alternative work experience should be,carefully evaluated.
Although difficult, the evaluation should, inter alia, examine the ways inj
which a teacher's experience 'D alternative occupations is translated into
classroom practice. In particular, it would be significant to ascertain whether
teachers who have had experience in other occupations are able to prepare
their students more adequately for the working world.

Tertiary institutions responsible for the pre-service preparation of teachers
could consider ways in which student teachers can be given more oppor-
tunities to discuss the aims of secondary education as they relate to pre-
paration for the world of work.

The discussion about the sec
rondary school's role in preparing students for the

world of work might be more meaningful to student teachers if they have
themselves had experience in occupations other than- teaching. Tertiary
institutions could therefore consider the desirability and feasibility of arrang-
ing opportunities for their students to participate in other types of work
before or during their teacher preparation.

Tertiary institutions might examine the mechanism whereby future teachers
could be made more aware of wayi-In which they can introduce concepts
relating to the world of work into theirkteaching.

Schools could examine ways o aking th`e school timetable more flexible to
enable individual teachers and t eir students to have more contact with the
working world.

Ways of providigg greater opportunities for tea.chers and students in country
schools to have exposure to a wider range of occupatiOns might be considered
by school systems.

While the above list emphasises the work preparation function pf secondary .edu-
cation, it is not meant to imply that other roles of secondary education are un-
important. Further, each of the suggestions is concerned with ways in which students
might be better prepared for the.yorld of work.'This is not intended to convey the
impression that future members of the workforce should be mpulded to suit the
expectations of employers. In addition to schools considering ways in which they can
prepare students more adequately for the working world, employers should consider- -..
how the world of work can make the best use of the abilities and aspirations of
today's and tomorrotv's secondary school leavers.

. r
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EMERGENCE OF INTEREST IN THE TOPIC

Over the past speral years, increased attention has been given to the felationship
between education and schooling and. the world of work. Employers, .governments, the
media and teachers, and other community groups, have all joined in discussion and
debate about the school's role in preparing students for work and adult.liti. Reasons
for the current interest in the school-work relationship have been identified by
Berkeley (1981) as:

the rise in unemployment, particularly of the .you
changes, fr the structure of the labour market;
the mote critiCal view of -educaiion that chara rised the So-called 6-east

- debate and its afterriiath; - ,

dissatisfaction with the qualil of preparation for work at various educational'.
levels;

the movement away from theoretical and bbstract study to practical and applied
knowledge;

the increased recognition that there existed a need in most countries for a
,youth policy that had iegard fbr the education and/or training of all persons up
'to the age of 18 or 19 years;
a realisation that the worlit in which present school children will live and work
will be significantly differalt from that in which their parents and teachers
grew up. .

Karmel (1977) argues that the worlds of work and school have become separated
because of two long-term trends. Firstly, the extent to which people have been
remaining in full-time education for longeperiocis of time and secondly, the decline of
job opportrities for the youiig. These two tren& have led,to greater separation of the
world of adulthood and work from the world of youth and schooling and thus to a
greater need for careful_ attention to- be paid to preparing youth to enter the adult
world.

g;

AIMS OF KHOOLING

The secondary school's role in preparing students for work and adult life might be
better appreciated if eit is set in the context 'bf the overall aims of secondary
education.

A number of Australian reports and articles have Commented on the aims and purposes
of sbcondary education. A brief resume of some of these is given below.

Review of School-Based Assessment In Queensland Secondary Schools (Board of Se6ondary
School Studies. 1978)

Bearing in mind that young people are being educated in, and for, life in a pluralistic
society, a system of secondary education should provide a wide range of experiences
for all the-youth of society, regard being had to the requirements of a .sound general
education and to the specific needs of students related to their age; cultural heritage,
aptitude, ability and special intsrests. Thus through the curriculum and instructional
processes, secondary school sh5uld provide opportunity for, and assistance in, the
further development of: --

the student's physical well-being and mental health;
the student's fundamental ilrilectual skills;
the student's acquisition of knowledge and the related skills of validating,

- organising, interrelating and utilising such knowledge critically, and con-
structively, in order that he/she might be culturally,and scientifically informed
and aware;

-

the student's.highest level of mastery of communication skills;
the stude t's'awareness of his/her abilities and his/her effective use Of them for
the bett merit of himself/herself and societi;

'the stude t's consciousneis of his/her own values and value commitments and
his/her ièierstandmg of the values of others and of the values and moral

- traditions of Australian society;
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r
the student's ability to relate effectively to others and to find self-rpalitation
and self-expression through suCh relationships;

',the student's readiness to assuale a mature..4darrole in society.,'-
Core Curriculum for Australian Schools (Curriculum DevelopMent Centre. 1980)

All individuals 'ilave the right to education freely, equally and with concern shown for
their individuality nd personality. School curricula, theeefore, need to provide for and
encourage, the full and rounded development .of al/ students for the whole period of
schooling, for which there are, for all-Australians, minimum legarent=rnents and
requirements.

1

Australia is a parliamentary democracy subscribing to basic human rights, the rule of
law, full and active participation In civic and social life, and fundamental democratic
values. Schools have an obligation to teach democratic values and promote an active
democratic way of life, including particklatio% iri the parliamentary system.

Australian society sustains and promotes la way of life which values, inter alia:

a sense of personal, group and national identity and unity in all its people;

free communication amongst and bet\yeen indiviauals and groups;

responsible participation in communit'S: and civic affairs;

tolerance and concern for the rights and beliefs of others;

equality of access to and ,enjoyment of education,, health, welfare and other
community services;
self-reliance, Initiative and enterprise;

personaland social achievement;.
rights to the ownership and use of property including property in the form of
personal labour;

productive and socially responsible work;
conservation and aevelopinent of a shared and dynamic heritage;

a sense of individual and group identity;

membership of the international community.

The schools, therefore, should encourage' students to understand, reflect upon and -

subscribe to these and other basic values of the culture.

Participation in our.society req\ 'res the exerciSe of a responsible economic role. Just
'as society needs productive work rom its citizens, all people are entitled to work and

to economic satisfaction. The scho ls need to eduate all students for effective and
satisfying participation in the econo y. Paid work is the most visible and obvious, but
not the only means of ensuring this pa 'cipation.

All individuals, to be educatedo need to trive for mastery of basic learning:tools and

resources. These include:
communicatin& in spoken and writte language;

rymber skills, mathernatical reasoning and spatial relations ips;

scientific processes and their applications;

logical inquiry and analysis;
creative, imaginative and intuitive ways of thinking and expe iencing;

the capacity to apply and use knowledge symbols, processes and skillsi

perception, expression and appreciation through the arts' and crafts;

manual and other physical skills;

management of bodily and mental health;

the personal articulation of experience and, thinking into value and belief

systems.
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Schools thereforesflould sponsor and foster these basic learning tools and resources,
not in isolation but in closak working relationship with other social institutions and

-roups. ir
Arising from these / aims, the Currrculum Development Centre identified key learnings .

for pchciols and the processes by which they might be developer:1. These are discussed
. later in tb\paper./

el: Vocational Education Watning (1981) r
, qJ

Karmel has suggested that three broad aims of fOrmai education' can be described.as
follows: .

'
the intellectual development of the iridividual directed towards his or her
self-realisation;
the social development of the individual as a member of society. This includes
political aspects (living in. a democratic society) and economiclanifestations
(working in an advanced industrial economy);

the education of an individual for ,his or her vocation i.e. one's ordiriary
occupation, business or profession.

Karmel asserts that knowledge about the world of work - the sociology of work, the
effects of technological .change on work,4 why different kinds of work command
different rewards - is not vocationaloducation, but is related to the socialisation
function tif education (the second of thIPabove aims).

Select Committee on Education in QuetrIsland (Queensland Legislative Assembly. 19807

The Ahern Committee wished to point. out in the strongest possible terms that the
principal aim aixl purpose, of our school system is the education of children. to take
their place in the adult worjd..More specifically, the Committee suggested tpat the
aims of schooling should be:

to help children develop lively, enquiring minds, giving them the ability to
question and to argue rationally, and to apply themselves to tasks;

to help children to the maximum development of their physical qualities, giving
them an understanding of the means of achieving and the benefits of physical
fitness, health and hygiene; ,
tci help children to use language effectively an'd imaginatively in reading,
writing and speaking;

to provide a basis of mathematical, scientific' and. technical knowOldge, enabling
boys and girls to learn the essential skills needed in a fast-changing world of
york; .

to instil respect for moral values, for other people and for oneself., and
tdlerance of other races, religions, and ways of life;
to help children understand how our country is goverRed and to instil an aware-
ness,of the social, aric aRd pOlitical responsibilities and rights of adult citizen-
ship;
to teach children about human achievement and aspirations, and in particular to
make them aware of the traditions n d culture of Queensland and of Australia
and of the heritage of our past;
to help children understand the world in which we live* and the interdependence
of nations;
_to help children to appreciate how the nation earns and maintains it standard
of living and properly to esteem the essential role of agriculture, ind stryk and
commerce in this process;

to encourage and foster the development of thelhildren whose social, e slcal
or environmental disadvantages Cripple their c acity to learn, if necessary by

, making additional resources available to th , Ps

to help children develop an undersiakriding c and sensitivity to the arts, and to
become aware -of the value of the al-ts in eir own lives and in'the lives of
others. A
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Campbell & Robinson: What Australtin6cletly:Expeets of Its School, Teachers and Teaching
(1979) 4..4t:`.. -'. .

71i- C.,

As part. of this, study, a national samPie drawn from five societal groups - teachers,
students, parents, business people,- tar:nisi-a .4, was asked what it 'thought the, primary4functions of school should be. The i Ms we,re derived initially from letters to news-
papers, feature articles on educati 41k1.4ledia ,reports. Those aims rated as most
.important wer e, . in order: 'il'oz,2,17,,,-

,

k " k-,-',-,,,,, ,

* to prepare children to cope with and contribute to life in society;

. to prepare children to work co-operatively with others in building their cultures
and societies; ,
to develop in each dhild a.senio;,§1 personal worth an'd esteem;

td prepare children to contincrylearning when school days are over;

to help children cope with tlieliesent life experiences. 1

.., ..
Students terided to be less ants1astiC than the other% societal groups about the,
school's . having a primary role in *eloping in each chili a sense of personal worth

..,

and esteem and in preparing children* continue learning when schoof days are over.
. 1

After these five items, the one ranlikftrjext in importance was that 'a priinary function
of schools should be to prepare children.to enter the workforce'. While there was a
lack of consensus among teachers concerning this item, more than 90 ,per cent of
business people in five of the six;AIfttes agreed that preparing children to enter the
wOrkforce should be a.primary furi4tion of schools. The opinions of parents, stUdents
and unionists fell between those of t'achers arid business people.

,

Collins and Hughes Survey on Expectatid,h4f SeCondary Schools (1979)

Collins and Hughes (1979) surveyedstudents, teachers and 'parerits in N,ew South Wales
to ascertain their opinions of thi geals of secondary schools. They found high levels of
agreement both within and.among,the three groups on the goals'of secondary schooling.
The 'basics' were ranked highest by each group, while 'academic' kthject items were
consistently, ranked near the bottom. In particular, academic items with a 'cultural.
flavour' were ranked the veryiowest..Items of this type included references to English
literature, fine arts, histo andlyoreign.languages. Where differences did occur, they
were mainly as a result of s rariking 'practical' items higher in the list than did
the other groups. Examples of p ical items included 'having some brief experiences
in a few jobs', 'having skills ret; r by modern life (e.g. how to fill qut a tax for ,
how to drive a car)', 'having sp-.` c skills you need for a chosen fiI of work'. n
the other hand, teachers tended):O.kate iter9 concerned with. 'social awareness'
can listen sensitively and with, understanding to others, accept ,those who thin act
differently) oak:personal autopOnly! (e.g. can organise their own e and work

judgments)414igher t n 'practicaZitemi. The opinions of parents were between these
independently, are to thinout issues, weigh information and make reasonedLb
two poles.

SOME DISSATISFACTION WITH SCI-4LS",

While dissatisfaction with the ormance of the schools has been expressed y
various groups, perhaps two group,,, ho have expressed most disenchantment have been
employers and pupils.

Employers

In a submisiion to the Working4Party On,the Transition from Secondary Education to
Employment (Commoriwealth 1;),epartinent of Education, 1976, p.42), the Central
Industrial Secretariat claimed'Oatlhere were four major problem areas associated
with the entry of school leavers:into the workforce. These were:

t's

their lack of understanding., of '4he nature and operation of industry and
commerce;
their lack of understand1/4.40appreciatiofrn of what is expected of them and .
their basic responsibilitiesqlpon taking up employment;

generally a total lack okany 14p,ur frce skills;
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employment expectations beyond their immediate capabilities and often beyond
the capacity of industry and commerce to fulfil.

The Committee on Education, Training and Employment (the Williams Committee) in
summing up the submissions from employers found that the employers' main complaint
against schools was that they were not equipping students with the basics of written
and verbal expression and arithmetical skills. Employers complained that lack of these
skills did not enable students td make a satisfactory transition from school to work or
further study.

A Survey of 284 employers by the Education Department of Western Australia (1978)
faind that 60 per cent of employers looked for a positive willing attitude towards
work when hiring schoól leavers. Other qualities which a substantial proportion of
smployers considered important were appearance (35 per cent), iatisfactory education
(32 .per cent) and manner (30 Per cent). When asked in which areas they felt school
leavers geeded improvement, literacy skills rated highly, although they were rated
second to attitudes. Those qualities of school leavers seen by employers as needing
most 'improvement were: attitude (43 per cent), general verbal skills (38 per cent),
personal presentation or-appearance (28 per cent), general vocational preparation (24
per cent) and general number skills (22 per cent). Employers, however, did not consider
that the development of appropriate attitudes tolVards employment was the sole
responsibility of the school. They.felt that the home had an equal responsibility with
the school in developing a positive attitude in school leavers.

A pilot study of 30 employers in North Queensland (Sungaila, 1981) showed similar
results with respect to the qualities employers expected of school leavers. A clear
majority of employers reported that the following attributes were essential to all new
recruits:

willingness to work;

ability/willingness to follow instructions;
punctuality;
ability:to respond to and mix with other'employees;
good attitude towards job conditions;
ability in basic 3 Rs;
presentable appearance;
appreciation of importance of their tasks;
ability to communiCate well verbally;
sense of responsibility.

In 1981, the submission of the National Industrial Council Confederation of Australian
Industry to the Senate Standing Committee on Education and the Arts reiterated the
concerns of the submission to the 1976 Working Party referred to above. This organis-
ation representing employers claimed that

... a significant proportion of young people entering the labour force directly
from secondary school:

lack understanding of, themature and operation of industry;
have little idea of what they are looking for in the way of employment;
have little idea of what may be available to them in the way of employ-
ment;
lack an understanding and appreciation of what will be expected of them
and their basic responsibilities upon taking up employment;
possess employment expectations beyond their immediate capabilities and
often bey,ond the capacity of industry to fulfil; and

-

possess a low level of basic skills in literacy and numeracy (p.4).

The importance of the.basics to employers and the dissatisfaction which is often felt
by employers about the school's performance in giving pupils adequate basic skills is
highlighted by an artilcle which appeared in The Apstralian newspaper(6 January 1982)
and which is reproduced below.



EIWIODifs biamt schoqs*

Apprenticeships go begging because of poor grasp of maths by Bill West

Hundreds of apprenticeships have not been filled because applicants do not
have basic mathematical ski114.
Australia'& major employer of apprentices, Australian Iron and Steel Pty
Ltd, and the NSW Chamtier of Manufacturers have been joined by other
industrial groups.in criticising the academic standards of school-leavers.
Employers say young people applying for apprenticeships do nOt have a
grasp of basic mathematics.
The Chamber of Manufacturers in NSW recently set an exam for 700 appli-
cants to fill 40 positions offered by tts member companies.
The result was an averagi, pass mark of only 51 per cent. Many Yea* 10
school leavers failed tife relatively siMple examination outright.
The personnel manager of Australian iron and Steel, Mr John ,Thirlwell,
said 60 of .142 vacancies for first year fitting and turnirig Apprentices had
not been filled because applicants did not have satisfactory academic
standards, particularly in maths. ,

A 'significant proportion' of the 274 school-leavers who applied for the
vacancies scored a mark of only 40 per cent in an examination that
accompanied their applications.
Such'a mark meant they wore unlikely to be able ,to cope with technical
college and would dr-op out within a year.
A spokesman for the SydneyjChamber of Commerce, Mr David Cliff, said
the generally low staridard of basic skills had led to many employers
devising tests to screen applicants.
Ap officer of' th SW Government Appienticeship Directorate said many
tetvhnical college had tried to solve the problem by providing remedial
maths coursts.
'We're finding many 'school-leavers don't even know where to put the
decimal point,' the spokesman said.
It has become a sore point with many masters of apprentices in industry
that the basic mathematical tables are just not known as_ they once were.'
Some zompanies believe the problem lies with the poor image of some
apprenticeships. Executives say the better students are not interested in
trades and would. rather take up less skilled jobs offering initially higher
Pay-
But according to the secretary of,the South Coast Division of the NSW
Chamber of Manufacturers, Mr Jefi)Latham, the problem should be taken
up by education authorities.
'These kids are not getting the basic knowledge required to get a job and
that can only be rectified in the school room,' he said.
'We are very concerned that if they only manage to scrape through the
test we set them they will end up failing at technical college.
'If that happens-The company involved simply loses its investment.
'We have had informal talks with the NSW Education Department about the
problem, but they just counter our figures with their own, apparently
opposing, statistics and nothing is done to improve the situation.
'We have reached a stalemate and meanwhile indukry suffers:

A survey of school leavers by the Australian Council for Educational Research
(Williams, Clancy, Batten and Girling.713utcher, 1980) provided evidence which does not
support the claims of some employers that schools are not preparing students
adequately. The survey showed that, other things, (including literacy and numeracy

Reproduced with permission.
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skills) being equal, early school leavers with more schooling 'found jobs more quickly.
Thusy the authors of the report argue thatt

The evidence Of Our data seems at odds .with the argument -that employers see
the schools failing to provide an adequate training in basic skills. If this were so
the amount of extra schooling ought to matter little to employerf - the extra
years of inadequate preparation counting for little - yet the evidence suggestS

. that it matters a great 4eal both for unemployment during the earlx career and
-ior the status of thp bsupation attained, Whatever it is that schbols provide
over and abome the Oa ic skills of Liferacy and Numeracy, Apparently it
increases prociuctivity because those who have more of it have a reducykrisk of
unemployment (Williams et al, 1980, p.122).

tyglAI
IN

Another signifisant group whiCh has expressed some dissa,tisfaction With secondary
schools are the pupils in those schools. The greatest concern of many pupils appears to
be the perceived irrelevance of School to.their needs, schooling often being seen as
unrelated to,their future plins or their present everyday experiences.

The major study of Sydney teenagers undertaken by Connell, Stroobant, Sinclair,
Connell and Rogers (1975) in 1969-70 also poirited to the perceived irrelevance of
school to its students. Of thirteen listed concerns, students rated 'choosing a future
job', and bow well I do at school' as most important -(p.721). However, from the
restionses, tile authors gained the impression that 'the school's offerings, while not
rejected, are felt to be irrelevant to or distant from the students'.real concerns'
(p.225). This point is highlighted by the results of one questionnaire item in particular
which showed that a low proportion of students reported that 'things they were.
studying school are the things they really want to know' (p225).

The anno ated bibliography on the transition from school (Anderson and Blakers, 1980)
refers to several studies which report pupils' dissatisfaction with school. For example,
interviews with 2430 early school leavers conducted by the Department of Employment
and Youth Affairs showed that for these students 'the education system did not pro-
vide. adequate preparation for work and generally had little influence on choice of
occupations. Moreover, the further education system was seen as largely irrelevant in
improving employment skills (Anderson and Blakers 1980, p.105).

,

A survey of school leavers conducted by the South Australian Education Department
(Anderson and Blakers, 1980, p.106) found that school leavers saw school/as irrelevant,
although they reported that career counselling was useful. Drawing on information
from interviews with high school students in Melbourne and Tasmania, Fawns and Teese
(Anderson and Blakers, 1980, p.80) reported that students felt that schools should be
reorganised to provide for more immediately useful knowledge, rather than concen-
trating on an academic program with distant aims. A similar survey conducted by
Anderson, Saltet and Vervoorn, (Anderson and Blakers, 1980, p.78) reported tbjt there
were 'strong expressions of interest from Canberra students for a curriculum which is
more work oriented and fOr opportunities to mix work and school'.

In summarising its findings about the educational experiences of 15 and 16 year old
students in Australian schools, the Schools Commission claimed that 'the schools are
seen to be too unrelated to the practical demands of working life and living in society,
both because other means of preparing young people have broken down and because
there is too much emphasis on preparing, young people for professional status' (Schools
Commission, 1980, p.69). Comments by, a student typical of many the Commissioners
met throughout Australia illustrate the kinds of. feeling many youth have about school:
'allaying at school is a waste of time. You don't learn anything worthwhile. The
teachers don't even mark our exercise books. There ought to be more sheet metalwork
and mechanics. In any case, it's not what you know but who you know' (p.1).

Other reviews of the Australian literature also point to the perceived irrelevance of
school to many of its students. Strxman (1979), although warning that 'it is not easy to
generalise about attitudes towards school *cause th%se will vary with different
students depending on their circumstances' (p.55), concludes that the weight of
evidence suggests that substantial proportions of students and ex-students eXpress very

negative attitudes towards school. Examples of these negative attitudes cited by
Sturman include boring', 'fed-up', 'enjoying nothing connected with school' and 'finding
education as complete waste of time'. With respect to the school's role in preparing
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students for work, StUrman claims that 'school students do not feel that they have
been given adequate preparation 'for the world of work' (p.76). Moreover, 'numerous
studies have indicated that students were dissatisfied pith the career education, and

,especially the guidance, they had received and had not felt prepared for the world of
work' (p.76). Sturman concludes that 'the evidence clearly points to a feeling by
students and school leavers that there should be a closer relationship between work
and school' (pp 76-77). Similarly, in her review, Blakers (1978) reriorted that students
'feel themselves inadequately guided, informed and.prepared for making choices and for
facing- adjustments.which follow tiansition to the adult working world' (pp 30-31).

0n the other hand, King (1981) asserts that reviews and studies have tended to stress
the negative attitudes towards school reported by youth and have often tended to
under-emphasise the positive attitudes towards school held by many students. Never-
thelless, it seems fair to conclude, that. while the research does not show that negative
attitudes towards school are held by a majority of students, it does show fairly clearly
that 'there is a sizeable proportion of stu ents who are dissatisfied with their school-
ing. Moreover, this dissatisfaction appears, to be greatest among early school leavers.
Even King admits Oat the research indicates that youth 'are critical of the school for
lacking personal ar4ork-re1ated relevance' and 'are also critical of vocation guidance
and counselling services provided by the school' (p.43).

PREPARING STUDENTS FOR WORK AND ADULT LIFErSOME SUGGESTIONS

Transition as a Process

To think of the transition from school to work as the only adjustment which studepts.
make at the completion of their secondary schooling would, be to exclude many other
adjustments which young people need to make. Berkeley (1981) points out that there
are many ways of eXpressing the transition including transition from:

school to work;
school to working life;
school to post-school activities;
education to employm nt;
education to unemployment;

education to training;
school to further r higher education;
learning to earni ;

adol?scence to adulthood;
youth to adulthood;

dependence to independence (p.16).

Berkeley postulates a model of transition as a process in which many agencies and
institutions need to be involved. His model of the transition processyis shown sliagram-
atically below (Berkeley, 1981, p.18):

Pupils, families,
peers. friends

Teachers, Guidance
Officers

Cheers Officers.
Yinith
limploymenl
Officers



While this paper and Indeed the conference concentrates on the school's role in pre.
paring students for the working world, Berkeley's model serves to remind us that many
agencies are involved in supporting youth in a transition process to many different
roles and that this idea should never be'submerged.

A number of initiatives have been taken to better prepare students for the transition
from school to work and adult life. These have included link courses, in which second-iary school students take some of their courses in a TAFE stitution, vocational edu-
cation, work experience programs, career education and c ers or vocational coun-
selling. Some of these are commented on briefly below. In addition to considering these
specific programs, some proposals for the changes to eckmation and secondary schools

,arising out of a number of selected recent reports areralso considered. The first is the
Curriculum Development Centre's Core Curriculum for Australian Schools (1980).

Core C rriculum

Based on the aims of education and schooling, the Curriculum Development Centre
proposes a core curriculum for Australian schools which comprises fundamental
learnings for all students. The core curriculum does not consist of a number of com-
pulsory subjects, but is concerned with a teaching-learning process which relates to
defined characteristics and maj9r needs of contemporary society and all youth (CDC,
p.13). The CDC has identified nine broad areas of learning that might comprise the
core. They are:

communication;

moral reasoning and action, value and belief systems;

work, leisure and lifestyle;

arts and crafts;
environmental studies;

mathematical skills and reasoning and their application;

social, cultural and civic studies;
health education;

scientific and technological ways of knowing and their social applications.

The CDC points out, however, that the core curriculum must give as much emphasis to
student learning experiences and situations and the process whereby such material can
be learnt as to content. These learning processes include:

learning and thinking techniques;

ways of organising knowledge;

dispositions and values;

skills and abilities;
forms of expression;

practical performances;

interpersonal and group relationships.

Education for a Changing Society

The Keeves Committee of Enquiry in South Australia (1982) considered that the
Curriculum Development Centre's Core Curriculum document was so general that it
allowed for virtually anything to be included in the core. They claimed, moreover, that
the CDC paper provided little guidance to teachers on,matters such as the stage of
the curriculum at which various parts of the core should be introduced or the amount
of time to be devoted to each element of the tore.

The South Australian Committee of Enquiry was more specific in its recommendations.
It suggested that four areas of foundation learning should occupy about two-thirdstof
the secondary school curriculum. The four areas o foundation learning advocated by
the Committee are language, science, mathematics nd social learning. The remainder
of the curriculum would be made up of four further areas, viz, moral reasoning and
action; work, leisure and lifestyle; arts and crafts; and health and physical education.
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The Keeves Committee also devoted considerable discussion to the impact of tech-
nological change on education. They argued firstly, that new employment opportunities
created by technological advances will require the provision of training in new skill
areas. Secondly, a flexible and adaptable workforce able. to respond to changing
situations will need to be educated. Finally, provision will need to be made for re-
training and ricurrent eckication and the provision of leisure education programs. The
Committee considered that as well as providing for the learning of specific skills such
as calculator ute or computer programming skills, it was important that schools pro-
mote an awareness of the impact that technological change woul&have on society.

As far as specific subjects are concerned, the Comittee felt that short courses could
be intt.ockiced to help students keep breast of technological developments. The courses
which it suggested could be Introduced at the upper secondary level were: tech-
nological studies, engineering science, modern industry, computing and computer
science. The Comittee further suggested that existing subjects could have two
optional units available to students taking them, such as computers in the curriculum
and statistics in the curriculum.

Vocational Education

At the school level, one option which appears to attract little support is that schools
train their students for specific vocations. The rapidly changing nature of work
brought abblit to a certain extent by technological advances is seen to limit the use-
fulness of traiVig for specific occupations. Williams (1980, p.66), for instance, argues
that it is 'not*ssible to think of the world-of work as a given constant to which edu-
cation must adjust . . . it is itself a dynamic kaleidoscope- constantly in a state of
change'. Dunphy (1980, p.63) claims that the 'rapidity of technological change is trans-
forming the world of work several times within a generation'. Karmel (1980) suggests
that unemployment is worse for those with highly specific training. Presenting a case
against vocational training in schools, Musgrave (977, p.F6) argues that 'general edu-
cation allows ease in retraining or reentry to the education system ... too early
specialisation at the best makes such options difficult and at the worst creates highly
trained incompetents'.

The Board of Teacher Education's survey of teacher attitudes towards the aims of
secondary schooling revealed that teachers endorsed less stronglynthose aims which
were more directly, related 'to preparing students for specific types of employment.
There is evidence to suggest, however, that students seem to expect schools to provide
them with vocational training. In Collins and Hughes' (1979) survey of students, parents
and teachers in New South Wales, students ranked the secondary school's task of _

making sure the students 'have specific skills [they] need for a chosen field of work'
fifth out of a total of 47 items. Parents, off the other hand, ranked this item
nineteiEnth, while teachers ranked it forty-third.

Career Education

Career education has wider aims than vocational education; the latter is mainly con-
cerned with training for particular occupations, while the former is more broadly based
and concerned with helping the individual make 'an occupational choice. Hart (1979) has
argued that work experience as an isolated experience can provide only limited
benefits, it has greater value as part of a wider career education program. The goals
of career education according to Hart should be to help students:

gain knowledge of educational/vocational possibilities;
develop skills for preferred careers and lifestyles;
develop decision-making and life-planning skills;

develop respect for work.

Thus, it c.an be seen that career education Is much more than the provision of
information to help students choose an occupation. Career education is based on the
notion that occupational choice is developmental in nature and career education sliould
provide different types of support during different stages of development (Blakers,
1978).

Because of its implicit importance, Hart (1979) argues that career education should,not
be packaged in a formal course, but should be integrated into all courses. That is, all
subjects should be related to the preparation for work and life. However, in Australia
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there seems to be little evidence of an integrated approach; career education, where
it is available, is usually offered as a,separate course (Berkeley,, 1981; Blakers, 1978).

Career egucation is not without its 'critics. Some writers argue that the major problems
in school-work transition arise because of the occupational and economic s'tructure of
society. Career education tries to mould students to fit that structure. These critics
see career education as reducing expectations and limiting the aspirations of students
(Blakers, 1978).

Work Exotrlence

Work experience allows students to spend short periods working full-time at places of
work. In a national study of work experience carried out by Cole (1979) in 1977; it was
found that over half of the responding post-primary schools provided opportunities for
work experience. Some 64,000 student.s throughout Ausiralia were involved in work
experience in 19774

Following the proclamation of the Student Education (Work Experience) Act, work
experience has been introduced into a large number of secondary schools in Queens-
land. The stated goals of work experience in Queensland are:

to enable students to cecognise ;that the components of content,' process, skills
and .attitudes within the school curriculum have a direct relevance to the world
of work;
to give students an appreciation of the importance of work to personal ful-
filment and to growing independence and maturity;

to allow students fo relate in a positive manner to adults in the /work environ-
ment;

to allow students to analyse career opportunities and examine how they relate
to personal potential and expectations;

to give students an insight into the nature and purpose of work, and an under-
standing of the work environment;

to understand the contribution of work to the welfare of society (Qld
Department of Education, 1980).

Work experience, however, has been criticised in some quarters as being too concerned
with individual placement of students rather than with such aspects as 'whvy different
kinds of work command different rewards and are performed under different con-
ditions, the role of trade unions, etc' (Schools Commission, 1981, p.23). A survey of
work experience yrograms Carried out by the Queensland Department of Education
(Hobbs, 1981) lends some support to this criticism. The survey found that in only 38
programs out of 166 surveyed was the 'gerteral study of work in social context (e.g.
work roles, industrial aspects)' a major aspect of the program. However, 'training in job
acquisition skills (e.g. interviews, applications)' was seen as a major aspect of 122 of
the programs.

The Adaptive School

While the provision of programs such as those described above may have a role,to play
in preparing students ,for the worldng world, the Schools Commission (1980) believes
that schools will be able to respond best to the needs of all their students if they
adopt a mode of operation which the Schools Commission refers to as adaptive.
Adaptive schools would have the following characteristics:

warm and friendly relations between students and staff, based on mutual
respect;
a range of course options which gives the eniphasis to both practical and
theoretical knowledge and to practical and academic skills;
comprehensiveness, not merely in the range of students fir whom they cater but
also in the range of educational services they of fer;^

an awareness that the prime purpose, of their existence is to serve all students
while they are within the compulsory schooling period;
programs consistent with the notion that all post-school ptions for students
require them to be able to function autonomously and effec ively;
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close connections with the community being served and through it with the
wider society (Pa

Youth Polley,

At a national level, several leading educationists have urged that a Comprehensive
youth policy be implemented. This would mean government support for a range of
options for youth (15-19 year olds) apart from full-time employment and full-time
education. Karmel (1979) lists the options as including:

.,' traditional senior high school leading to tertiary education, mainly at tni-
versities and CAEs; -

modified secondary school programs to hold the interest of young people with a
previous school record of low achievement and low motivation. This may involve
not only the development of new courses within secondary schools but also the
development of specialist institutions; .

pre-skill training of a broad kind, including general education, either at
secondary schools Or at TAPE institutions, leading to skill training, including
traditional apprenticeship (e.g. pre-apprenticeship and pre-vocational courses as
at present conducted in a number of States at TAFE institutions). Provision
should be made for.the possibility of transfer to institutions of higher education
at a later stage;

. skill training outside the traditional apprenticeable trades. TAFE institutions
could be expected to be heavily involved in this option, which is of particular
importince in opening uji employment opportunities for young women;

,--7-7
ii0egrated school-work programs on a half-and-half basis. This might involve
work activities run by schools (e.g.,school firms, school factories, school craft
shops or other entrepreneurial or community activities), part-time employment in
the public a private sectors, or organised comunity service;

' combinations of part-time study and part-time work undertaken independently;

emplornent subsidies in the form of payments to emplokers to undertake the
training of young people (e.g. the Special Youth Employment *Training Program
(SYETP) of the Commonwealth Government). Such training should be under
external supervision organised by an appr,opriate authority; or

employment under normal industrial cnnditions.

K a el (1979) argues that the youth policy would be based on the need to ensure that
al students had cognitive skills and life role competencies developed to acceptable
st ndards. Counselling and guidance services would be provided .on a pastoral care
basis, with counsellors having care for individual students over a number of years. The
youth policy would need to be supported by a rationalised education and training
allowanCes scheme which would encourage part-time work and study. It would,require
educational institutions to respond to the demands of youth for education and training
courses; and employers would need to maintain places for on-the-job training of young
people.

More Fundamental Changes

One critic who has argued for more sweeping and fundamental changes in secondary
education is Crittenden. Crittenden (1981) has claimed that there are a number of
serious weaknesses in the system of secondary education and these can only be over-
come by a major restructuring of the present system. His criticisms of secondary edu-
cation are:.

The extension of compulsory secondary schooling to age 1Vor 16 has obstructed
the transition of adolescents into aduit responsibilities. Students have little
contact with adults at work. Moreover, beciuse school work is planned in detail,
adolescents at school have little opportunity to exercise their own initiative or
to work co-operatively with others.

A large number of secondary school students want to get out into the world;
they see secondary school- as irrelevant to their needs. Tinkering with the
curriculum in an attempt to make it more relevant to students, needs,

Crittenden claims, will have little appeal to thoseotudents who see secondary
school as a prison.
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In recent times, the secondary school has tried to adopt the broader funCtion of
preparing studenti for the major roles of adult life rather than just fulfilling a
function of contributing to intellectual development. Crittenden argues that the
secondary school cannot succeed in these omnibus functions, firstly, because it
is, artificial fcc students to learn the skills required for effective participation
in' practical activities in an institution remote from the real world; and
secondly, because teachers lack the necessary skills to perform these broad
functions effectively.

The bureaucratisation of secondary schools makes it difficult for those most
clotely involved in theeducative process, viz., teachers and students to have
much of a say. Those making important decisions are often far-removed from the
classroom.

An over-emphasis on credentials and the need to do well in exams leads to
undesirable practices such as cramming land the stifling of creatiVity and
Imagination.

" As a solution to these perceiVed problems, Crittenden proposes an-education' system in
which the secondary school is only one optional component in an adolescent's
education. From the age of 13, attendance at secondary school would be voluntary.
Secoridary schools would be largely concerned with the development Of intellectual
skills .and , the introduction of systematic knowledge. Within a region, different
secondary schools would offerJ various programs; 'for example, tome might offer a broad
range of studies while others oncentrated on mathematics cc languages. Schools within
a region would be run accorfting to a 'collegial Participatory' model in which a regional
team would be primarily re nsible for the administration of schools within a region.-

in addition to, or insteacjof, participating in the secondary school, students would be
able to choose to often a 'y'outh centre' in which a general preparation for adult life
would be undertaken. T e activities of the youth centres would include general pre-
paration for, trades, work experience programs, development of practical skills such .as
cooking, gardening, house and car repairs, physical fitness, comunity service projects,
study of Australian society and-development of literacy and numeracy skills. Students
would be free to combine a part-time job with part-time attendance at the youth
centre. Staff of ;the centre- would include teachers, social workers, psychologists,
careers advisers, medical staff and experts in games and recreation.

Following foor years at the youth centre, students could undertake a 'two-year
academic progtim preparing them for tertiary' study, cc undertake aft apprenticeship.

The youth centres and secondarY schoola would be supplemented by other agencies of
general education to which kepple would have access throughout their adult life.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

One suggestion which has appeared in a number of repOrts in recent years is that-
teachers should spend some time in non-teaching occupations as part of their normal
career pattern. For example, the Williams Committee (vol.3, p.8) recommended that 'to
learn or update their knowledge of the world of work outside the teaching profestion,
there should be a continuing series of seminars on the world of work and opportunities
for short-period release or secondment of teachers to other fields of work'. The Select
Committee on Education in Queensland (Final Report, p.12) considered that 'necessary
liaison should be established within the' private sector and other Public Service
Departments to allow teachers to spend some time working in one of those areas as a
normal part of their service'. In a aubmission to a South Australian Working Party,
employers claimed that:

teachers should spend some of their time in 'commerce and industry so that they
Would be better prepare4 to advise their students, and would then try to,
introduce into the curriculum more subjects relating directly to working life
(Commonwealth Department a Education, 1976*. p.64).

Participation in non-teaching work experience also appears to have the support of
teachers themselves. In the Board of Teacher Education's survey (Teacher Education
Review Committee, 1981), a large majority of teachers indicated that they would be
prepared to participate in alternative programs-of work experience for teachers.
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There is evidence, however, to suggest that the .non-teaching work experience of
teachers is greater than is often assumed. The Board of Teacher. Education's survey
showed that about half of Queensland's secondary teachers had some full-time work
experience other than teaching and about two-thirds had some part-time work
experience. Admittedly, most of this experience was for short periods Of time and in
jobs such as clerical work, shop assistance, waiting or labouring.

Blakers (1978) points out that there are ifficulties in providing work experiences for
teacher& If the period is short,

it gives an unreal and- superficia view of work conditions and relationships. If
the period Is longer - e to three years - it is still recognised on both
sides as an interim arrangement without the loyalty and commitment normally
hoped.fdr from employers (p.45).

The issue of how to find places for/teachers in a period of high unemployment is
another question which would need to be resolved before such a scheme could be
successfully implemented.

.

One proposal for pre-service teacher education suggested by Hook-(1980) is that
student\ teachers should spend two semesters of an eight-semester pre-service course in
full-time non-teaching work experience. As an alternative to this, Hook suggests that
student teachers could be .selected after they had spent a few years after school
engaged in non-teaching occupations.

Given that a major complaint about schools is, that they are not preparing students
with the basic stfills, it is not surprising to find prOposals which recomend greater
emphasis on the teaching of these skills in teacher education program% For Ostance,
the Report on Education, Training and Employment recomended that 'departmknts of
eckication in colleges of advanced education and universities give greater emphasiS to
ways of teaching reading and number work' (vo1.3, p.6). The Senate Standing Committee
on Eckication and the Arts recommended that; .

students, who are not making satisfactory progress in absorbing the methods and .

te ques of teaching mathematics and English be required to take special
cotIrs aimed to bring them up to the required standard. Student* should not be
allowed to complete their training unless they have reached satisfactory
standards in these basic.courses (pp.18.49).

.
On a similar theme, it has been suggested that tertiary institutions require completion
of Year 12 mathematics and English courses as a criterion for entry to teacher
education programs (e.g. Senate Standing Committee on Education and the .Arts, 1981;
Select Committee on 'Education in Queensland, 1980). On the othernand, the National
Inquiry into Teacher Education claimed that it was the responsibility of the tertiary
institution to bring student teachers up to an acceptable standard in these subjects
and that minimum entry.standards.in literacy and numericy should not be specified.

The Board of Secondary School Studies has made a number of recommendations
concerning pre-ervice and in-service education of teachers. It recomends, among
others, that secondary teachers study, in pre-service programs, theory and practice of
curriculum development and evaluation; theory and practice of the design and
evaluation; and theory and practice of assessment and evaluation of instructional
materials.- Of particular interest at the in-service stage is the recommendation by .the

Board of Secondary School Studies that the Board and teacher employing authorities
confer to discuss

the provision and training of task forces, consultants and advisory teachers to
assist schools on request in relation to (a) curriculum and syllabus design and
evaluation - particularly with regard to school subjects, (b) student assessments,
(c) school self-evaluation programs, and (d) the development and implementation,
of pilot programs relevant to innovation in secondary education, e.g. community

`involvement, work experiences and integrated curricula (Board of Secondary
School Studies, 1978, p.57).

With regard specifically to career -education, Blakers (1978) asserts that if career
education is to- be accepted ts a recognised part of the curriculum, then career
education will need to he discussed in both pre-service and in-service- programs scisthat
teachers are made aware of its aims, objectives and role.



It is clear that the current debate on secondary schooling presents new challenges for
teacher educators as well as for school administrators and teachers. Whatever the out-J
come may be; institutions preparing teachers for careers in secondary schools will 'heed
to find ways of helping their graduates meet the needs of young people who will be
taking their place in the adult world of 'the tifenty-first century.
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SECTION 3

CONF4RENCE feEPORT

Secondaiv Schools' and fhe World of Work:

Implitations for Teacher Eclimaiion
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TR. ,,,.CT,.CTION

The theme of the conference heldiarAellardon Professional Development Centre on
Saturday, 29 May 1982, was "Secony:S.ch64# and the World of Work: Implications for
Teacher Education". Its purpose waglo[.Pring together various groups with an intereSt
in schooling- an# teacher edikation foitlat they eould share their ideas on the school's
role in preparing students for work and adult life-and to consider' the implicatiOns of'
developmentt in secondary schools 1W-teacher education.

Some. 150 people particfpated in #ii,4onference. These included teacher educators,
teachers- and principals, student t,Oea,ers,. educational administrators, "employers and
parents. A full list of conference earIflapants is given after, the report of the con-
ference proceedings.

. ,

After the official opening, the keywyeaddress was. presented by Dr bon Anderson,
Australian National University. le Anderson. has a particular interest in tile
school-work relationship, being cIPA.1k; involved with the National Clearinghouse on
Transition frog) School ::",

4 ,1 ? A. .

Followopg:the keynote address, thce*Verence broke into interest groups to consider.., . -

the sChool's--role in preparing sttdenpgpr work and adult life. A 'number of questions
fdrmed,the basis for the discussion:, '`" '

,. Whkt are the purposes of sp4pdary education?

In what ways do secondarittdols prepare students for Work and life? Taking
thinto account at todax's st -ills Will spend a major part of their working life

in the twenty-fiist centurg in What ways should secondary scbooN prepare
students fur work and life'k , '
Wliaiafeas of study are es ial, for all students in secondary khbol? Should
areas such as human relat nitiips, and living- skills receive emphasis?

.1 - # .
Shobld tlieSe areas of study.

.
.prornoted to employers, paren students as

being a legitimate ,activitx:W$econdary. schools as opposed t traditional
academic concerns?

How can the various areas 'rit st'udy be made more releyant to the future life
roles of secondary students, .

..q,.. :"... -Should there be a closer relationship between the worlds of work and 'school and
if so how can it be fosteret11.' )
What alternatives are there, t O secondary education for preparing students for
life and work,.e.g. as suggested by Crittenden?

The discussion groups were not expected to.answer all questions. Rather, the intention,
was that the questions could act4,as a stimulus to the discussion. Following 'the group
discussion of 75 minutes, a leadeelfkom each group was given five to eight minutes to
report the group's findings to a-plenary session of the conference. A short summing up
of the tgrbup reports, emphasisinethe Inthn themes arising, was then presented by Don
Anderson. ,

In the afternoon the conference ain engaged-In group discussion. The afternoon ,

groups were mixed so that mot gnaws contained at least one person from each of the
interest groups represented at theo conferencel The topic of the afternoon discussion
was "Implications for teacher eduption". The following questions were considered in
the group discussion:

What are the implications 1W e-service teacher education of the secondary
school's role in preparing st ts for ihe world of work?,
What are the implications, -service teacher education of the secondary /.";
school's role in.preparing.,S0ens the world of work?

What are tile implications kr selection of teachers and student teachers?

Should teacher registratibil,repirements be relaxed so that those without
teaching qualifications but-Wip,substantial experience of the world of work can
teach in scliools?

Is thece a role for work iexperience outside teaching either for pre-service
students or' for practising tdadhers; if so, how should it be organised?
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How cati pre-service- and in-service teacher education assist teachers in pre-
paring students for Iife roles?

Each group was asked to report on a particular question, but invited aiso to consider
the other questions. Again, some six to seven minutes were allowed for reporting the
results to a plenary session of the conference. The conference concluded with a short
summing up of the day's discussiorrby Don Anderson.

Given the diverse range of backgrounds of conference participants, it was not
expected 'that answers to all questions would be found or that consensus would be
reached on all issues; It was felt, however, that conference participants would benefit
from sharing their ideas and that the results of the discussion would be useful for
others with an interest in the conference theme.

To provide conference participants with some shared krowledge of the current state of
Australian debate and research on the school-work relationship, a kit of background
reading material was prepared. This was sent to conference participants one to two
weeks before the conference. It comprised:

Board of Teacher Education report Secondary Schools and the World of Work

(Section 1 of this ptiblicafion)
Board of Teacher Education report gecondary Schools and the World of Workr
Sonie- Recent t%ustralian Literature (Section 2 of this publication).
Summary of Schools Cominiss,ion report Schooling for 15 and 16 Year 'Olds
(Queensland Department of Education Document 58)
Summary of ACER survey School, Work and Career. (Queensland Department of
Education Document 62)
Summary of the report by the Senate Standing Committee on Education and the
Arts - Preparation for the Workforce (Queensland Department of .Education
Document 64)

Biard of Secondary School Studies Information Bulletin, Vol. 10, No. 3,
summarising A Review of School-Based Assessmdnt in Queensland Secondary
Schools.

Prom the reports of the group disctissilln it might appear that in many cases little
reference was made to the background literature. As often happens, personal
experience seems to have been a more powerful influence on discussion than research
findings. Nonetheless, a rich range of suggestions for improving se-Condary education
and teacher education emerged from the conference. There was considerable agreement
among teachers, teacher edticators, students, parents and educational administrators
about desirable changes for secondary education. These are revealed iq subsequent
parts of this publication. The account of the conferenCe proceedings begins with Don
Anderson's keynote address "The Future of Work".



,

Don Anderson

The Natio Ral Clearinghouse) is concerned with Transition from School. The title was
left cpen-ended, not specifying where the transition is to, because adolescents are
involved in a number of transitions: from child to adult, from dependence to independ-
ence, through puberty to sexual maturity, from minor to legal adult, from dependence
on parents to economic independence, from student to worker. Nevertheless almost all
of the 200 or more abstracts which have been prepared since November 1981 have
focused on one particular transition, that from school to work. Given the current un-
employment situation this is understandable; it is Important however not to forget that
young people leaving school are involved in a complex and interrelated set of psycho-
logi al and social transitions of which work is one.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

THCFUTURE OF WORK

In t s paper I propose to discuss the changing significance of work in society; stohen
exam' e respbnses schools could make to these changes; and.finally speculate on
of th implications for teacher education. 7

The period during which most of us were inducted into work roles - the quarter
century immsilately after. World War II - was exceptional. It was one of the longest
contineous ptiligods of sustained economic prosperity in Western history. It was a time
of growth and full employment, it was a time of. optimism, kt was a time when we
came to believe that science and technology could solve the world's remaining prob-
lems, banish poverty and usher in a golden age of plenty. It was a period of belief in
schooling; fa the first time ever a majority saw increased education as the principal
means of advandng their life-chances, or if not of themselves then of their children.

In the last eight years all that has changed. We are now coming to see that we grew
to adulthood in an abnormal period of history; that unemployment is more normal thSn
not; that freedom from fear is not dispelled by miraculous technology, that equality
and a fair share for all are elusive goals:

The young leaving school are experiencing a harsh economic world which we never had
to face. In some respedts it is harder for the young unemployed today than_ it was in
the 1930s. In the Great Depression unemployment and poverty was worse than now, but
whole families suffered and the young were not stigmatised, as many are today,
because they could not find work.

-4N

The young today are conventional, competitive, bessimistic and a little afraid. Of
immediate concern to all is work. This is not new in itself. Ever since social surveys
have been conducted in' schools the major interest of adolescents in ?ork has been
known. They view their schooling through vocationally, tinted spectacles Now there is
a nervous edge to this interest. Even among the bright ones there are some who are so
anxious about getting a job that they drop education for A job-in-hand, rather than
develop,their talents by further study. As a result of this we have the paradoxical
situation where, in a period of unemplokment with the best jobs going to the most
highly educated, there is an actual decline in enrolment by school leavers in univerSity
and colleges of advanced education.

The bright ones are thus taking jobs which could otherwise have gone to the average
and below average students. It is the bottom third, ranked in school attainment, whose
employment prospects.are bleakest. Many will be out of work for long periods, or will
remain On the edge of the labour market. Economists do not see-a return to the growth
conditions of the '50s and '60s; nor do they seb y9th improving their relative position
in the market unless extraordinary steps are taken.

In the longer tern.' the new technology seems likely to produce undreamed of changes
in the economy and in society; some good, some bad, depending on how we adapt to

them. In a recently published book, Sleepers, Wake!: Technology and the Future of
Work Barry Jones argues that we are on the threshold of changes which are as great
or greater than thole which transformed the world after 1780 and the onset of the
industrial revolution. In the new post-industrial age, made possible by computerised

operations which will displace human.. workers from industrial and service jobs, the pro-'

duction and distribution of goods will require only a tiny fraction of the present labour
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force. Jones quotes,Keynes who foresaw in 1936 what would happen:

for the first time since his creation man will be faced with his real, his
permanent problem how to use his freedom from pressing economic cares, how
to occupy the leisure, which science and compound interest will have won for
him, to live agreeably and wisely and well

The traditional work ethic, says Jones, "will be declared irrele.vant or counterpro-
ductive to society's needs. Compulsory leisure activities may, be imposed on those for
whom there is no place in the labour force".

Is it possible to envisage a society where work is no longer obligatory, morally or eco-
nomically? Or to put it more precisely, Where there is no working-class comprising the
majority of the able-bodied population (there have always been societies with a
non-working class but these have been an aristocracy or governing class). Consider the
psychological and social needs which are met by work.

1. It is a source olincome and economic security. The idea of working for a living
i* deeply ingrained in our psyChes. In the Bible we are told that work was
imposed by God as a punishment on the first man and woman for their dis-
obedience. And St Paul commanded the Thessalonians "that if any would not
work, neither ,should he eat".

2. Wcrk is a source of personal idefftity. When two strangers are becoming acquain-
ted, early in the process, perhapS`after a polite remark about the'weather, one
will ask the other - not about religion, politics or sex-life - but "what do you
do?" and thereby has a short-cut to his social status, education, interests and
income. In making a career choice we match our self-image with images of jobs;
but thereafter our vocation shapes our personality. Loss of work, even vacating
a job at retirement can be accompanied by severe psychological disturnçe.

3. Work structures time. For most of us our job provides the main temporal frame-
work with which we arrange the events of the day, the week, the /ear and the
greater part ca our adult lives.

4. Work is the source of satisfying social relationships. Studies of job satisfaction
show that friendships and social interaction with others, at tea and meal breaks,
if not on the job, is the most valued part of a majority of jobs. (Thet same
finding has been found in studies of what students like best aboutschool.)

5. Work provides intrinsic satisfaction for some. This is probably more widespread
than is often believed. When there is some skill involved, and some autonomy, a
job provides a sense of achievement and pride. This happens even when the
objective circumstances of the work seems highly unattractive.

All of these things - income, identity, the structuring of time, social intercourse and
intrinsic satisfaction - are pretty central to a healthy personality. If a person is
deprived of one or more there may be psychological or social maladjustment. Freud was
aware of this. It is said that, after a learned lecture of the psychic roots of neurosis,
he was asked by a little old lady, "Doctor, what is your prescription for a perfect
life?". The bystanders expected a complicated exposition of psycho..analytic theory, but
Freud answered with three words, "Work and love".

We tend to make jokes about issues which are central to our emotional lives, it is a
way of diminishing their threat to our egos: most jokes are about politics, relf,ion,
sex, race relations or work.

The teacher, asked for a reference for Bloggs who wasn't renowned for his
industry, wrote "any employer who gets Bloggs to work for. him will be very
fort unat e".

It is said that Pope John XXIII, asked how many people Worked in the 'Vatican,
replied, "About half of them".

There is evidence that, in a culture where work is central, those who are deprived of
it are likely, to become aggressive or to engage in problem behaviours such as
excessive use of drugs, crime, depression or -suicide. In a study in which I am involved,
of youth in Australian and USA, there 'are matched groups of in-school1 and
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out-of-school (mainly out of work) in both countries.6 The out-of-school groups in both
countries are much more likely to engage in problem behaviours. In the US the
incidence 15 worSe than Australia and our evidence shows that this is because there
are more supporting structures in use here - family, youth dubs, and post-sdhool edu-
cation.

The questions which must be addressed, as society moves rapidly from the industrial
era to a post-Industrial service and leisure era are:

1. In the long term can the jobs which are disappearing from the mining, agri-
cultural and manufacturing sectors be replaced with other work; presumably by
expansion of service, crafts and home.,hased activities?

V
. .2. To what extent can the five human needs listed above which are presently met

by work be satisfied by other activities?

3. In the short term what.are the implications of youth employment for schools?

When we attempt to answer the second of these questions it can be seen how
important it is that a satisfactory solution is found to the first

Can income be divorced from work? Obviously it can for some since many
people get their incomes from investments, pensions, allowances like TEAS, or
the dole. However there has never yet been a society where the majority were
not expected to work for a living.

Is a personal identity inevitably linked to viork? Probably not, since throughout
history there have been non-working ciasses.who have found their identity in
government, schOlarship, or recreation. Whether an entire society coeld do this
seems/dubious since work is so deeply woven into-the fabric of our culture. Of
course at this point the distinction between work and non-work starts to break
down. Is a hobby, from w ich you may earn some money, work? Is work that you
don't have to do work; 6r example, voluntary social service? Is sport or enter-
taining only work when you are paid for doing it?

Time can obviously be structured in other ways than by the discipline of work.
BrEttending education classes, for example, or voluntarily imposing a personal
regime of activity. Many do not find it easy to get back to work. We would, I
suspect, be very uncomfortable with a seven-day weekend.

Theie are dearly other arenas for social relations in addition to work-- in the
club or pub, in one's family, at college ot----17/oluntary activities. Non-work
institutions would, however, have to be strengthened in order to provide the
continuity of association with others which occurs at work.

The intrinsic satisfaction which comes from being "someone who is good at
something" can also be provided by hobbies, crafts, specialised recreations and
even domestic activities.

None of these needs is inseparably k elated to work. There would be however, a
considerable period of adjustment before a culture emerged in which a majority did not
have their major daily engagement in,work-lik6 activities. It is far more likely, in rnY

opinion, that as society adapts to the pdst-industrial age the institution of work will
remain. The challenge will be to provide satisfactory vocational roles for all who want
them and to maintain a reasonably equitable distribution of wealth. The present move-
ment seems to be in the reverse direction towards a more polarised society in which
possession of a job separates the advantaged and disadvantaged; and in which the
under-educated young are Orticularly

What can schools do in order to meet the needs of the bottom third - those who leave
earliest, who get least from school and who need education most? There are three
broad changes which must be considered.

The first is better /education. You are as familiar as I am with the criticisms of
schooling and the demands for a more relevant curriculum. Most educators are rightly
suspicious of the Adea of specific vocational training in school because of the likeli-
hood that such/training will disadvantage students by displacing general education,
because it would reduce choice and close off options, and because it could lead to
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redundancy as particular skills become out-moded. Nevertheless there is a dilemma
here - if we are to moikate the bottom third there is abundant evidence that prac-
tical activities with vocational meaning are what they want. And a special pedagogy
may have to be developed which extends general education by starting with the prac-
tical. Teachers with experience in other vocations may be better at this. Perhaps there
is something to be learned here from the Victorian secondary techs - which appear tO
be attracting would-be leavers from conventional schools, public and private.

At the same time however, if work is going to be of reduced importance in structuring
time then it is increasingly important that young school leavers are helped to become
autonomous citizens - capable of directing their own lives in 'a society where
traditional supports are disappearing and where exploitative forces teem to be in-
creasing. Basically kids leaving school must be skilled in using words and numbers, and
able to think clearly. These are survival skills in our culture. I donq think that
standards haire fallen; I do believe that old standards haVe become inadequate for a
full life in an informative rich culture. School leavers also need an understanding of
the society in which they will live, and the study of work would provide an excellent
approach to this.

The second response to the present crisis Xs to lengthen the period of schooling by
encouraging the early leavers to stay on, or tO return so as to complete their basic
education. There are educational, social and economic reasons for this. The standard of
basic education required by the bottom third isn't being attained with rdne 'or ten
years of schooling. Perhaps we can improve existing practices; I believe however that
we should also be aiming to provide the equivalent of 12 years of full-time schooling
for all; there also should be incentives for everyone to continue general education in
post-secondary institutions.

There is, of course, a manpower argument for increasing the duration of schooling in
that it would delay entry to the labour market and thereby make the available jobs go
further (equally we need incentives for people to retire from the workforce sooner).

Thirdly, if we are to encourage the lower third to stay on at school, or to return to
it, radically new approaches to schooling are required. Most who now leave early do so
(a) because they are weary of it, and (b) because getting a job is a way of fulfilling
the adolescent drive to become an adult. The sharp boundary which exists between
school and community, and in the present context, between study and work must be
reviewed. There are already numerous curriculum proposals and activities; work
experience, careers counselling, part-time school/part-time work, combined school and
TAPE, provision for return to school after a period of work/SOme of these depend of
course on the availability of work and the co-operation of eThployers.

The evaluations which have been made so far indicate mixed success for these inno-
vations. Work experience programs seem :to vary from very successful to disastrous.

Clearly the purposes of these programs have to be thought out carefully, the
collaboration of all parties is required and built-in evaluations.are needed. Evaluative
reports on counselling and vocational guidance are not so encouraging. Most studies of
students' career decision-making report that teachers and vocational guidance officers
have had little influence, and to the extent that any individuals were influential, it
was parents and close friends of the family. The results from then. studies are so con-
sistent that they must be taken seriously, It does not mean that guidance and
counselling should necessarily be abandoned; it does, however, suggest that the con-
ditions should be carefully examined, and that the frequent proposals for mcire
guidance/counselling, career officers should not be adopted without careful thought.

The idea that education and schc.çol are coincident and coterminous is a deeply held

one, among teachers as well as t eir pupils. It is institutionalised in the arrangement
whereby schools cease to exercise any responsibility for their students' education once
they "leave". A Schools Commission study remarked on how very few schools knew

..where their last year's leavers were. A radical innovation, which would help cushion
the transition to post-school roles, would be for schools to keep in touch with their
pupils for at least two years after they formally leave. There are several important
purposes to be served by this. One is feedback; schools can only evaluate their
programs adequately if they know how all of their pupils fare as they move into adult
roles. But the responsibility is Itore active than this; many of their leavers will need
help. After a few knocks in the lour market counselling and guidance has much more
meaning to young people. Equal the idea of continuing one's education, perhaps
returning to school, or to TAPE, assulnes some significance after.a period in the "real
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world". Of alt possible agencies schools are the best placed to perform this function of
following pupils as they start to engage in post-school roles, and of providing active
assistance when it Is needed. The task would require considerable sensitivity since the
main aim of many early leavers is to he rid of school and all that it stands for. The
follow-up would, of course, need to respect the privacy and independence of the
leavers; and most of the effort would be devoted to the few who have problems estab-
lishing themselves in the labour force or in post-secondary study.

A curriculum for the bottom third, increased retention rates and more transactions
across the school-work boundary require, if they are to be successful, radically new
structures. The ACT and Tasmanian colleges provide an example; the Victorian
secongary techs another; the idea of youth centres discussed by Brian Crittenden is a
thkd. The new structures have to teach students autonomy by giving it to,, them,
something which traditional schools find it difficult ,to do. One of the main reason why
so many adolescents are anxious to leave early is that schools are institutions design
for children but inhabited by young adults. In our studies at ANL, of traditio al
six-year high schools, and secondary colleges we argued that, when the age rdn
from 11 to 17 years, the school regime is adapted to the task of keeping order among
the youngest group. Teachers find it 'difficult to accord adult status to their older
pupils in the way that trade lecturers do to students of the same age. We found that in
ACT, when the six-year secondary school was split info a 4 + 2 system with the older
adolescent in separate secondary colleges the extent of student alienation in years 11
and 12 dropped dramatically.

41)
What is required in teacher recruitment and education? Obviously the prior life
experience of the recruits should qualify them for the professional roles they
after training. It is striking however, that the major professions,- engineering,
medicine as well as teaching - all recruit in the most inappropriate manner.
practice requires human sympathy as well as technical skills yet selects exd
from the young swots who can get themselves to the top 1 per cent of exam re
arguably a group would know least about human suffering. Law, which one
think should have a special concern for the poor and dispossessed, recruits more
other occupation groups from the privileged upper strata of society. Engine
which is being f ced with increasingly difficult value decisions between technolo
advances and e ects on the environment recruits students who are more dog
than any other. And the teaching profession, which has'the central task of passin
to each successive generation the best of our rich and complex culture, se
immature young.people who have had little life experience outside their own fa
and school.'On top of that we confine student-teachers to the company of their
sort' in single-purpose training institutions or courses. This pattern of ^recrui
would seem tO be inappropriate at any time, but in the present era of change it
positively dysfunctional. Rather than continuity, discoritinuity is required s

teachers do not unthinkingly perpetuate the approadi to teaching whic
experienced in their own school days.

There are various ideas for achieving this discontinuity ahd diversity of e .-rience
arnsm teachers; for example, the selection into te,asher training of older per ons who
habeen Successful in another vocation, industriaMave for practising tea.) ers, and
the use of experts in various areasiput without teaching qualifications to uppleme
the core of traditionally trained staff. Perhaps teaching should not be een as a
life-long vocation; rather individuals should have the opportunity to transfe in and out
of teaching as part of a professional career in public service. It would be valuable to
make the point at the outset of pre-service professional training that ed cation does
not cease With school, nor should the teachers' responsibilities. One very e fective way
to do this would be to have, as an essential part of pre-service curriculu , a require-
ment that student-teachers take part in a project which traced a represe tative group
of school leavers, interviewed them, at length and evaluated their school education in

light of subsequent experiences.

If schools are to meet the needs of the depressed third - those who wh they leave
will form the young "under-class" at the bottom of the social heap, th the trans-
formation in school structures and in teacher roles will have to be imm nse. Perhaps .
we may need new institutions not called schools; colleges, technical in titutions or
youth centres may be terms about which early leavers to not have str ng negative
feelings.

In a sensitive case study of a South Australian high school Colin Power9 r veals how
difficult it is 'for teachers, whose own work socialisation has been academic
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classes, to adapt to the needs of the average and below average student. The develop-
ment of resentment, and ultimately the alienation of many students in the lower
stream Is shown as these young people come to realise that they are labelled as
"dumb" or "bludgers" or "no-hopers". In his analysis of school-rejection Power
delineates the responses of those students who find it difficult to gain teachers'
approval, or to a old disapproval. Some play a withdrawal game, distancing themselves
from teachers an school, trying to be faceless and unnoticed. Others become sullen
and prkctise passi e non-co-cperation. In the extreme students who feel "picked on" by
teachers vent thei frustration by "stirring". Anti-school peer groups form and provide
members with mut4al support in their opposition sto school and their intention to leave
early.

It is not within my competence to make detailed proposals for teacher education; there
are, however, §ome new directs to be followed if the needs of the bottom third are
to be met. In recruitment att "on -has to be given to attracting more older persons
who have had life experiences outside the classroom and training college. Within
rre-service training student teachers need to becove directly involved with the
problems of those addlescents who, under present circumstances, are the early' leavers.
This could involve taking part in a follow-up project with such students - perhaps
helping conduct interviews at the point of leaving and, six and twelve months ater, at
work, or in unemployment. The project migt also involve assisting with programs for
those willing to resume education.

Changes in teacher education are, however, only part of a inuch larger strategy
needed for helping those young people who get least from education but who need it
most. New sorts of institutions are required where young people do not feel "put down"
but rather are accorded the respect and autonomy which so many feel they do not

-"have at school.
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MORNING DISCUSSION' GROUPS:

THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS IN PREPARING STUDENTS FOR WORK
AND ADULT LIFE

Group A - Teacher Educators
(Reporter: Colin Coffins)

There were thre points we wanted to raise before making suggestions
for the improve ents that could be made in secondary schools to
'strengthen school- ork links.

Reality of Firstly, we felt that .it was important to realise thaf-4ark is a rekity
work and so, although secondary schools should be concerned with preparing

students for lite, they should not neglect the important rolq work plays
in our lives. Schools should alSo take into accbunt the changing nature of
work. The reallty Of work is that there is a lot of employment in the
workforce at the moment, but there 'are also many people who are not
going to get jobs at all. We would therefore expect that leisure will have
an increasing role in modern societies.

The second point about the work reality concerns the issue of deskilling.
It's constantly-argued that we need better educated students coming oat
of schools. In our group, the point was made, however, that the sophisti-
cated technology, while requiring a small minority of people --to haye a
better education, may mean that a large group of workers need to be de..
skilled. This has .to be taken into consideration when thinking of
secondary schools.

A second issue which we considered was streaming. There are three major
groups of students who go through schbols. There's the upper one sixth
Ikho, coming from certain kinds of backgrounds, go to universities 4and
CAEs..These students follow largely, although in a hidden kind of way,
the academic stream. Then there's a, large group in the middle. Finally,
there is the third group, the so-,called "at risk" students, the one third
down at the bottom.We did not solve the problem of streaming, but we
recognised that it was a problem.

certificotion Thirdly, the very strong was voiced by some members of our
group that certification was he main barrier to any maj6r changes which
could be brought about in secondary schools. The question was raised
whether certification was appropriate at all in econdary schools, except
perhaps for the top one-sixth who went into co eg of advanced edu-
cation and universities. Indeed, the question was raised whether there
should be any so-called "gatekeeping", not only in terms of certification
(diplomas and certificates and so on) but also whether it was possible to
judge the competencies required to go into the workforce.

So, although we didn't come up with any positive solutions, we
established those three areas as a background to any changes which
would improve the relationship between secondary schools and the life
and work sitbation afterwards.

Streaming
of pupils

School6 for
work ond
leisure

Choices for
students

Wa now turn to some of the characteristics of the changes that we felt
were desirable, although there was strong dissension in the group.

The first point, which was generally agreed toty all, was that schooling
is certainly not only for work alone, but it is -also for leisure. Thit is par-
ticularly important in our age, when, as I have said before, there are
going to be many people who are prbbably not going to work for all of
their lives. There was a strong feeling in our group, therefore, that ideas
and the structural realities of work, leisure and education itself should
be integrated.

The second point is perhaps the strongest one that emerged from our dis-
cussion. We felt that, at a certain stage in education, either at the end
of primary education or at the beginning of secondary education, there
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tor,

should be choices for students. All students should notctie obligated to
going through the same kind of secondary education. To a large_ extent,
the choices should be in the hands of students themselves.

This leads on to our third point which is that, stuclents; particularly in
secondary schools, should be "trained kri how to make choices. The
curricula should be orientated .towards life outside of schools, for
example, work realities, the realities of family life, political life,
economic life. These realities outside of the school should be brought
back into the schools so that students are taught about life, about how
to make choices concerning it, arid above all, about how to make choices
concerning the continuance of their own education.

The suggestion was made, but not necessarily agreed to by everyone, that
in order to facilitate student choice the present arrangement whereby
there is more structure in secondary than in primary schools should be
reversed. We should have more structures in the primary school, Out by
the time children get into the secondary school, particularly in Thar 10,
they should be involved in making multiple choices. Going hand in hand
with this, programs in the secondary school should offer a wider variety
of programs. But above all, secondary school students should be taught
how to make choices for themselves.

In association with that, a very strong suggestion was made that those
students who choose to opt out of the school system should be able to
re-enter it at some later stage. In fact, schools should be centres of con-
tinuing education.

Linked with that, we felt that the community should have a far greater
/say in what is going on in the schools. This does not only mean employ-
ers, it means parents and so on. It was suggested that it is ridiculous to
have the schools used for a very small amount of their time. Rather,
access Should be total.

Group B - Tea
(Reporter: Jim

Traditional
organisational
structures of
secondary
schools

Emphasis on
informality

Schooling
far life

Essential
. skills

Our final suggestion is that our secondary schools need a fairly radical
re-organisation. They should be multiple purpose, they shoUld be flexible
and, above all, they should be continuing. We shouldn't only have children
in our school, We should have adults as well.

cher Educators
Farrell)

We acknowledged that man'', of the tradjtional dimensions of secondary
school are probably inevitable and not necessarily undesirable, for

ample, certain kinds of timetabling and scheduling in the organisation
and certain kinds of certification outcomes. We adverted to the fact that
many of these dimensions had probably not changed in secondary schools
for twenty years.

In general, we considered that the formal requirements of secondary
schoolitng should be de-emphasised and far more time shetild be given to
the informal. We recognised, however, that there will be some social
expectations which might have to be changed before the change in
emphasis to the informal becomes acceptable in society. Hence the need
for promotion of the acceptability of learning in informal ways. The
means of achieving this are as yet unclear.

If it can be accepted that in the future not everybody will be working
for large parts of their life, then the notion of schooling for life becomes
more important than simply schooling for work.

We recognised that some skills will be needed no matter what the future
holds. We wanted to emphasise communication skills, numeracy and manua

dexterity. Some of the process skills such as willingness to learn, learnin
how to learn and human relationship skills are also important. Again, we
acknowledged that some of them are being treated in schools already. We



c

also recogrllsed that many of these skills are not necessarily taught best
through devising a syllabus in which to teach human relations or the like.
There are many other ways of teaching some of those process skills.

sionding If we see reasons for trying to keep some children at school-for JRnger
school and than they are staying at present, then it becomes imperative to blend the
work life life of school with the life of work more than is currently happening.

Work experience is one way of aChieving this, although at present work
experience is often a cosmetic activity. We think there can be something
more substantial. Work experkence can be sold to industry on the grounds ,
that it has already been shovitt to be cost effective.

Flexibility There should be some flexibility with regard to the times at which
secondary school Children attend school. The compulsory notion mkght be
replaced by some kind of flexibility which allows droppingin after having

. earlier dropped out. Flexibility needs to start early, probably at Year 8. V

AlterntiCives We also noted the very valuable potential role of techniCal and further
tb secondary education (TAFE) and suggested strong links should be 'forged between
school high school and TAFE colleges. Another alternative we discussed was a

community college in which both children and adults from the community
learn together. We discussed briefly the Chinese model" of the factory'
school. Finally, we felt. that it was inevitable in the future that a great
deaf of learning would be done at home through 'Eomputers.

Group C - Teachers
(Reporter: C9) McCowan)

agar af' The first point we discussed was the move to delay specialisation in
special- schogs. We felt that crucial subject choice and therefore occupational
isation . choic6 should be delayed until at least Year 10. Coupled with that,,the

integration, of subject areas and the breaking down of subject disciplines
was seen as vital because that is one of the major problems in the choice
structure at the moment. `

Developing
student
self-reepect

School
reorganis-
ation

Hidden ,

curriculum

Motivation

Our second major- point was concerned with developing stude t self-res-
pect. We felt there weretatudents who were developing 1f-respect
through the traditional academic disciplines. We need, owever, to
reinforce the non-academic disciplines, and allow students to have some
self-respect and worth for doing those. To take a simple example: if
there were a three year major in an arts degree on driver education,
then driver education would probably have the same respect that history
has. At the moment there is no respect for those sort,øf areas in schools
and students have little opportunity to develop se worth and respect
from them.

Our third point was that if the likely increase in retention rate comes
about, then we will need to -break down schools both into smaller units
and into different configurations. The' configurations would incorporate
community and industry and allow students to move in and out of the
school setting and participate in a range of activities.

The fourth point was that the hidden curriculum, if possible, should be
surfaced and attacked front ormin two ways. Firstly, life skills should be
a central focus of schooling. Secondly, students should experience flexible
organisational instruction, so that the bidden curriculum does not prevent
students thinking flexibly and making real choices.

We discussed the problem of how to motivate students in Years 8, 9 and
10 to learn to prepare for some of the frustrations which they will, ex-
perience. But how do we prepare them for those frustrations until they
actually experience them? We suggested that there peeded to be a
change in organisational structures so that stadents can experience, or at
least find out about, the lives dr others, and therefore perhaps increase
their motivation. We were concerned about the pressures from employers
and the community generally for increased literacy and.numeracy skills.
This would be of little use if students were not motivated. On the other
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incentives

- hand, if they were too motivated we faced a second problem: we might
be preparing hapOy factory fodder. People doing their shorthand and
typing and may not be thinking about the broard options that will be
facing them. Students should therefore be prep for a wide range of
pciisible futures.

The last point that we raised was one of financial incentives. If students
were given financial incentive's for staying in school, they would be able
to develop their independence needs, which at the moment cannot be
developed because they are totally dependent upon the family structure.

Group D - Teachers
(Reporter: Cac Burr)

The majority of ,the teachers in GrOup D seemed to be involved in
careerss education so the recommendations are coloured in that direction.

There should be studies in human relationships in schools and these should
be over all courses and not offered as a sepSrate course. In some schools,
an integrateel approach has been tried on a small scale, For example,
certain subjects are taught by the careers educalipn teacher for one
period a week.

There is presently a fairly well-developed careers education course avail-
able. Judging from the accounts given in the group, it is very sexcessful
but it not very widely used. This course is being used to cut across
subject area boundaries.

Work With respect to student work experience, our group thought that work
xperience experience was important for all Year 10 A nd Year 12 students, not just

those who may be leaving to go into the workforce. Work experience must
be carefully organised. Part of the organksation involves being careful not
to saturate the market - employers in some areasore reaching saturation
point. It is important also that work experience' is followed up in the

A school to ensure that the experience is worthwhile.

Husoki

relationships

Careers
education

Student Students should be helped to set their own realistic goals for the future.
goal setting Teachers in our group from two different schools reported on a course in

which, during the first three weeks of school, students research what
they would like to be and what they would like to do. They then weigh
this up against their own ideas of themselves and see whether or not
their expectations are realistic.

Group E - Teachers
(Reporter: Margaret O'Donnell)

Future work The first area we looked at was the likely future work patterns for
patterns which we were preparing students. We tried to find some particular key

issues in those work patterns that would be different from what has
existed in the past or exists at present. From our point of view, there
were two particular differences. One was the reduced amount of time
spent at work, whether through thorter working days or through
unemployment. The second point was the need for constant retraining
throughout one's working life. We had quite a dispute about how much
retraining that would involve and how many different types of jobs
people might be likely to have. But we were in agreement that there
would be a fair amount of need for changing, for flexibility and for
retraining throughout life.

This led us on to a discussion of what we ought to be teaching. While we
did not come up with any definitive list, we raised a number of points
which we felt were important.

Curriculum We discussed the pros and cons of the academic versus the practical and
organisation so on, but we thought' that the most important idea was that the

traditional organisation based on subjects was not always the most appro-
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priatd method tti teach students. We did not suggest that we threw the
baby' out with the bath water, but simply that for some groups of
students the subject orientation Was not the most appropriate method.

The philosophy tiehind the teaching is as Amportant as what is taught.
Teachers should be committed to the development of self respect, to the
development of respect for cdmpetencies other than the acaderitic, and so -
on.

Stemming from Sur idea 'of retraining . was the notion of lifelong
education. We felt that there should be provision and encouragement for
people to enter and re-enter the school system during the course of their
lives particularly within five or six years from their first exit.

Some of the changes we suggested 'were, flexible hoursi foi example,
opening schools at say seven in the morning and keeping them open well
into the evening, and flexirtiming the timetable and the.teachers to make

, as much Ilse as ssible of the facilities. -which eXisied. Flexible
struCtures are n ded, or instance to allow people who are 19 or '20 to'
study Year 10 ths if I is what they 'want..

So, we saw a need for tore flexibility in the use of school and in the
ways in which people ould be placed in classes. This applies both tO

. students who wpre there for the first time and those who were coming in
after a tireak ftom schooling.

Lifelong
education

maching o'We finished tiy wonderthg about the accuracy of our specQtions about
students how the future. There might, be just as much chance that we werd wrong as
to learn and

tht k right. So we decided that probably the main focus of schooling should be
N how to n teaching students how to learn and how to think. That should underpin

everything else. It would not matter particularly how we orrganised it. But
as long as we helped students to learn how to learn and how .to think, we
would be helping to prepare them for their future.

Group F - Parents
(Reporter: lSo Dunne)

Life skills
and
self-esteem

School
climate

Early
labelling

I

Learning of life skills and the.development of student self-esteem are
important outcomes of secondary schooling. Many secondary school
students have low self-esteem. We felt this was closely related to the
schodt, climate. Although the development of self-esteem .was recognised
by schools, we felt it was not truly addressed in sthe curriculum.

The need to develop those skills and initiatives to cope with life-rather
than to attempt, within, the secondary school, to prepare the pdrson just
for work was seen as important by our,group. If a person has those_wider
skills and initiatives, then he or she is able to take on the necessary
training for particular prolessions or* trades. Moreover, he or she has a
better rounded personalitgis able. to cope with adjustments and is better
equipped to continue the learning process.

School climate, which is influenced by the relationship between parents
and teachers and between 'students and teachers and administration, is
very important in developing self-esteeM in students. (A healthyschool
climate can' be fostered when parents, teachers, administratots and
students work together in a real partnership to achieveScommon ideals.

We believe that the problems that the bottom one-third of students often
face in secondary education and in the transition to post-school roles
have their origin much earlier in the student's education. At the Year
or Year 3 level there are children who, f,or many reasons - immaturity' or
just failure to achieve are two examples - move.to the bottom of the
class, immediately losing self7esteem and sometimes losing the teacher's
interest. We need to address this with a very well-considered response. \
Certainly in pre-service edu&tion, stuklent teachers should be prepared
to cope with these students: Teachers sbouldtbe aware that many pupils
tend to become uninterested in school very early in their education. This
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entrance
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causes many probl *for students and schools which tend to remain
throughout tlie studet's schooling. -

e.
It Is obvious that added resources are needed in schools to finance the
sorts of changes titat have been discussed above. The entire period of
education and thè 'ocho9ling process is too important to the whole life of
the student to iknote proper preparation hecause of a shortage of funds.

Turning our attention tp tertiary entrance, we felt a4lat it may be very
difficult to find,fa better alternatiye to the Ttrti ry f,ntrance Score.
However, there atiet just so rilany unsatisfactory atures attached to the
TE Score that a Aeast some alternatives should be investigated. Don
Anderson mentio one of the disadvantages of the it Scare in his
reference to the ection of medical students but there .are many other
disadvantages. CIigein selection procedures probably has to come from

)the universities 4. ,that the rest of the community do not accept the TE
Score as the me4turing rod far students.

,

Increasing We considered the' suggestion of keeping students at school for longer
years of periods. We do rt044igagree with that at all, but the compulsory school
schooling attendance for linitetperiods probably, has disa#vantages for the students

and for the schodiVand- school environnient, But if the .changes for
schooling suggeskWearlier could be taken on seriously, then students
may want to stay.q/e,believe this would be a great adVantage.

The odoptivo Finally, to sum t1our thoughts about schools, We endorse the notion of
the adaptive sc Ool ptit forward in the Schools Conpission report
Schooling for 15" 46_ Year Olds. That is:

. warm and;friendlY,4elations between students and staff, based on
mutual resReef;

,

a rangeglief Codrse options which gives the emphasis to both prac-
tical anditiheoretical knowledge and to practical and academic

1skills;
comprehepiveness, not merely in the range of students for whom
they cat '' but also in the range of edutational services they

. offer;
an awarenass that the prime purpose of their existence is to serve
all students while they are within the compulsory schooling period;

----
progr

:ams consistent with Ihe notion that all post-school options
for sylents require them/to be able to function autonomously and
effectn4Iy;
close connections with the conxnunity being served and through it
with the Wider society.

school

- Group G - Principals
(Reporter: Ken Gilbert)

,

Cormitment In today's modèrp society, our schools need a heavy commitment to a
to clear clear set of AcialS,'' We need to operate positively and confidently with
goals clear purposes-M4,society not marked by these characteristict(

Integrated Secondly, we 'feWanitire integrat'ed school system with less' divisions and.
schooL more working Jogether was needed. There should be integration across
system the pre-schodVpriOryk secondary, tertiary and TAFE sectors. This needs

to be more thahltisetalking to each other. Our group raised issues about
whose responsibility Ararious things' were, and whether we were
(Dating a lot ,; of ouK effort because of- lack of intepration across the
various sectori., ,

Success School life ,shOuld provide opportunities for students to experience
experibnces success and it should provide experiences relevant to the lives of

students in ttwchool.
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Experiment-,
ation with
echool
structure'

We felt there needed to be some experimentation with different school
structures. Why not a sdcondary junior high school structure in large
urban centres? The principals in our group from country centres felt that
It ,was not necessary there as their schools tended to cater adequktely
for students in the lower secondary year levels. But some of the members
of our group in large urban centres felt that a trial in the State system
would be worthwhile.

Group H - Principals
(Roporter: Ray Barrett)

Purpogee of We made two points concerning the purposes of secondary education.
secondary Firstly, education should be a preparation for future life In the
education community - that is adult life, leisure and lifestyle. This includes work.

Secondly, students should be made aware of their responsibilities to
themselves and society, as suggested in Recommendation PI of the
Review of School-Based Assessment in Queensland Secondary Schools.

Societal While there are many programs in secondary schools which aim to prepare
expectations students for work and life, by and large they are not catering for the

bottom one third of Students. But we are probably doing what society
expects. Societal expectations in relation to unemployment and sp on may
have to change along with the schools.

Balanced We strongly supported a balanced program of education with preparation
education for work as one aspect. We support a balanced. general education for

students within whillth work and other activities fit and we endosse the
Curriculum Development Centre's paper Core Curriculum for Australian
Schools which talks in terms of areas of knowledge and experience. The
=lc versus practical debate, whether we concentrate on subjects or
whether we concentrate on students, whether we concentrate on edu-
cational objectives or socio-economic political activities are all,issues
impinging on the question of essential areas of study. We felt, however,
that a balanced general education is of prime importance. Within, this
balanced education, specific problems can be considered. For example,
there is a need for human relations and living skills. Wihny schools are
fostering these skills in their' students, but as a part of a balanced edu-
cational program.

Lir. roles In relation to future life roles of students, it is the equality of outcome
which is important rather than equality of opportunity. Individual subjects
can be made more relevant to future life roles by using examples from
the real world. For instance, it is possthle to take examples in
mathematics and relate them to everyday practical life without distorting
the nature of the subject. Using examples from the elitryday world of the
1980s could be done with most subjects. '

School-work There should be closer relationships between school and work. At preSent,
relationships this is happening in a cosmetic way, for example, career days, employer

days and work experience; teacher work qxperience has been trialled in a.
number of schools. The problem is that if a person goes out and wOrks for
a week..or on ten weekends behind a. counter at Woolworths or something
similar, only a superficial understanding of the world of work can be
gained. A more extended and intensive exchange between schools and the
world of work to strengthen the school-work 'relationship. is needed.

The environment of the secondary school should be changed to be more
responsive to the needs of the bottom one third of students. But even if
that happened, there would still be some students whO would not survive.
We might therefore need alternative structures to secondary schoo4 such
as youth centres, junior high schools and senior high schools, community
colleges and TAFE.

Alternotivos
to secondary
schools
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Group I 4- Employers Y. -

(Roporten Ron Edwards)

Sanaa
eirohasse

New
technology

Industry-
edtieation
liaison

There vfas common agreement in our group that iteracy, numeracy -and
comunication skills and an ability to understa d onels self were very
important. The student has to come to grips w th understanding him or.
herself better, particularly in terms of his1 or her own awareness,
spontaneity, autonomy aixi politeness. There siould be some emphasiS in
the schools on teaching attitudes towards w k and more importantly,
attitudes to living in the community. A co tinuing education program
could have a role to play in this.

New technology, particularly the use of corrOrters, has led to increasing
pressures on employers to get things done quickly. Employers therefore
have higher expectations of their employees. Moreover, with increasing
labour costs, computers are taking over more riltid more of the tasks pre-
viously undertaken by people, leading to some employment. Because un-
employment is high, employers are able to pick the cream, of the crop. So
the greater part of the bottom third of School students are considerably
at risk. They are not getting a run in employment, and they are not likely
to in the current climate.

Our group suggested that we should set up a structure from both industry
and education to face up to the problems to which Dr Anderson referred
in his keynote address. We know and talk about a..lot of these problems,
but we do not often do much about them. Both education and industry are
shirking their responsibilities, basically because they do not know where
to start. I think that is particularly so of industry. Perhaps the edu-
cationists may have some ideas, but even then there is a degree of un.:
certainty.

Group J - School Authorities
(Reporter: George Berkeley)

We decided to concentrate on the third topic in the program leaflet and
to look a curriculum, in other words, to look at what is happening in
schools. W4 use schooling in the broader sense Of educational institutions
and considk organisational structures, and particularly their role in
supporting w t is happening in schobls.

We made the early point that, while we recognised Dr Anderson's concern
for the problems facing the brtom third of the school population, in
today's society the school is taking over many of the functions of the
extended family an4 many pf the considerations of the problems need to
refer to the total school population.

Authenticity In looking at the question of curriculum and what happens in schools, we
in schooling thought t at the school experience needed to possess more authenticity.

Authenticity is used as a more embracing term than relevance. Relevance
generally refers to the meaningful relationships of subjects to the
outside. All school experiences should be meaningful and authentic, in
those terms.

Longer years We supported, with very considerable discussionr the notion of longer
Of sc-hOOling schooling, again using the broadest interpretation of schooling. We

supported it for a number of reasons. While we recognise that it would
for a term reduce some of the labour market problems that presently
face us; thefe Vould be a catch-up-situation . Rather, increasing school-
ing was important because it would give educators and trainers more
chances in developing maturity. We thought that maturity was important
for young people facing the tomplex outside world today. Longer
schooling was necessary to enable more attention to be given to
skill-based development-, but that it was also necessary that continued
schooling not neglect general education. Continued schooling should, not

just be more vocationally specific but the compdnent of general

eckication should continue. to,
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Dove 1opin9 The key to our discussions was that schooling should be very much
the concerned with the development of the attributes of an autonomousoutonanou
person person. The notion of,an autonomous perSon was not just the developnient

of attitudes - attitudes almost have the assumption that you know yittat
kind of attitudes should be taught. It is the development of awareness -
students' self-awareness and awareness of the world arbund them - sensi-
tivity, and the ability to make decisions - even though some of those
decisions will be wrong. And we think students should be given the oppor-
tunity to Make wrong decisions and to realise the implications of those.

The whole notion of developing an autonomous person should occur in a
supportive environment. That led us into a consideration of structures. We
concentrated 'on structures which will support and increase interaction.
We discussed community-thised learning with employers, with industry,
with the 'world 9f work, with other youth, and so on. The whole notion of
interaction is extremely important. Structures should be supportive in the
development of the autonomous person. They should be less restrictive.-

,.

Vie dkl, however, make the point that
.

while this nference has
concentrated on secondary schools, the secondary scho does not stand
alone - it does have antecedents. It is important there ore to develop a
straight-through curriculum. In. other -words, the continuity, of a K-10
curriculum is important to many df the things which we are proposing.
The development of the autonomous person must commence at the start
of education. We recognise that there can be differences after the\end of

, compulsory schooling and that Years 11 and 12, the post-compulsory
years, need to cater for many other alternatives.

. ,

Finally,'we briefly discussed some of the alternative structires. We did
not believe that the secondary school should be done away with
ovetnight, but we did believe that there should be more investigation of '

`

N,alternati e structures. Some of the rearrangements we floated included
the noti of piiimary, middle and secondary schooling, 3 years/7 years/2
years or 4 years/4 years/4 years or 10 years/2 years. It iS important that
a continuing examination be made of supportive structures to improve the
curriculum of the secondary school.

Structures
to support
autonomy

Antecedents
'to secondary
schooling

Alternative
structure.

Group K - School Authorities
(Reporter: Michael McDonald)

School
flexibility

To meet the needs of students and of society, schools need to assume a
wider role than they have in the past. However, the lack of flexibility of
the school, illustrated for instance by the school timetable and the
physical structure of the classroom, make it difficult for schools tq
change. Schools therefore need to determine ways of introducin,/mor0
flexible structures.

Certification Another major constraint to school change is linked to certification. Thd
appardit need for a certificate at the. end of ten or, twelve years of
schobl seems to have a very dampening effect on what is able to happen
iri the school. The external pressures for certification affect the internal
operation of the school.

Return of The return of students outside of normal ooling age is another area in
older stude"to which schools need to become More flexib e.

Non, The infusion of various non-traditional aspects into the curriculum has
traditional been a successful way of introducing flexibility into the school. curri-
Grim; of
study

culum. However, these changes tend to be oh an individual school basis
and changes that occur in that way are usually slow. Changes in society,
particulanly technological changes, are occurring much more rapidly than
the. schools are able to incorporate them into their curricula. There
appears to be a distrust of non-traditional methods or subjects in schools.
Whether adding various nOn-trapitional elemehts ,to the curriculum will
allow them to permeate the wtfole curriculum is an interesting question.
Another major 'problem is convincing parents that there is value in
students taking non-traditional courses. There is certainly a risk in taking



Community
involvement
in schools

them because, at present, success in traditional school courses appears to
be a prerequisite for tertiary studies or entry into certain types of occu-
pations.

Finally, we considered comunity involvement in school decision.making.
The commtnity appears to have lost faith with some schools. The possi-
bility of communication between;the various groups involved in education
with a view to discussing problems and finding solutions should be
investigated.
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AFTERNOON DISCUSSION GROUPS:

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Group A
(Reporter( Colin Collins)

Pre-sarvico If pre-service training is to be maintained and 41 school curricula are
teacher going to emphasise survival skills and schools are to become more
education flexible, then the three qualities that pre-service training programs

should have would be; the emphasis on life skills, the emphasis on human
relations training, and the emphasis on community experiendi.

With regard to teachers already in the system, there should be oppor-
tunities for them to have more non-teaching work experience. We
certainly would like to have the question of whether teachers can take a
year or two off to gain work experience and then come back into the
teaching system answered. How exactly is that going to be managed?

Contact with It was suggested that schools make themselves more available to the
community comunity. Different kinds of people could be brought into the schools,

both from the world of work and from other aspects of life, to lecture
--the students. This would make a pleasant change from teachers.

The third point concerning teachers in the system is that there was a
fairly strong feeling within our group that human relations training should
be a necessary component of in-service training.

If we are really going to look at survivalsskills, and be flexible in the
school then most of the pre-service trainin that is being done in
universities and colleges of advanced education (CAEs) is not really
relevant. This is because of its subject centredness. It caters almost
exclusively to the academic stream of 20 per cent of the students who
are going on to universities and CAEs. It is, as it were, that a very elite
group is simply reproducing itself. Most of our pre-service training is pist
reproducing the training of particular kinds df students who will enter
the universities and CAEs. The result is that teachers dre not being
trained at all to teach 80 per cent of students, and particularly the 30

.per cent lower down in the socio-economic scale. They are being trained
to teach largely the very small minority in the academic stream. For that
reason, we not only thought that most of the pre..service training
programs were irrelevant and misguided, but some of us even thought
that they shouldnot be there at all.

,e/\, Work

experience
for teachers

Human
relation.
training

Irrelevance
of

pro-service

Alternatives
to

pre-servico

Imo

In-service
training

What do we put in its place? Several suggestions were made. One of the
suggestions was that students aspiring to be teachers should be sent out
into teavork world for two or three years. Another suggestion, which
has been made in the past, is that we rivert back to the situation in
which aspiring teachers go into the school system for a couple of years,
and only after that experience would they come bad< into universitieg
and CAEs in order to receive thqir teaelker training.

In-service trAining should be the main emphasis in teacher education.
Teachers who are really concerned in remaining flexible and being
concerned with survival skills should 'have their training continually
updated. The whole concept of continuing education shoulctbe emphasised.
Teachers should either be constantly taken out into the world of work or
have programs on human relations training or similar themes. In-service
training should be considerably updated and be complementary to any
pre-service training.13ut generally speaking, the feeling of the group was
that if we are to emphasise and carry out the suggestions for changes to
secondary education that we were given by most of the grouK, then most
pre-semice training is almost completely out-dated at the present
moment.
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Group B
(Reporter: Jim Farrell).

inseervice In general, we certainly said that some kind of in-service training was
training needed if- teachers were to be better thformed about the World into ,

which they were sending secondary students. Part of that in-service
training ought to do with skills but a great deal of It ought to do also
with .attitudes. Part of those survival skills which teachers need te..
provide to every child leaving school are cournunication skills and'
nUmeracy skills. If those skills are really to be provided for all students
leaving secondary school, then teachers in secondary schools need to
know how to provide reinediation in those basic pubjects. The point was
made that the in-Service courses that achieved most are those that are
undertaken voluntarily.

Aware/lee. We realised that, while various kinds a in-service courses might attempt
of students' to make up certain deficiencies that exist in many teachers, it was of
experiences prime importance that teachers should gain insights about the rest of the

world in which they may have little experience. Teachers need to get to
know how the other half lives. What's the other half? To illustrate, many
teachers are teaching students who, in much of their school work, will be
experiencing failure when, on the other hand, the teachers themselves
have not experienced a great deal of failure in scholastic work. There
are many ways in which these insights can be gained, if they have not
already been gained by teachers. In-service courses may in the long run

y be one way, and not necessarily the best way, of furnishing those
insights. .

Teacher More specifically, teachers need to relate their subjects in a practical
awareness way to the world outsidp the school. While teachers need to know how
of reality the other half lives, we questioned whether there is some exaggeration in

the claim that. teachers are out of touch with reality. There are many
aspects of teachers' lives that come into .contact with the world outside
the school.

Recruitment

Work
experience

Registrotion

We saw some advantage in mature age entry to teaching. It is desirable
that some criteria be used in the selection of teachers, but ye also
recognised the difficulty of.applying those criteria. We were not sure of
the best place at which to apply them - on selection for training or on
selection for employment. I suggest that perhaps it might be better at
employment, in the hope that the teacher training course itself may do
something to affect those people who have decided to go into teaching.

We did not go as far as to say that a prerequisite for teaching ought to
be some years of work outside of teaching. That itself would clearly not
be a really satisfactory solution. If it were Clear that all teachers who
came in as mature age entrants or all teachers who have had some other
experience are good teachers, then work experience outside teaching
could be made mandatory.

We were not prepared to say that people ought to be regiitered as
teachers simply on the grounds of experience outside teaching. At #
present, resource people are brought into the schools and these people
will continue to contribute to the development of life skills in students.
The posgbility of implementing a registration system for people like this
to give more recognition to their taSks might/ be considered. We are not
suggesting that they be registered as teachers, but they could be given
some other title, for example, instructors. Teacher registration should be
more flexible and more individualistic, without lowering the standards oftly
entry to the profession. These two things do not have to go together. Itg"

Group C
(Reporter: Col McCowan)t

For every tatement our group made, there was a contradictory
statement. For example, w,e %started with the Board of Teacher Edu.

,
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cation's survey report Secondary Schools and the World of Work and there
were three or four different interpretations of the same table in that
report.

Nevertheless', we considered work experience for teachers. Views ranged
from considering it was not necessary because teaching itself is a ,world
of work profession, to that it needed three months, six months or over
two years for teachers to be able to get a feel for the structure of the .
world of work. The issue was raised, however, that teachers who may
need the work experience are the ones who are probably less secure and
less able to step outside the classroom and aftet it. Those teachers
who,are likely to attempt it are probably the ones to least need it.

The related issue was how to make teacher work experience broad
enough to allow teachers to see the changing societal trends within the
particular industry or firm or factory in which they are working.

We reached consensus on the idea that students should have a taste of
work experience in Years 11 and 12. If work experience were undertaken
after finishing school, it Should be in college, rather than in the break
between school and college. Thus, student work experience should be
undertaken with a supportive structure around it. There was not agree-
ment within the group, however, that work experience was necessary in
the college course.

We broke selection into- three areas. Firstly; at the school level in Years
11 and 12, there should be some reinforcing of the process of self-select-
ion. Mechanisms which could be reinforcdd include provision of
information, questioning by students, and students' trying out varied
exptriTaltFes. In tfiis way, students would be in a better position to deter-
mine whether they wanted to go on to tertiary education. In selection,
there needs to be a balance between objective and pcilitical comparative
statements on the one hand and affective and possibly less objective
measures on the other, We recognise the difficulties in measuring each of
these and the difficulties in combining them.

At the CAE level, we discussed the use of deferment and the use of
mature age entry. The selection procedures at the Kelvin Grove Campus,
where fifty students were selected this year using predominantly
interviews rather than Tertiary Entrance (TE) Scores were considered. We
look forward to the results of the evaluation of this trial process. We
realise, of course, the costs involved in interviewing a laege number of
applicants. On the other hand, some of our group members expressed the
view thq,t the TE Score was the only measure necessary because
affective qualities could be developed during the college course.

Pastoral support for siudents should also continue through the college
course. Students would then have someone to turn to for advice and 'en-
co,wfagement, and most importantly, for support in the case of failure or
rijection. We Were unsure at what point slUdents should be finally
rejected as being unsuited to teaching: perhaps it is a different point for
each individual.

We then discussed the TE Score. Our responses ranged, from holding it as
it is through to reducing the necessary components, so that instead of
five subjects being necessary to calculate it, three might be necessary. It
was also suggested that we abolish the TE Score because there are going
to be so many flexible structures that a ft Score will be meaningless,

We achieved consensus at tile end of the meeting that post-secondary
education was a possibility for all if we thought about it and worked on
it. One suggestion was that twelve years of schooling should be followed
by one year in the world of work did then a Year 13.
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Group D
(Rsportsr: Coo Burr)

Registration Our main suggestion with respect to teacher registration was that the
requirements should be broadened, although the group could not agree as
to exactly how they should be broadened..

Experiences We discussed the cLuestion of teacher work experience within the context
'needed tO of considering the *nds of experience people need to become teachers.
become a We thought that'th e should be some sort of a work experience in the:sooner

college course, but we could not agree on exactly where it should be put
irso in the course. However, work experience per se is not the main thing. It

is how the experience iS used which is most important.

Seleation The requirements for admission to a teaching diploma should be something
more than just the TE Score. ButAst exactly what more? Should it.be an
interview? If it is an interview, what characteristics should be
considered? In relation to mature-age entry, the experience of one
campus o.1..._:_tho Brisbane College of Advanced Education in which
mature-age entrants comprise up to 25 per cent of the student's in some
courses is interesting. These mature-age students are 'apparently experi-
encing a fair xlegree of success.

We conclude with three small points. Firstly, if schools are preparing
students for transition to work, perhaps the teachers colleges and the
universities 4,ouLd not have much more to do.

The second joint was that interesting people make interesting teachers
or good teaChers irrespective of their background. For instance, one
teacher is broadening his experience by being involved in genealogy.

Finally, a question: as a parent, how would you react if your child was'
taught by a teacher registered under less stringent guidelines?

&oup E
(Reporter: Margaret O'Donnell)

Practical'
difficulties
of teacher
work
experienc

SI

Which stl
should
participate

Our group turned its attention first to some of the practicalities of
organising work experience for teachers. There are some difficulties
which would have to be overcome at the start. Some of those relate to
legal questions, and to the attitude of unions to having a large body of
teachers actually working as opposed to observing. Various industrial and
award questions would need to be resolved. As far as teachers in govern-
ment schools are concerned, there would be the staffing and budgetary
questions: Who is to replace all the teachers when they go out on their
work experience and how is it to be paid for? Bearing in mind the
present economic circumstances and those which seem likely to pertain in
the future, we concluded thavit probably would not be work experience'
that the bulk of teachers could go to, it would only be work observation.
And probably then only for short periods of time. The idea that a large
proportion of the teachers in government schools couId go out for twelve
months at a time seems fairly unrealistic just at present.

We turned our attention then to consideration of which members of the
staff it would be most advantageous to send on work experience or work
observation. There was a great deal of discussion on this topic and a
great divergence of opinion. Some people .felt that we should ultimately
send all teachers if the purpose of work experience was to gain a better
understanding of life roles. However, at the other end of the scale, some
people felt that the most important ones to send were those who were in
a position to influcnceohat ment on in the school after they came back.
That led us to discussions about whether it should be members of the
administration (deputy principals and above) or perhaps subject masters.
We realised, of course, that if someofe from the administration goes on
work experiende, he or she is not going to be able to work at the same
level in a firm. There might be a certain amount of resistance on their
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part, for example, in going..;to a large department store and finding they
had to work On a check-out.

We then considered subject mastdrs. Should subject Masters, in what can
be loosely defined as the practical subjects such as commercial and
manual arts be the only ones to have work experience? It is difficult to
decide which subjects are "practical" however. Mathematics and science,
for instance, can be very practical.

There was a considerable discussion. in our, group about what is it that
would be inherently different from working out of teaching to working in
teaching. Some people felt that the human relationships were different in
teaching; that the staff room was a different place to the lunch room in
a_workplace, but nobody offered us:any proof of that. Is work experience
or observation the best way of obtaining the benefits which can be
gained from it?

We came to the conclusion that there were other ways of obtaining the
assumed benefits of teacher work experience, such as the use a
community resources or involving business people on curriculum
committees. Having teachers move around within the teaching service, on
a somewhat larger scale than was done now; would also be valuable.

Pre-service We looked very briefly at KA-service teather,education. Our discussion
teacher centred mainly on whether we could require compulsory work experience
education befOre entering pre-service as in the Chinese model, fa. example. We

concluded that that was a little difficult and many student teachers and
teachers did already have part-time work experience anyway.

Registrotion We took a slight digression at that stage, to conSider the problem of
students who have returned to school at about 18 or 19 to do Year 11.
By our experience, these students find great difficulty.in coping through
to the end of Year 12. There might be benefits of making some of the '

techniques used by industry trainers available to teachers who are<1
dealing with those particular students. Alternatively, industry trainers
might be able to.undergo a conversion course to make them eligible for
teacher registration. We noted, of course, that it is already possible to
have industry personnel in the schools on an ad hoc basis.

Group F
(Reporter: Arnold Wolff)

Life roles

Life roles
secondory
educotion

Selection

Our first point was that all teacher education should identify and monitor
changes in curriculum needs and also changing future life roles of
students. It was agreed that changes in life roles are occurring at a very
rapid rate, one of the reasons for this being technology, Perhaps this
should be a ,very important element within any pre-service and in-service
education, i.e. the effects that technology has on life roles. It is possible
that teachers may not identify very clearly with the changes that ake
taking place because they are divorced from it. In relation to unem,
ployment, for example, teachers are in a very secure position and thera7
fore do not feel threatened by it as perhaps their students are.

in Another area in which teacher education could play a role is in helping
to overcome the conflict between the subject-centred nature of second-
ary schools and the school's role in preparing students for tuture life
roles. The secondary school teacher is perhaps in quite a different
situation from other teachers. The primary schoojr-teacher's emphasis is on
life roles, while the tertiary educator's main emphasis is on subject areas
or academic areas. The secondary school teacher should be involved' in
both, but secondary schools are traditionally aligned to subject areas.
There should be more of the life role aspects incorporated into the\,_
various courses. Perhaps this could be addressed by in-seil'vice and

pre-service ekcation.

In relation to selection for pre-service teacher education, we conchrded
quite strongly that the TE Score was far from an ideal criterion and .that
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other aspects such as the person's commitment to teaching; his or her
attitudq to children and so on should be corisidered.

Teacher work There seems to be an Impression that teaching is not work experience
experionco and that many life roles do not occur within the teaching profession and

therefore teachers are unaware of them. Our view is that teathing is
very much work experience and that many of sthese life roles which we
have been discussing are involved. If we were to consider other work
experience for teachers, then Lt -was felt that there woUld be positive
effects and negative effects. The posjtive effects have bee9 mentioned -%
relevance and so on. Some important negative effects are related to the
idea that if we require non-teaching work experience as a prerequisite
for entry into pre-service teacher education courses, then we are asking
people to -commit themselvepito two careeri - a, career of work outside
teaching and then teaching. If a person is involved or is interested in
becoming a teacher, then his or her interest will not be in the other
area. Another aspect of this is that if they fail in the.non-teaching work
experience, do they then become teachers?

We felt that teachers themselves will have to recognise the changes
needed in their teaching and the schools generally. Having recognised the
needed changes, they will have to educate themselves and they will have
to inform politicians and the c munity of their needs.

The question of whether a tea her should be registered only once in his
or her lifetime was raised.

Teacher self -

education

Registration

(1 Group G
(Reporter: Ken Gilbert)

Mature -oge

student
teachers

TAFE teacher
preparation
scheme

Leave for/

work
experience

Second jobs

Pre-service
teacher
preparation

We considered a number of questions on the program and much "of the
outcome of our discussions has been the production of move questions.

One of our members had some experience of quotas being placed on the
nuinber of mature-aged work-experienced, entrants to teacher education.
The group decided to ask the question "Was that true?" If it was true, we
felt it operated against -desirable trends in secondary education. We
could, nonetheless, see some reasons why a quota may be imposed. Some
mature-aged w rk-experienced applicants may not be as good as people
who. were t ature-aged oo work-experienced.

We discussed the TAFE teacher preparation scheme as we had two
members of TAFE in our group. We asked whether ihat type of teacher
preparation program, which involyes bringing work-experienced people
into the teaching force in TAFE, could be extended into the secondary
ar ea.

We raised the question about unpaid leave s that practising teachers
could gain non-teaching work experience. We wanted some information
about the present leave system. In partici.def, is it flexible and liberal
enough to allow for teacher unpaid leave without any particular change?

The present Public Service regulations do not allow second jobs. We felt
that teachers could use a second job to gain valuable work experience.
This might require some change to Public Service regulations.

We had a discussion about"vhether pre-service teacher preparation
courses are too vocationally oriented towards teaching and whether they,
could be more liberal and general in ir emphasis. We thought that
pre-service teacher education courses doald focus on preparation for a

\. number of life roles and events.

\2
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Group H
(Reporter: Ray Barrett)

Our discussion was based on the premise that the existing framework of
secondary-schools would be maintained. We considered education's role in
preparing students for adult life, of which wokk is but one aspect. *We
include working for2voluntary organisations-or for clubs, self-help aCtivi-
ties such 'as work co-operatives and so on; as well as paid employment in
our definition of work. These types of activities could be seen as alter,
natives to government agencies. In considering work, attitudes and values
such as job satisfaction are very irriportant.

In-service In-service teacher edycation must fit within a set of priorities which
take into account teacher work load .and ;tudent and sotietal expecta-
tions of teachers and schools. There are socio-political and economic as
well as educational objectives conipeting for places in the hierarchy of
priorities. In-service eduChtion for teachers and preparing students for
the wbrld of work must be placed within the set of priorities. At the
school level, school goals -are very important to the character of
individual schools in setting directions.

Preparing In preparing students for the world of work, the development of human
for work relationship skills are important, but realistic expectations for 'their

development should be set. Secondary schools should Concentrate on
vocational awareness rather than specific vocational 'training. The skills
involved in preparing for work are intellectual skills and should not be
seen as lower level skills. An essential prerequisite to preparing students
for the world of work is that teachers realise they are teachers of
students rather than teachers of subjects.

Teocher woz:k There should be opportunities for teacher work experience and the leave
experience necessary to participate in short-term or long-term schemes.

In,service
models

4

In-service models, to cover these needs, should be dynamic to deal with
Changing situations. They may include in-serviceeducation for principals
or classroom teachers. They should look at the organisational factors
within the school as well as the teaching strategies for individual
students._ Finally, in-service education cannot be considered in isolation
from pre-service education.

1/

Group I
(Reporter: Ron Edwards)

Student
work

experience

Selection.

Community
studies

Teacher work
experience

In terms of work experience, the group was generally concerned that
work experience did not just become a catch cry or a fad, but a

l-necessity to meet tie changes in society and hence changes in the sip
curriculum. We raised ;the issue of student flexibility. By this we mearAthe
ability to handle situations from the real world rather than the ideal ones
encount&ed during formal education. The idea of bringing real-life
experiences into the schools needs to be incorporated into the curriculum.

We considered that the TE Score plus Interview would be a useful
selection device. The interview should cover aspects such as personality,
desire to teach, liking for children and so on. We were concerned, how-
ever, that ways need to be found to make the interview more valid and
reliable.

An issue we considered was the desirability of building community studies
into the teacher education curriculum. Field ,studies in the community
would assist students and teachers to gain some life experience.

Returning to work experience, we felt that this was a desirable
component of in-service teacher education. It is not necessary for all
teachers to have work exciprience as part of their in-service education.
Mature age entrants to "The teaching profession, for example, often
already have considerable work experience. The question of leave for
teachers to undertake work experience needs investigation.



4-

GrouJ
(Reporter: George Berkeley)

We discussed, essentially, the question of work experience for teachers. It
was interesting that all but two of the group of nine or ten had held jobs
other thah teaching at some stage of their careers, and that is a higher
proportion than reported in the Board of Teacher Education's research. It
raises the interesting question - "Are teachers as cloistered. as we might
expect that they are?"

Work We discussed fir'stly the question of how desirable it is that pIe have
experience work experiences as a background to teething. Our group did not say that

it was essential that this happened, but certainly saw it as being
desirable.

Benefits of We then looked at what might Se some of the values inherent in work
teacher work experience for teachers. The broadening of experience assists teachers to
experience make their teaching more relevant. It extends the contacts of teacherg. It

is sbmetimes said that teachers are a very cloistered group, that they
mix with other teachers, and therefore they are very limited. Certainly

' wOrking in non-teaching occupations would help bvercorne that. If

Oifficelties
with teacher
work
experience

Alternatives
to work
experience

One person brought up the necessity for a break. After a long period of
teaching teachers are ready to tear their hair out. So not only would
working outside teaching extend a teacher's experience, but it would be a
professional refreshment and a break away from direct contatt with
children. Teachers Aould return to iheir task in a much better frame of

°mind.

One member of our group raised the point that many students regard
teachers as having had very narrow experience. If it were common for
teachers to have had work experience, then this might improve their
credibility with students when they are talking about the world outside.
In addition, real work experience would give teachers a better
background against which to give advice about vocations.

There are a number of issues that we did raise, however, even if it is
accepted that work experience is a valuable part of either teacher pre-
paration or a teacher's continuing development. Firstly, can such
experience be real. Just as there are difficulties in making student work
experience real, so the same is true for teachers. We- questioned whether
teachers can gain real experience in a six or twelve month period.

Is there a demand? Do teachers themselves feel the necessity? There
were some questions raised this morning which indicated that there did
seem to be a demand. Our group was not sure how many teachers saw
non-teaching work experience as really necessary.

We discussed the question of whether non-teaching work experience
should be in-service or pre-service or both. We were divided on this and
could see values in either.

We then considered whether there are alternatives to work experience
for teachers for bringing about some of the desirable changes that we
discussed this morning. The use of community resources may well be a
meaningfui substitute for teachers who have worked in the workforce.

This relates to teacher registration. In other, words, it might be more
effective to bring in the expertise that exists in a community rather than
sending teachers out to work for twelve months.

In-service We alsovtliscussed the idea that it might be more valuable to concentrate
in-service activities on preparing teachers to developing better human
relationships n their students. If, in fact, teachers had a .limited
academic kin of preparation, then they may not be properly equipped to
do some of t e tasks that we discussed this morning, including developing
human rellati nship skills.

Registration
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Changing
nature of
work,

.Adjancts to
teacher work
dtperisnos

We also need tiffie into account the ehangingnature of work itself, as
Don, Anderson mentioned this morning. It seems that there is id'
assumption when we talk about work experience for teachers that the
nature of work is immutable; that work is something 'that all ,people will
be engaged in, that it is paid, and that it will occur in a place of work.
Yet aij of the things that Dr Ariderson referred to in discussing the ,

implicSions of technological change suggest tht work'in the next few *
decades might be very different and that there might not be much value
in our having wprked for a couple Of years in a workplace.

.We then turned the discussion to the adjuncts Of a teacher. work /
experience program. Our group slaw that there would need to be a
guarantee of the return to the position; there would need to Iliit.financial
security, in other words, the continuation at the same salary level; there
is need to have liability aspects covered; it would need to be voluntary
and it would need to be more than'just work observation if, it were going
to be valuable.

Group K
(Reporter: MIchael McDonald)

a

Registration We came tb a fairly strong agreement that the requirements for teacher
registration should be relaxed. We felt, however, that instead of looking
at changes in requirements for teacher registration, there might toe other
ways of allowing for people with particular expertise to teach in school.

We realised that speakers with expertise were 'already invited in to the
experts schools, either in a particular lesson time or for extended periods of

time. In relation to that, we must consider the reasons why outside
experts are..brought in. ,It seems that a good reason iS that people with
experience in the world of work can help to bring about some of the
desirable changes in schools which we talked about this morning. We felt,
then, that the structure and flexibility of the school was more important
than the relaxation of teacher registration requirements.

We did, nonetheless, look more specifically at the area of teacher regi-
stration. There were several differing points of view voiced in our group.
Registeation, we felt, required two things: expertise and qualifications.
Outsiders oftercl have the expertise in teaching in areas related to life
skills but do not necessarily have the qualifications. So, the question
becomes more one of changing the methods of gaining the qualificatians.
Instead of the mature age person doing a three-year course, our group
raised the possibility that, for certain mature age people, a one-year
period of training would be sufficient.

Finally, we discussed the idea of "experts in residence". These would be
people who have particular expertise and are able to be involired in the
school, possibly in a redefined or expapded teacher aide role. This type
of person is involved with the teacher in the classroom, b'ut he or she is
not a registered teacher.

Special
course-

Experts in
residence

Group L
(Reporter: Gelta Brietenbach)

Life roles

Teacher
work
experience

One of the issues which we discussed was that of preparing students and
\teacher trainees for-life roles. We thought that that was a very wide
area and that an investigation was needed. The Board of Secondary
School Studies should be involved in this investigation. This Would have
definite implications, particularl' for school curriculum.

There is. a g al assumption that pmost teachers have had little or no
work experie Our group challenged this. We felt that most teachers
have had some kind of work experience, either part-time work experience
When they were student.teachers or between sctiool and college. Work
experience in some form or anaher is desirable for most teachers,
becabse it can-lend authenticity to.what they, are teaching the students
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Teacher
contact with
atudent,s
home

Work -
programs

Prm-serwice

at the schooWis link between the- practical side and the theoretical
side. It helps te4chers to inform their studenti of the practical usefulness
of the thingSlmy learn in school.

One of the main ways which we thought that in-service teadher
education could help was in dealing with student discipline problems. The
teachers could visiLthe home of the particular refractory student to see
just exactly what the background of that student is. It would not be an
overnight soJtion to a problem. \It would probably require many visits to
come to a unders.tanding of the problems and eventually to find a
solution.

All wing te chers to write their own work programs and including in
the a ...se on preparing students for life role skills would force
teacherstoJçgnise the relevance of their subjects to those particular
skills. it wo4trn teachers think in terms of a more practical situation
where theirjf really relevant to the students in their future life.

We felt that a More:practical course would be valuable, for student
teachers. Thl woUld-involve, for example, an English curriculum student
going to a coOmunity centre Kid helping students there to develop their
literacy.skii*I.rather- than just going out to practising school for a few
weeks. It wctuld perhaps involve two days a week or two half-days a
week.

Selection For pre-selecurL for teacher trainees, it would be very useful to ha* an
interview atJ beginning to just sift out tudents who weriat that
stage, yery i,rx1èsirbIe. The point was made, however, that it would be
very difficult to reject students simply on 'the basis of attitude 'at that
early, stagetp4ecause they might mature during their course of teacher
education. Ttrwould be particularly trde of the younger students coming
straight froM`school to college.

Registrotion It would bWifficuit to relax-totalli the registration requirements for
teachers cOlit-tg on to the staff of a school. Teaching qualifications could
not be totally disregarded. A system where people could be employed for
particular t'ekt could be implemented.. For instance, if someone had a
particular ex-pertise in entomology, he or she could come into a school
and teach a.`:Athole unit and be paid as a teacher.
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OVERVIEW OF CONFERENtE DISCUSSION

From the group discussions emerge a number of suggestions as to how secondary
schools might better for adult life and work and, In turn, some
possthle implications for teacher ed tion. These suggestions have been organised
below into a framework which starts w th comments on the context within which the
students of todai will live and work. e purposes of secondary eckication and the
skills and attitudes felt deAirable in stud ts are then considered. The changes needed
in both-the curriculum and the structUre of secondary schools to help develop these
skills and attitudes, and the implicatio s for teacher education of these desirable
developments in secondary ecklcation ar iscussed.

THE CONTEXT,

In considering the work context, mos 3 of the conference'discussion was related to the
impact of technological change on fu re,work and life patterns.

Conference participants conside ed that one effect of technological Charge will be to
reduce the proportion of time during their lives in Which people will be erigaged in
paid employment. This will happen in two ways. Firstly, the standard number ,of
working hours per week will be reduced. Secondly) the workiN life Of a person will
most likely be shortened because of early retirement. If the trend towards increasing
unemployment continues, it can be seen that work will occupy a much smaller place in
society, certainly in terms of the total number of hours the average person will spend
'working in a lifetime. With decreased working time, there will be a concomitant
increase in the amount of leistre time which people have available.

Another impact of techriological change is likely to be a shift in the types of occu-
pations in which human labour is Used. More importantly,.there may be large shifts,
over relatively short periddi of time, in the type of occupations needed in society. An
increasing proportion of workers, therefore, may need to change careers one or more
times during their working lives. Some Workers will need to be retra,ined, posibly

'several tiMes, after their entry into the workforce.

The employers warned of ,the effects of technological change on unemployment. With
labour costs steadily rising and the cost of technology continually lajiiing, employers
were turning to computers to undertake tasks previously carried out by human workers.
Thus the pool of people ffom which future employees could be chosen was increased
so that employers are able to pick the best school leavers available. As a result, the
bottom third of schaol leavers -often have great difficulty in gaining employment.

*

One group questioned the widely-held belief that technological advances will mean
that workers will need to be better educated and have higher level 'skills. The group
felt that .only a small minotity of workers would need to have higher skills while the
majority wo&d in fact work in less skilled.occupations. This point, however, is not
clearly established.

PURPOSES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
ik

Given that, in the future, work will occupy leSs time in people's lives, 'conference par-
ticipants argued that the schools had a broader role than just preparing students to
take their place in the workforce. It was generally agreed that education.shOuld be a
preparation tor all aspects of life including work and leisure. Moreover, because of the
likelihetra of the persores changing his or her vocation during a lifetime, the teaching
of highly specific job skills in schools was not suPported.

The conference came up with a number of suggeszions for the types of skills and
attitudes which should be fosteeed in students during secondary education. Some groups
used the broad ,tesms life skills "or survival skills as indicators of the attitudes and
skills which should be developed in students. The life skills most often menlioned were
literacy) numeracy, communication skills and skills in human relatibnships. The develop-
ment of student self-respect and sell-esteem were,mentionecLby morp than one group.
Less often mentioned, but still seen as important by some, were manual dexterity,
politeness and attitudes towards work.t )



Some groups did not concentrate on specific skills but took a broader view of the type
of person which a secondary education should seek to develop. Indeed, one group
qui:stoned whether It was possible to specify the essential skills and attitudes people
in our society will need, especially given that we are facihg an uncertain future. It
was also suggested that, instead of specifying certain, skills .as essential, it was most
important to teach students how to learn aqj how to think so that they could adapt to
changing circumstances. Siznitrly, another :Troup claimed that the developmen of an
autonomous 'person who has an wareness of himself and the world around him and was
capable of making decisions w1fr more important than concentrating on the develop-
ment of specific skills and attittRies.

THE NEED FOR CHANGE, -

It was felt that some features of the current pattern of secondary schooling inhibited
the achievement of the purposes outlined above. The present structure was seep as
having two paiticularly diide-Sirbble 'features - streaming and certification.

It was pointed out that students, although often in a hidden way, go through school in
streams. Moreover, streaming often starts very early in a pupil's school life; even as
early as Year 2, and the problems of streaming need to be attacked there. Streaming

'was seen as undesirable because it had the effect of labelling students with lower
stream pupils often viewing themselves with law s -esteem. Once in a stream, it was
difficult for students to change and so the labe tended to stick throughout their
schooling.

The need to have d certificate at the end of teh or twelve years of schooling was
seen to ,have a dampening effect on possible changes in secondary schools. If the ter-
tiary institutions insist on° certain subjects or areas of study as prerequisites for ter-
tiary courses, then clearly this restricts the amount of flexIbiltty and choice able to
be offered to students.

DESIRABLE CHANeES IN SECONDARY EDUCATION

Perhaps the key theme of the conference was that secondary,education should be made
more relevant to the future life and particularly w.ork roles of students.

Several suggestions were put forward regarding changes in school organisation nd
curriculum that could bb used to make schooling more relevant. If one word coul be
chosen to express the feeling of the conference with respect to desirable changes to,
schools, it would be "flexibility".

0) Integrating school and work -
More integration of the life of the school and the world of work outside the
school was seen as an essential requirement for making schooling more relev,ant.
Student work experience was Mentioned as one way of achieving a clbser
relationship between school and work. There was sane suggestion that work
experience be made compulsory for all Year 10.and Year 12 pupils. It was delt,
however', that work experience as` it now operates is often cosmetic and
artificial. A more carefully planned work experience program was needed - an
essential ingredient of this being the follow-up of work expesience activities in
the pchool. Work experience would then become a more integrated part of
schooing, and a meaningful aspect of the curriculum.

It was also suggested that other means were needed to promote an intensive and
extended exchange between schools and the world of work.

Apart from work experience, thOlife of the school and the.putside world could
be integrated by more community involvement in schonils and in school
decision-making. This could be achieved,.for example, by inviting community and
industry representatives onto school curriculum corrrnittees. The employers
suggested that an education-industry committee should be set up to examine the
problems faced by youth in their *transition to post-school roles.

(U) Currlculum

In general, the conferffice particIpants considered that the current emphasis on
subject-centred academic learning in,secondary School was too great. There was
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integrate non-academic or non-traditional areas of study. into the
school curriculum. A need was seen to introduce affective coricerns,

rucularly human relationship training, into "the curriculum. The emphasis,
however, wus not towards the introduction Of a separate subject such a§ "human
relationshipsg, but on the integration of hUman relationshipe across ,curriculum
areas. Similarly, careers education, if it were introduced, should be integrated
across subject areas.

So4 of the groups at the conference even questibned whether the division of
learning into subjects was appropriate at all. They suggested that an integrated
and interdisciplinary approach to secondary* education might be better,
especially for certain groups Of students. In any event, it was felt that the
curriculum should be made more relevant to the world outside the school or, as
one group put it, secondary schooling* should 'have more "authenticity". The
teacher's philosophy *was very important in achieving this. Teachers conflated
to the development of competencies other than academic were essential if
desired curriculum changes were to come about.

It must be recognised, however, that parents and mticularly employers may
still value the "academic" learnings more than the 6bn-traditional areas of,
study. Thus, those students whose secondary edtication had included a large slice
of non-traditional areas of learning might be disadvantaged, for example, in
gaining employment. On the other hand, one group raised the point that
practical, relevant or non-traditional curricula need not be any. less rigorous
intellectually than traditional academic study. While this may be so, it remains
to be seen if parenti, employers, tertiary institutions and students with high
aspirations can be convinced of it.

(il) Alternative structures

A number of groups suggested that some alternative structures to the present
secondary school might be needed if education was to fulfil its role of preparing
students for life and work. These -suggestions included:

Instead of primary education of seven years followed by a secondary
education of five years, alternative arrangements such as 10 years + 2
years; 4 'years + 4 years '+ 4 years; or 3 years + 7 years + 2 years could
be examined.

The establishment of junior high schools in large urban centres might be
considered. Up until the end of Year 10, all students wduld attend these
junior high schools. After year 10, there would be different types of
senior secondary schools to allow students to specialise in Years 11 and
12. For example, one type of senior secondary school could be concerned
with preparing students for tertiary study,- while another would be
orientated towards vocational studies.
More use could be made etcolleges of technkal and further education
(TAFE, colleges). There should be strong links between, secondary schools
and TAFE colleges, and there should be opportunities for students to
study in both institutions simultaneously. This would require co.operation
between individual secondary schools and TAFE colleges, and at a
Departmental or systems level, between "technical education". and
"Secondary" divisions.
Schools could be broke,n down into smaller units. Industry and the com-
munity would be involved in the Jearning taking place in these smaller
units. There would beJ freedom for students to move between thecom-
munity and the school.

An alternative to secondary schools is the youth centre in which a
diverse range of activities,apart from academic learnings would be under-
taken.
finother alternative is the community college in which both children and

adults learn and work together. The involvement of employers in com-
munity colleges could increase the interaction between students and the
world of work.
In the futee, more learning would be done at home through the use of
computers.
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In any reorganisation of schooling, it was important that there should be
co-operation and co-crdination among the various organisations, institutions and
Sectors so that an integrated approach to education was implemented.

(lv) Student decision Making

One group emphasised the idea that students should learn to become autonomous
by being given the opportunity to make their own decisions and to realise the
consequences of their decisions. They should be allowed tc make mistakes and to
consider the implications of their mistakes within thesupaortive environment of
the school.

If students are to be given freedom to make decisions, they shoild also be given
some training in how to make choices. The development of autonomy and student
choice viould be facilitated by having less structure in secondary schools. It was
felt by another group.that the current practice whereby there is more structure
in secondary schools Iiihan primary schools should be reversed. As students
developed, it was argued, they were capable of making more decisions affecting
their own learning and consequently needed less structure to support them.
Moreover, older students might learn better in a less structured environment.

(v) Re-entry of older students
"
One way in which schools could become more flexible would be to allow older
students Who have previously left school to return to school to complete their /-
secondary education. It was important that secondary school .structures should
not be so rigid as to prevent them from re-entering the system.

One possible constraint on the re-entry of older students is the hours schools
are open. It is possible, 'for instance, that these ents may wish to combine
part-time work with their, secondary educatien, or they might have family or
other commitments which prevent them from attending school during thwiormal
hours of opening. To cater for older students, schools could begin at 7 aRls and
continue well into the night. There are numerous problems to be overcome,
before this could happen on a %widespread basis - not the least of which would
be finding teachers willing to teach unusual hours.

There would, moreover, be some educational difficulties associated with haying
older students mixed in with younger ones. For example, would the. content of
Abjects appropriate for younger students be relevant to older students? Would
teaching methods for re-entry stiidents be the same as for younger students? Do
teachers need any special in-service training to be able to teach adult or older
learners?

On the other hand, there would be potential, benefits to students of regular
school age in having older students learning flth them. Flexible school opening
hours would enable all students to combine part-time work 'and part-time study.
RegulF students would also benefit in other ways if adult students, who have
speoe some time in the workforce, were in the schools learning with them. The
younger students would be able to get first hand information about the world of
work outsitle the school from their colleagues Who have had recent experience
of it.

(vi) School environment

It was considered important that the school climate was responsive to the needs
of all students. School climate was seen as particularly important in developing.
student self-esteem and self-respect. It was felt, however, that school climates
were often tim harsh and bruising, especially for the "bottom-third" of students.

A healthy school climate was fostered when an open relationship existed
between students, teachers, administratori and parents. These groups could then
work in a real partnership towards a clear set of goals to which they were
committed.
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TEACHER EDUCATiQN

The organisational structure of the school and the curriculum are important influences
on to which secondary schools are able to prepare students for work and
adult e. Teachers are clearly another important influence. In considering how teacher
education might make teachers more aware of how they can help their students pre-
pare for post-school roles, the conference produced a number of suggestions con-
cerning the selection of teachers, pre-service teacher -education, in-service teacher
education, work experience for teachers and the requirements of teacher registration.

SoloCtIon

There are several points in the preparation of teachers at,which selection occurs.
Firstly, there is selection into a course of teacher preparation. Secondly, the tertiary
institution selects out those student teachers who are not Meeting acceptable stand-
ards. Thirdly, employing authorities select graduates for teaching positions. The main
emphasis of the conference discussion was Jon the first of these selection points.

-

At an earlier stage than.these, the student must make a decision to apply for entry to
a teacher education course. One group suggested 'that the notion of student
self-selection should be reinforced in Years 11 and 12. This Could be facilitated by
providing students with more information about various careers and letting students try
out a variety of experiences before they make a final decision. Training of students in
making choices, as discussed earlier, would be an important aid to student
self-selection.

Turning to selection of students for entry into teacher education courses, there was
near universal agreement that the current emphasis on the Tertiary Entrance Score
was unsatisfactory. Students selected on the basis of academic merit alone were 'not
necessarily the best people to teach students life role skills.

Many groups felt .that an interview should be used instead of or in additi n to the
Tertiary Entrance Score for selecting candidates for teacher education. Suggestions for
content of the interview included attitude towards children and commitment to
teaching. However, the issue of how to ihake the interview a valid and reliable
selection device was raised. It was also noted that there are considerable costs
involved in interviewing all candidates for entry to teacher education. Even given
these constraints on the use of the interview, conference participants still felt that
the use of the interview or some other selection device was preferable to using the
Tertiary Entrance Score alone. .

Some groups, on the other hanc4 argued that a more appropriate time to select
teachers using an interview was, at the completion of pre-serviCe education. It was
argued -that attitudes such as cbmitment to teaching and attitude towards children
could be developed during the pre-service course. If students were prohibited from
entering the teacher education course because of inappropriate attitudes, it would te
unfair to thost studentswhose attitudes would develop over the course.

\,Another suggestion for selecting student teachers made by a nu.mber of groups was
that the number of mature-age and work-experienced students be increased. One group
claimed that the present quotas on the numbers of mature-age students should be
lifted. Mature-age students would bring 'experiences of* the workplace to both their
future pupils and the student teachers studying with them at college.

Pre-service Teacher Educations

The groups whicr discussed pre-service teacher education were quite critical of
present programs,. One group even suggested that most courses were irrelevant and
misguided and haFice should be abolished.

It, was felt that present courses did not adequately prepare secondary teachers to
teach ihe lower third of students in schools because of their emphasis on the teaching
of academic subjects which were relevant only to the small minority of students who
would be going on to'tertiary study.

To overcome this perceived deficiency, it was suggestea that pre-service .teacher
education courses shoUld emphasise the teachingilof life skills and human relationships
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and that they should include comunity experience. This would require an integrated
rather than subject-.centred approach in pre-service teacher education.

One group suggested that pre-service teacher education could be made more relevant
to preparing teachers to help pupils in their future life roles by including a wider
experience with pupils than simply contact with them in the School. For example,
English curriculum students could work in a community centre helping pupils to develop

-their literacy skills.

Again, as in the TAFE teacher education p rogram people from the community with
work experience could be brought in to lecture seconclary pre-service student teachers.

Finally, it was suggested that pre-service courses should include a work experience
component to provide student teachers with practical opportunities to relate their
aellcianic studies to the future life and worli roles of their students.

In-service teacher Education
-

Genet-01y, in-service teicher education was seen as having an essential role Oay in
helping teachers to prepare their pupils for future life roles. It needed to be dynamic
and flexible to take into account changinesituations in society and teaching.

-

Some conference participants felt that in-service education should emphasise human
relationships training. This might help to balance the largely academic training
teachers received in-pre-service courses. Others-stated that its prime function should
be to allow teachers to gain more insikhts into the type of world in which students
would live and work. In-service teacher education was only one way of achieving this,
however.

Specifically, it was claimed that in-service education was necessary to help teachers
provide remediation for students who were failing to gain basic life or survival skills.
Another syggestlon was that teachers should undertake in-depth studies of certain
students, particularly those having discipline problems.: This would involve visiting their.
homes and talking to their parents to gain a deeper insight into the problems faced by
these student***

ln-seryice education might also help teachers to write work programs which icor-
pocated a section on preparing students for life roles. This would encourage tea,chers
to consider the relevance of their subjects to the life roles of their students. Inc feed,
it was suggested that, teachers should monitor changes in the likely future life roles of
their students. In particular, teachers should seek to understand the effects oi tech-. nology on student life roles.

Teacher Work Experience

The participation of teachers in work experience outside teaching was discussed by
several groups. In gtneral, this was seen as desirable by most of those who discussed
it, although one or two groups had some reservations aboyt iti ugefulness. The Otant
was also made that teachers are workers themselves and the view that teachecs know
little of the world of work because they are isolated in a school is not valiclog;,.

Conference participants perceived a number of potential benefits for teacher work
experience. These included:

It would broaden the experience of teachers ate make their teaching more
relevant.
It would extend the contacts of teachers outside the teaching profes§lon.

It would add authenticity to what the teacher is teachidg, i.e; teachers would
more eatily be able 'to show students practical applications of their classroom
learning. ^ ,

As well as providing teachers with a better background against which to give
advice to! students, teachers with work experience would , be seen by the
students 3s having more credibility to advise them about 11 citions.
Work experience would provide teachers with a break or r freshment from their
teaching duties.

4.
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If work experience were to Be introduced, a number of issues would first have to be
resolved. These include salary, guaranteed return to a teaching position and legal
asmctn. As with student work experience, the problem of how to make the experience
more than superficial would need to be considered. Ideally, work experience should
allow Vachers to gain knowledge about different types of occupations, and the
sociology of the workplace and to appreciate the changing nature and role of work.in
society, in particular the effects of technology on work. It would.need to do more-than
just give teachers knowledge of the. skills required for one occupation. The question of
who to send, e.g. principals, subject masters or classroom teachers, would need to be
resolved.

The range of occupations in which teachers could be usefully engaged might be quite
restricted because many teachers would not have the prerequisite.knowledge and skills
to Engage in some occupations. To overcome this, it was suggested that teachers could
be involved in work observation rather than work expeHence. However, another group
claimed that it was the experience of actually getting their hands dirty-aod doing the
work which was important.. -

AnOther problem needing resolution is the cost involved in allowing a large number of'
teachers to undertake six to twelve months' work experience. This is likely to be quite
high, especially if the teacher's salary is paid by the school employing authority.'

Some suggestions were made for removing' barriers to the voluntary participation of
teachers in non-teaching work. One ide,twas that the,public service regulations should
be relaxed so that teachers would be able to take a second part-time job. Another
suggestion was thai unpaid leave should be more readily available to teachers to
undertake twelve months' or so work experience in another occupation.

ReoIstratIon

In Queensland, people emp ed as teachers in schools must be registered by the Board
of Teacher. Education. The tem of compulsory teacher registration does, however,
allow people without formal te qualifications to work with students under the
supervision of a-registered teacher. In-a n, a school may, in special circumstances,
be granted authorisation to employ an unregis person as a teacher.

Conference participants felt that schools should.be encouraged tie make greater use'qf
people who could provide a knowledge and understanding of the -01torld of work or give
a-different perspective than regular teachers. One possibility woad be for such com-
munity resource people to work with teachers in an expanded teacher aide role, for
which teacher registration waild not be necessary. Another suggestion was that a
person with expertise in a particular field, say entomology, should be able to come
into the school and teach a whole unit in that fielg of particular expertise. If the
person was to have sole control of the class for the teaching of a unit, an
authorisation to-teach would be necessary.

Some groups suggested that registration requirements should be relaxed to allow such
people tO gain registratioh, although not necessarily teacher registration. This would'
allow some formal recognition to be given to the contribution of' these people ro the
work of the school. A term suggested Jor thete individuals was "instructors". Another
proposal was that individuals with experience in trairg people in industry could
undertake a short course, say of one year's duratiolc to become eligible for teacher
registration. Industry trainers who had undertaken Ire short course might be of
partkular benefit to those students who had re-entered the school system after a time
in the workforce. It Was also suggested that,,rather than l?roadening registration policy
as outlined above, account night. be taken of certain non-teaching work experience

° when aisessing eligibility for registration. SuCh applications would be treated on an
individual basis, although broad policy guidelines could be established. In anyuevent,
the conferenCe certainly did not endorse granting registration to applicants on the
'basis of non-teaching work experienCe alone.

MAJOR POINTS OF AGREEMENT
4I

.. .k.

While there, were differences of opinion on some matters, a comparison of the group
reports indicated there was general agreement among conference participants on the
following points: A

I A

. 8 j
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(a) Sevonditv Education

14 Education.needs to become more relevant to student& future Le roles.

2. More emphasis should be given to, non-traditional areas of study in
J secohdary schools.

-4 3. There should be more interaction betAen schools and the community and
the world of work. e

4. Alternative organisational arrangements to secondary schiols should be
exadkned.

5. Schooling should be More flexible, for example, in terms of hours of
opening and types of learning undertaken.

6. Education should not be seen as finishing at the end'of schooling but
opportunities for continuing or lifelong education should be provided.

7. The environment of schools should be less harsh and schools should rdove
towards being adaptive.

(b) Teacher Education

1. Teachers should be aware of the effects of. technological and sodetal
xhange on the life roles of their students.

2. The criteri.a for selection into tedgher education should be examined with
a view tosbroadening them.

'
3. Pre-service teacher education should prepare teachers to make their

teaching more relevant to their students' future life roles.

4. This should also be continued in in-service teacher education, which was
seen as being essential.

5. Teacher work experience is desirable, although there are difficulties in
implementing it and making it meaningful.

6. It is highly desirable that people with experience in the world of work.
come into the school to share their experiences with the students.

do
AREAS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION AND INVESTIGATION

These points of broad agreement, together with specific suggestions put forward during
the cofifereRce, raise a number of questions which merit further consideration. These
include:

What curriculum, school structures and teaching methods are appropriate for
older students re-entering the system?
What are the practical difficulties involved and the p, otential benefits and nega-
tive effects-of experimenting with various school structures, e.g. flexible hours
of opening, classroom organisation, timetabling, subject orientatioh?
What different organisational arrangements might be needed to cater for the
diverse needs of students? For example, youth centres, technical and further
education, senior secAlary schools and technical schools may all have a place
in the education system, with different students opting for different institutions.
How cans.non-thiditional areas of study be introduced into the Curriculum? Will
students, '01-ants and employers regard non-traditional areas of study as being
of equal value to traditional academic learning? 'Is it important that
non-traditional areas of study be seen as being a equal value?

What level of community involvement should there b in schools?

How can community involvement in school decision making be increased?

If selection for tertiary entrance Is based on criteria other than the Tertiary
Entr ce Score, which criteria shduld be used? What is the relationship of these
other rheria to "goo& teaching? If an interview or other instrument is used,
how ca it be' made more reliab19? What are the costs involved in 'using

selection riteria other thivin'the Tertiary EntraneeAdette?
0 . , -,

How do the college experiences of matureaage entrants to teacher education
courses compare with students corning sfaight from secondary school? Do%
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mature age entrants make "better" teachers, particularly with respect to the
extent to which they are able to relate their teaching to the world outside the
school?

How should students be selected for teaching positions on completion of their
pre-service course?

Is the pre-service teacher education curriculum aimed at preparing teachers to
teach academic subjects suitable largely for students in the upper ability range,
or does it take into account the needs of school students with differing abilities
and interests? What types of experiences in pre-service courses could be used to
show student teachers how to make their teaching more relevant to the future
life roles of pupils?
How can in-service teacher education help teachers to develop an appreciation
of the future life roles of their 'pupils and make their teaching more relevant to
these?

r . .

. What are the benefits and problems associated with teachers working in occu-
,. pations other than teaching? How can teacher work experience become broad

enough to allow teachers to appreciate the changing nature and-significance of
work in society? Do students perceive teachers with work experience as being
better at relating their teaching to the student's future life roles than teachers
without work experience? Which teachers should undertake work experience and
in which types of occUpations should they work? Which particular non-teaching
work experiences are the' most useful for teiihecs back in the classroom? What
are the alternatives to teacher work experMce? Should work experience form
part of the pre-service teacher education program? '
HoW can individuals with experience in the workforce but without the n essary
qualifications play a more active part in students' learning? Can a special
course of say one year's duration be devised for these peoDle to make them
eligible for teacher registration?

The above questions reptesent the main issues arising from the conference, but it is
recognised that there ate many more questions which cou d also have been considered.
While the conference suggested solutions to a number oft problems, in many ways it
rised more questions than it answered. But raising he questions is ofteri more
important than answering them.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The most significunt outcome of the conference was the consensus that emerged that
schools should not_ teach for specific job skills but should look to developing in
students the complete person - individually, socially, academically and vocationally.
This premise is reflected in the Board of Tpacher Education's research and is referred
to by such writers as Karmel, Campbell, And Anderson, and in reports by the Select
Committee on Education in Queensland, the Schools Commission, and the Curriculum
Development Centre's Core Curriculum document. The Queensland Review of
School-Based Assessment (ROSBA) stressed the importance of introducing into the
curriculum aspects which would enable schooling to be more closely related to
students' future life roles. A primary focus of this new orientation for secondary
schools in Queensland is the interrelationship between the student and his world. With
the implementation in Queensland secondary schools of the ideas contained in the
ROSBA report and the inclusion of ROSBA considerations in teacher education
courses, it is to be hoped that 'a more meaningful schooling and work relationship can
be formed and that this relationship will be based on firm foundations.

Another area of agreement concerned the desire to relate s6ciOling and work more
closely. To illustrate: a large percentage of teachers in the Board of Teacher Edu-
cation's survey wanted more visits to theiroclasses from people involved in the- world
of work and this was endorsed by the conference. Most of the writers (with some
modifications in the ca'se of Crittenden) start from the assumption that schooling and
work should be closely related. Many steps have been taken in this direction in
Queensland secondary schools, and provision already exists to allow those with
expertise in a particular field to share their knowledge and experience with students.
The provis4on of transition education is also increasing rapidly in Queensland, whereby
the Department of Education (and some private employing authorities) are taking the
initiative for bringing students in closer contact with the realities of work. In addition,
in link courses, secondary students can take some of their coiirses in a college of
technical and further education. These, added to other measures like"---vocational edu-
cation, work experience programs, career education and vocational counselling, help to
ensure that the school-work interface will be a meaningful one.

Both the research and the conference stressed the notion of flexibility in which longer,
hours of opening and flexible timetabljong would allow for more interaction with the
community. Conference participants identified similar problem areas as did the survey,
but felt that the practical, organisational difficulties (e.g. finding teachers willing to
work unusual hours) would be outweighed by the educational benefits accruing to<oth
students and teachers.

Again, the conference urged'flexibility in the organisation of secondary schooling in an
endeavour to meet more adequately the needs of the more mature student& Whether
this could best be acLieved.by a separation of "senior high schools" from "middle
schools", tty the creation of nevi institutions such as "community colleges" or by the
development of centres or units within existing high schools, participants endorsed the
arguments from the literature and the keynote address for senior students to be given
greater freedom and autonomy as young adults instead of being handled in the same
wayas younger secondary pupils.

Another area where the details have-nOt yet been worked out but where there was
significant agreement was in teacher work experience as a component of either
pre-service teacher education or in-service profeSsional development. It would appear
that the rhetoric concerning teacher work experience needs to be translated into prac-
tical terms If this activity is going to contribute to the on-going improvement of
relations between school and work.

Clearly, while significant advances have already been made in relating secondary
schooling more closely to the future ,adult work and life roles of the student, there is
a general consensus that much more remains to be done. Similarly, while increasing
attention is being given to this aspect of schooling in the pre-service preparation of
secondary teachers, further developments in secondary teacher education are largely
dependent on future directions in secondary education.

Questions concerning We curriculum and organisation of secondary schooling such as
those raised in the literatpre and in the conference discussions need urgent answers sO
that a concerted approach- may be mounted by all concerned in endeavouring to meet
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the educational needs of our young people. Only then can the implications for teacher
education be drawn with sufficient clarity to allow tertiary institutions to develop new
pre-service courses which will prepare teachers for service in the secondary schools of
the future.
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APPENDIX 2

Col. 1-3
Col. 4=1

BOARD OF TEACHER EDUCATION

QUESTIONNAIRE

WORLD OF WORK PROJECT,

1. Sex: Male 1 Female Col. 5

2. AgE: Less than 25 1 LIJ
25 - 30 2

31 - 40 3 ED 4

Col. 6

41 - 50 4 D
51 - 60 ) 5 ED
Over 60 6 ED

I

3. Typal of school: Government 1 El
Non-Government - Catholic 2 Col. 7

_ Non-Catholic 3 El

4. Location oi school: "Metropolitan (Iftluding
Ipswich, Gold Cort, Redcliffe)

Provincial City k 2 Col. 8

Country-town D
5.. Do you presently have regular teaching duties In your school?

Yes 1

No 2 D Col. 9

6. Subjects-teaChing NOW:

Major curriculum area (specify only one) -

Others -

7. Year levels teaching NOW (tick appropilate boxes):

Subject Year a Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12

.

A

. a

If

44

8. Positign in school: Administrator
(tick one only) Subject Master

(Moderator/Co-ordinator)

cilorroom Teacher

Other (e.g. Teacher Librarian"
Resource Teacher) - please zi
specify.:

D
2 JT]

3 D
4

Col.°10-11

Col.12-13
Col.14-15

Col.16-25

Co1.26-55

Col.36-45

do1.46



9. Teaching ex,Periende:

s

Less than
1 year

1-5
years

6-10
' years

11,20
years

Mare than
20 yew+

1 2, 3 4 '5

Pre-S. hool .

Prim ty.
.

.Sec ndary - .

TA E/Trade 1
f

Te lary
,

S eclal

Clither (please specify)

J . /

10. Initial pre-service teaching qualification':

1 year course 1 0
2 year course 2 El
Dtp,Teach. 3 El
Pre-service B.Ed.1 4 1:21

Degree only (e.g. B.A.) 5

Degree plus Dip.Ed./ 6
Grad.Dip.Ed./Grad.Dip.Teach.

Other (please specify) 7 EJ
.4;

11 At which type of institution(s) did you obtain this pre-service teaching qualification?
(More than one may be ticked.)

University

CA.E./Teachers College

ther (please specify)

2 [1]
3

12A Where did the majority of this pre-service preparation take plgce?
b

Queensland

Interstate

Overseas

1

Co1.47

/Co1.48

Co1.49
VIC

41.50
C01.5.1.

Co1.52

Co1.53

Co1.54

Co1.55

Co1.56

C01.57

13. Apart from your initial pre-servi9e teaching qualification, what other qualiflcationsA do
you possess (e.g. trade qualification, B.Ec., L.T.C.L., M.Ed., B.Ed.St., )?

Co1.58

Co1.59 -60

97 U
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14. The following questions refer to the secondary school which, you attended for the
maiority,of your secondary school studies:

(a) Type- Government

Non-Government ?Catholic

- Non7Catholic

(b) Locatioft (I) MeWopolstan
)

Provincial City

Country town

(II) Queensland
A

Interstate

Overseas

(c) Mode of
attendance

15. Was either di your

As a day student

As a boarder 2 -

As an evening student

Ai a correspondence student 1

1

2 EJ Co1.61

3

CD
2 El Co1.62

.3

1 E]
(2 E] Co1.63

1 c:

3

01011.0 01 LGOL71101 7

- Yes "No

2

Father

Mother'
. ,

I.

16. (a) What was your fathers major occupation while you were at schoill (Including home
duties)?

../4

,

(b) What was your mothers major occupa,tion while you were at school (including home
duties)?

_ what_was the highest level of education attained by your parents?.

A

, None

.

Primary Lowef
Secondary

Upper
Secondary

Tertiary Post-

graduate

1 2 3,, 4 5
.1

,
Father

.

Mother
ir

98"

lOj

Co1.64

Co1.65

Co1.66

C01.67-68

C01.69-70

Co1.74,

C01.721
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18. Please Indicate below the types of employment, other than teaching, in which you have
been engaged. Indicate separately for full-time and part-We employment, also periods
of unemployment. Include military service, full-time home duties and vacation employ-
ment. Give specific details of each type of employmen) (e.g. brickle's labourer, shop
assistant) in the "Typecof Employment" column: Also ipacate the length of time in each
type of employment in the appropriate.column.

.

TIME IN YEARS AND MONTHS

PE OF EMPL0YMENT
N

1/4>

Before com-
plating

sebondary
studies-

AfteF,Isecond-
ory\fitudies
qinCtbefore

teacher tralning

During teacher
ttaining

'

Afte.com-
gering
teacher
training

(ar Full-lime employment
.

.

+

I.

1

4

4
i

......

.

.

.1"

(inc. casual).
u

,

.

,

,.

(b) Part-time employment

o

4.

A .

.

(inc casual)

I.

,

(c) Periods of unemployment .

. ,

19. (a) Is there a career officer, guidance officer or some other plesignated person within

. your 'school responsible for organising visits to the %stfool from business firms,
employee assoCiations, trade unions, etc?

_Yes

No

-113) This year, how many times,have you been,responsible, either directly or, through a

cateers/guidance officer, 'for contacting business firms, Industry asSociations,
employee associations, trade unions or any other groups In the workplace with a
view to hating them Visit your school to talk to students in your class(es)?

Times

"4

Card 2

Dup.Co1.1-3
Col. 4=2

Col. 5.19

Cd1.20-34

Co1.35-49

Co1.50 -64

Co1.65 -79

Card 3

Dup.Co1.1-3
Col. 4=3

Col. 5-19

Co1.20.164

Co1.35-49

Co1.50-64

Co1,65-79

Cord 4 '

Oup.CoI.1-3
Co/. 4=4

Col. 5-19

Co1.20

Co1.21 -22

(c) How many of these visits actually ocairred? Co1.23-24

102
99

1



(d) What positions did these peop4hold, 'and which type of business, ipdustry or
organization did they represent?

Position ihdustry/Biliness/
Organisation

(e.g. manager, persOnnel officer, (e.g. car manufacturing, public
,trade union representatWe) service, A.C.T.U.,,Chamber of

Commerce)

-,. V Co1.25-28

,

Co1,33 -36

' Coi.37-40

Co1.41 -44

1410 Co1.45-48

Co1.49 -52

4 . '
(e) Would you like to have more visi fro, employer/employee representapves to talk.

to students in your class(es)?

Yes

No .02
Co1.53

(f) How importaht do you think each of the following is as a constraint to organizing
more visits?

N,

Very
Important

Moderotely.
Important

Slightly. 'Unimliortont
Important

1 2 3
1

school policy ...

finanbe
,

your lack of time-

.. timetabling difficulties
.,

, (
unwillingness of suitable
representatives to

participate

7

unavailability of suitable-
representatives ,

..

lack of Interest shown by
students

lack of interest shown by
colleagues , .

ottiers (please specify)

-
.

1

.

.

100 103

Co1.54

Co1.55

Co1.56

Co1.57

Co1,58

Co1.59
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20. (a) Thls year, how many times*ave youtaken students to,visit a place of employment
(e.g. factory, offide)?

Timak

(b) Which types of business, industry or organisatioo did you visit with your students?

Industry/Business/Organisation

(e.g. car manufacturihg, public service, A.C.T.U. , Chamber of Commerce)

(c) Woad you like to have more visis,of this type?

Yes

No

(d) How Important do you tilink each of the folldwing is as a
visits of this type?

II

constraint to having more

,

Very
Irkportant

Moderately,
Important

51lahtly
Important

Unisiportant

.

1 2 '24 3 4 -
'school policji

finance
,

'
your lack of time .

,

tiMetabling difficuiVes .

unwillingness of.sullable
organisations to i
participate

-

unavailability of suitable
- organisations

. lack of interest shown by
studentc

.

lack of interest shown by
colleagues

. 0

others (please speIlfy)
,

.

.

. .

..

(21. This question should be answere for your malor curriculum area as specified ih

Question 6. Please answer the queition only for those year levels In which you are
cur'rently teaching your major curricukim area. t'

101'

C61\.12=63

Co1.64 -65

NS
Co1.66-67

Co1.68-69

Co1.70-71

Col.72-73

.Col.74-75

Co1.76

..Card 5

Dup.Col. 1-3
Col. 4=5

Col. 5

Cal. 6

Col: 8

Col. 9

o'N^

Go1.10 t4

Co1,11

Co1.12
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(a) In your major curriculum area, as a gJnerarrule does the curriculum adeguately
prepare students3for the world of work?

,-

$..
j Yes No

. 1

Ye;r 8 .

Year 9/10

Yeai 11/12 ,
.

(b) For those year levels marked YES, In what wiays In particular dogs ihe,cufficulum
prepare your students for the world of work?

Year 8

Year 9/10

Year 11/12 ,

(c) For those year levels marked NO, can you sUggest other elements which be
included In the curriculum to prepare students for the world Of Work?

Year.8

. Year 9/10

Year 11%12

22 Rate your level of agreement with each o the following statements. rou should rate
- your level of agreement with each item in uerieral. Variations in your op,nIons will no

doubt occur tor specific students or groups of students, and for particular osupatIons..

1. Unskilled occupations shoUld
bt regarded more hi§hly than
at present.

fo,

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disdgree Strongly
Disagree

Un-
decided

1

,

2 3 i

T.,

1r-

Col.13

Col.14

Col.15
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.

etrongly
Agra*

Agra. DisograJ5trong1y
. Disagree

Un-
decided

1 2 , 3 4 5°

. The academic achlev ment
level of the student hould
be a major factor i deter-
mining his choice of career. f

,

3. Students should choose
the career in which they1
are most intereste,d.

,

4. Students should notlbe
t

discouraged from entering
unskilled ocpupations if
they wish to do so.

5. Academically talented
students should tie dis-
couraged from entering
the'workforce immediately
after Year 10.

,

,

-

6. Academically talented
students should be dis-
couraged from entering
the workforce immediately
after Year 12.

. ' r

.

,

z

7. Students with a good
academic record should
be discouraged from
choosing an unskilled
occupation.

I

,
1 ,

r

8. A high level of academic
achievement is a necessary
pre-requisite for getting-a
'high status job.

,
.

,

.

,

9.. Academic achievement
should be seen only as a

.
, general guide to career

choice.

I'

.

10. Teachers should emphasize
that manual work makes a
positive contribution to
society. .

1"

I

-

11. Students who cannot cope
with the academic school
curriculum at lower secOnd-
ary level should seek
employment.

..

12. Students who cannot cope
with the academic school
curriculum at upper second-
ary revel shquid seek ,

employment.

/ --

.

13. It is a good idea for 4

students to undertake ,
some form of manual
training.

.

. .

14. time permits, It is a good,/
id for students to unde6-
take paid part-time work
outside school hours. , I' i -

103

Co1.17

ca.18,

Co1.19

Co1.20

Co1.21

Co1.22 .

Co1.25, 0

to1.26

Co1.29
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Strongly.
Agree

Agree ,,..Diaogree Strongly
Disogree

Un-
.deci ed

2 3 4

, .

IS. If time iter_pits, it Is a good,
Idea flkistadents to under-
take v"dfuntary community
service outside school

.s. hours. . %.

,

-.,.

_

.
,

16. It s generally better for a
. stu nt to commence

tertiary education after
Year 12 than to ehter the
workforce.

,

14

-

17. Manilai occupations sljouId
be regarded more Ng ly
than at present. .

.

I.
18. Students with,a gap

academic record sh uld be
distouraged from hoo.sing
a manual occupatl n: .. ,

1-

/ .
,

--. -

.

J

19. Students should n t be dts-
' couraged from e tering

manual occupati ris if
they wish to'' do o.

'Y

.

...

17

121 Rate your le el of agreement that each of the following should be a major aim of
secondary iucation. In the second column Indicate whether -you think that, in

secondary s 'hool practice in Queensland, the present emphasis in education on each
aim should ie increased, decreased or remain the same.

Strongly
Agree

Agree,
;

Dia-
agree

Strongly
Disagree

K

H
Un- il In-

#decildard 11 crease
0
H

De-
crAise

Remain
the
sama

2 3 v4
0

15
II

3

/
Teaching baSic prob In

lying skIlls'so studen
.-a- re competent to solve
problems in a job.
situation. ,

---
\..,,,,

.
.

..
. -

- 1

e .
..

-

.
/

Teaching/students how
to go abOt getting a
Job (e.g., interview,
personal appearance).

'

-

'. Teaching basic literacy
and numeracy skills.

.

`

_

-

(0

A
tA.

. -----.
, ) '0,11'

4 :

.
.

''''1 i

. Mallpg students aware
of aferent types of
jobs/careers available
and what is involved
lh each one.

.

It

0
11

0r
II

.

,

.. H4ling students to
understand their
future roleas menctreis

' of the workfOrce. ,

.

,
-

'
..

. Helping studentsynder-
stand the expectations
gf employers. .

or

I
u
I

-

11

0
n
0
u
0

,
,

t

r

1 0
104

Cob.30

Co1.31

Co1.33..

Co1.34

Co1.3506

Co1.37-313

Co1.39-40

Co1.41-42

A

Co1.43,44

Co1.45..46 '
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.

.

\

Stqa4giy

AilPue

Agree Die-
agree

Strongly
Disagree

'Un- il In-

decided picrease

it-

De-
crease

Ret;a19,
the
sane

2 3 4
li

5 11 1

7. Tea0ing 'students skills
thati Mil be'used
direittly in their jobs. .

11

11

l

*
'

8. Helping students under-
stand how a bpsiness
oprates.

'

e i:

Helping students under-,
"stand the role of

ng

. .

,

11..
II

till

. ,..

eonat

lo ancahgl ne

fety in Industry. 0 .

1

1111

11. &ping students to
ain an understanding i

the training and edu-
icational background

.orequIred to enter
' specific occupations.

,

.
11

11

II
II

41
II
II
II

I!

r

12. Preparing students to
4lter tertiary education

13. Developing in each child
a sense of personal
worth and esteem. .

. II
II
n
u

it
n

11,

t
c.

.

G 14 : Teaching tudent how
" td co-opera th

other people.
0

.
T

.

eif

it

v

15. Helping students to
gain an understahding
of the type of job that
they are likely.to be
doing.

. .

A^
11

t
1 1

1-
I
I

, .'

.\/g'

164 .Assisting students to
profitably enjoy their
leisure activities..

,
%-

/

.

17. Helping students to
appreciate cultural
-activities. '

.

,

0
- 0

0
11

I:

'1111

'

,.

18. Assisting students in
forming positive atti-
tudes towards work. 1 01 .11

19. Preparing students for
, the possibility of un-

employment.

0' °
.

/I

fl'r -;

1 .

20. Any.others tespecialti-
related to students
entering the work-.
force). -.4!

,--

4

,

'

11

il

11

1

0 ..
0

1

II
0
I

11

11

1

n
1

I

n

Ca1.4 -48

Co .49-50

Co1.51 -52

Ca1.53-54

Co1.55-56

Co1657 -58

Co1.59 -60

Co1.61 -62

Co1.63-64

Coi..65-66

Co1.67 -68

Co1.69 -70

Co1.71-72



Ve. (a) Do you consider hitchers should spend periods of time in work experience, other
than teaching, as part of their normal career patterns?

Yes 1

No , 2

(b) Would you participate in, a Work Experience for Teachers project in an out-of.:school
situation for an extended period of several months?

Yes

No

iD
(c) If so, what area of work would be of interest to you?

Co1.73

Co1.74

Co1.75-76

Co1.77,48.
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RESEARCH COMMITTEE, BOARD OF TEACHER EDUC4TION
(Membership during project - July 1980 to September 1982)

. Mr W.L. Hamilton (Chairman),
Deputy Director-General of Education, Queensland Department of Education

,
. .

. Mr R. Beevers,
Senior Lecturer, School of Educatiog, Capricornia Institute of Advanced
Education -

. Mr M. Byrne,
Research Officer, Research Branch, Queensland Department of EduCation
(from April 1982)

Professor Wi. Campbell, .

Head, Department of Education, University of Queensland (from Fkbruary
1982) .

Miss D. Dewar,
Tea Cher, Kingston State High Schott (April to December 1981)

,
Mr B. Dixon, , .

Teacher, Merrimac Primary School (until December 1981)
. .

Dr J. Elkins,'
Reader, Schonell Ecluca,tional Reiearch Centre, University of Queensland

'(until December 1981)

Mr N.H. Fry,
Executive Officer, Board of Teacher Education.

Dr W.C.
Principal, Mount Gravatt Campus, Brisbane College of Adyanced Education

Mr K. Imison
Dean, School of Education, Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education

Mr A. Johnson,
Principal, Rangeville State School, Toowoomba (from February 1982)

Mr S. Mackenzie,
Co-ordinator, In-service Education Secondary, .Queensland Department of
Education (from February 1982)

Mr G. Maxwell,
Sub-Dean, Faculty of Education, University of Queensland (February to
December 1981)

Sr P. Nolan,
Principal, McAuley College

Mr G. Persello,
Teacher, Marist Brothers College (until December 1980)

Dr D. price,
Co-ordinator of Practice Teaching, Mount Gravatt Campus, Brisbane College
of Advanced Education .(from February 1982)

Mr A. Searle,
Principal, Corinda Primary School (from February 1982)

Mr N. Sellars,
Co-crdinator of Teaching Practice, JaMes Cook University of Nckth Queens,
land Institute of Advanced Education (from February 1982)



Mr G. Streets,
Senior Lecturer, School of Teacher Education, North Brisbane Campus, Bris-

bane College of Advanced Education (until December 1981)

Mr A. Walpole,
. Teacher, Lourdes Hill College, Hawthorne (from September 1980) .

Mr M. Weier,
Teacher, Bald Hills Primary School (from February 1982)

Mr L. Winkle,
^

Director, Division of Secondary Education (April to June 1981)

Secretariat

Mrs M. Bella,
Graduate Administrative Assistant, Board of Teacher Eckication

Mr GlIf. Duck,
Research Officer, Board of Teacher Education
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